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What transforms this world is – knowledge. Do you see what I mean? Nothing
else can change anything in this world. Knowledge alone is capable of
transforming the world, while at the same time leaving it exactly as it is.
When you look at the world with knowledge, you realize that things are

unchangeable and at the same time are constantly being transformed. You may
ask what good it does us. Let’s put it this way – human beings possess the

weapon of knowledge in order to make life bearable. For animals such things
aren’t necessary. Animals don’t need knowledge or anything of the sort to

make life bearable. But human beings do need something, and with knowledge
they can make the very intolerableness of life a weapon, though at the same
time that intolerableness is not reduced in the slightest. at’s all there is to it.

— Yukio Mishima
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ABSTRACT

Current trends in Web content point towards personalization of content, which
would not be a problem in an uniform, unbiased world, but our world is neither
uniform nor unbiased. In this dissertation, we hypothesize that systemic and
cognitive biases that affect users in the physical world also affect them when
exploring content on the Web. We propose that biased behavior can be encour-
aged to be reduced through a holistic process that includes bias quantification,
algorithmic formulation, and user interface design.ose three parts of our pro-
posed process are implemented used Web Mining techniques, guided by Social
Science, and presented to users in Casual Information Visualization systems. In
particular, we follow a transversal approach where we apply this process, with
different profundity levels, in specific case studies on Wikipedia and Twier.

As result, we observe that biases from the physical world are indeed reflected
on Web platforms, and this reflection affects content, perception and behavior
of users. From this observation, and through the cross-sectional analysis of the
case studies, we conclude: 1) that Web Mining tools are effective to measure
and detect biased behavior; 2) that Information Visualization techniques aimed
at non-experts encourages unbiased exploration of content; and 3) that one size
does not fit all, and that in addition to the social, behavioral, and cultural con-
texts, biases should be accounted for when designing systems.
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RESUMEN

Las tendencias actuales en la Web apuntan hacia la personalización de con-
tenido, lo que no sería un problema en un mundo uniforme y sin sesgos, pero
nuestro mundo no es ni uniforme ni libre de sesgos. En esta tesis, planteamos
la hipótesis de que los sesgos sistémicos y cognitivos que afectan a las personas
en el mundo físico también afectan el comportamiento de éstas al explorar con-
tenido en la Web. Proponemos que es posible fomentar una disminución en el
comportamiento sesgado a través de una mirada holística que incluye cuantifi-
cación de sesgos, formulación de algoritmos, y diseño de interfaces de usuario.
Estas tres partes del proceso propuesto son implementadas utilizando técnicas
de Minería de la Web. A su vez, son guiadas por las Ciencias Sociales, y presen-
tadas a través de sistemas Casuales de Visualización de Información. Seguimos
un enfoque transversal en el cual se aplica este proceso con diferentes niveles
de profundidad a lo largo de tres casos de estudio en Wikipedia y Twier.

Como resultado, observamos que los sesgos presentes en el mundo físico efec-
tivamente se ven reflejados en plataformas Web, afectando el contenido, la per-
cepción y el comportamiento de las personas. A través del análisis transversal de
los casos de estudio, se presentan las siguientes conclusiones: 1) las herramien-
tas de Minería de la Web son efectivas para medir y detectar comportamiento
sesgado; 2) las técnicas de Visualización de Información enfocadas en personas
no expertas fomentan el comportamiento no sesgado; y 3) no existen soluciones
universales, y en adición a los contextos sociales y culturales, los sesgos deben
ser considerados a la hora de diseñar sistemas.
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RESUM

Les tendències actuals en la Web apunten cap a la personalització de contingut,
el que no seria un problema en un món uniforme i sense biaixos, però el nostre
món no és ni uniforme ni lliure de biaixos. En aquesta tesi, plantegem la hipòtesi
que els biaixos sistèmics i cognitius que afecten les persones també afecten el
comportament d’aquestes en explorar contingut a la Web. Proposem que és
possible fomentar una disminució en el comportament esbiaixat a través d’una
mirada holística que inclou quantificació de biaixos, formulació d’algorismes, i
disseny d’interfícies d’usuari. Aquestes tres parts del procés proposat són imple-
mentades utilitzant tècniques de Mineria de laWeb. Al seu torn, són guiades per
conceptes de Ciències Socials, i presentades a través de sistemes Casuals de Vi-
sualització d’Informació. Seguim un enfocament transversal en el qual s’aplica
aquest procés amb diferents nivells de profunditat al llarg de tres casos d’estudi
en Wikipedia i Twier.

Com a resultat, observem que els biaixos presents en el món físic efectiva-
ment es veuen reflectits en plataformes Web, afectant el contingut, la percepció
i el comportament de les persones. A través de l’anàlisi transversal dels casos
d’estudi, es presenten les següents conclusions: 1) les eines de Mineria Web són
efectives per mesurar i detectar comportament esbiaixat; 2) les tècniques de Vi-
sualització d’Informació enfocades a persones no expertes fomenten el compor-
tament no esbiaixat; i 3) no hi ha solucions universals, i en addició als contextos
socials i culturals, els biaixos han de ser considerats a l’hora de dissenyar sis-
temes.
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1
IN TRODUCT ION

emain topic of this dissertation is the study of biases inWeb activities. Broadly
speaking, there are two kinds of biases: cognitive and systemic. Both affect how
humans behave when performing activities in physical and virtual worlds: cog-
nitive biases deviate human judgment, making decisions to be illogical or irra-
tional [HNA05], while systemic biases show a tendency to favor specific out-
comes of institutions composed by humans, from industries to governments.

In this dissertation we explore the effects of such biases on specificWeb activ-
ities. By performing case studies, we gradually move from understanding biased
behavior to proposing algorithms and user interfaces that aim to encourage un-
biased behavior.

1.1 

Web activities, as any other human activity, are affected by cognitive and sys-
temic biases.Whether the presence of those biases is good or bad depends on the
context. For instance, some biases affect how people relate to others, and while
arguably it is good to be related with a diverse set of people, sometimes being
connected with like-minded people is easier because of a common cultural and
social background. But being connected only with like-minded people tends to
polarize views. is happens in physical and virtual worlds alike, yet the Web
is vast, which formulates the question whether its vastness amplifies biases and
their effects, and what are the effects of those biases in Web systems.

Without emiing judgment about good or bad biases, our motivation is to
find user-centered ways to encourage unbiased behavior. Note that the word

3
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encouragemeans that a change in behavior is optional, as it is a choice to behave
in specific ways. What we propose is to empower users to make these choices
in conscious and rational ways.

1.2 

Biases in behavior have been researched primarily in Social and Behavioral Sci-
ences. Computer Science has tried to diminish bias effects on activities from
two fronts: on one hand, Web Mining techniques support the analysis of biased
activities, as well as the definitions of algorithms to diminish bias effects. On
the other hand, Information Visualization (a subset of Human-Computer Interac-
tion) allows to create visual representations of user generated content that could
allow a unbiased exploration. ese areas and their pairwise intersections are
displayed in Figure 1.1. e pairwise intersections are composed of: Visual Ana-
lytics for the Web (see a PhD thesis by Pascual Cid [Pas10]), Social Data Analysis
as defined by Waenberg and Kriss [WK06]), and Computational Social Science
(see an essay by Was [Wat13]). is dissertation lies in the intersection of the
three areas: we use Web Mining techniques to perform bias analysis, which we
support by doing exploratory analysis with Visual Analytics for theWeb. At the
same time, we design Information Visualization user interfaces, with a design
informed by a process of Social Data Analysis. Our work is contextualized into
Social Science when appropriate, and we evaluate our analysis using methods
from Computational Social Science.

1.3    

Our research question is:

In biased Web activities, how can we encourage unbiased behavior?

Based on this question, we will perform case studies with the following goals:
to understand biases, to encourage change in behavior, and to explain when our
results can be applied in current and future Web platforms.
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Web Mining

Information
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Social 
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Figure 1.1: is dissertation is situated in the intersection of three research areas: Web
Mining, Information Visualization, and Social Sciences.

1.3.1 Understand Biased Behavior and its Consequences on the Web

By understanding we mean to have practical knowledge about the expression
of biases on Web activities. Cognitive and systemic biases might be well doc-
umented on the literature, and thus, our research is not aimed at discovering
biases, but to understand in which contexts they influence user behavior. More-
over, we also want to understand what are the consequences of biased behavior
on the Web. is is important given current trends in Web platforms aiming
at personalized user experiences, which include recommendations and search re-
sults. For instance, the filter bubble phenomena described by Pariser [Par11]
is about systems that hide challenging or non-agreeable information to users,
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keeping them in a bubble of filtered content–with filters that were built accord-
ing to each user’s behavior in information seeking.

1.3.2 A Holistic Approach to Encourage Unbiased Exploration

Bias behavior happens when users make a choice that is deviated from the ratio-
nal, or arguably best, choice from a pool of options. For instance, in the presence
of challenging information, users tend to discard the information that is against
their beliefs, even if it is factual and the agreeable information is wrong or false.
is selective exposure happens because users want, unconsciously, to avoid cog-
nitive dissonance [Fes62], an uncomfortable state of mind. en, our goal is to
learn if unbiased behavior can be encouraged. is research topic is not new,
but previous efforts have focused on, either algorithmically providing unbiased
content, or by displaying information by making the opposing information (or
equivalent concept, as it depends on the bias) explicit. However, a holistic view
on the Web platform that delivers the content has not been approached yet. We
propose such holistic view, where first we perform a deep analysis of a specific
Web activity. e analysis informs the design of, first, algorithms that provide
unbiased information, and, second, visualization techniques that are used to
display this information.

In particular, our designs aim to have the following traits of socially aware
systems defined by Donath [Don14]:

• Be innovative: “Explore extraordinary possibilities”.
• Be legible: “Bring clarity to a complex and abstract environment”.
• Be socially beneficial: “Support the emergence of desirable social norms
and cultures”.

By having these traits in mind when designing systems, we believe we can
encourage unbiased exploration in Web activities.

1.3.3 Unbiased Exploration: Who, When, and How?

Our previous goals relate to aggregated user generated content, because through
aggregation we are able to learn and analyze paerns in behavior. However, no
two users are equal, and the study of individual differences will prove to be use-
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ful when trying to convert our understanding gained through the dissertation
into guidelines for algorithm and user interface design in biased contexts.ese
guidelines will help to explain who should be approached by designs like ours,
when to employ such algorithms and designs, and how to perform a case study
and design systems to encourage unbiased exploration in biased contexts.

1.4 ,   

We follow a transversal approach where we perform case studies for different
biased Web activities. In those case studies, we gradually start to think about
design of user interfaces that would help users to behave in a less biased way.
In total, we perform three case studies about the following biases: gender bias,
political centralization, and political homophily.

1.4.1 Gender Bias in Wikipedia Characterization of Historical Figures

Our first case study, “Gender Bias in Wikipedia” (Chapter 3) is about gender
bias on characterization of historical people in Wikipedia. Here, we target the
community of Wikipedia contributors, who, to be able to contribute content to
Wikipedia, follow specific guidelines of subject notability and neutrality. How-
ever, as we find, these guidelines are not sufficient to avoid bias in content. We
make use of computational linguistic methods to quantify how different the
characterization of women is to those of men, as well as to find qualitative ex-
planations based on social theory that will help to define guidelines to avoid
such biases.

Main Results

We perform a careful analysis where we considered that Wikipedia is an ency-
clopedia that reflects world knowledge, including biases that affect the physical
world. Having that in mind, we find more similarities than differences in the
characterization of women and men. ese differences can be strongly associ-
ated to sexist behavior according to social theory. Not all of them are inherent to
Wikipedia, as some of them are reflections of our already biased society. How-
ever, some differences can be associated to the community in Wikipedia. One
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of them gave the name to the case study: “first women” is a characteristic phrase
to describe women in Wikipedia biographies [GLM15].1

Although in this first case study we do not design a user interface, it builds
the foundation of our methods to understand biased behavior in the following
chapters of the dissertation. We decided to change the platform of study in the
next studies, because the user population of Wikipedia is composed mainly by
expert users, it is already biased towards men participation [Lam+11], and this
bias in their population goes beyond exploration of content.

1.4.2 Political Centralization in Developing Countries

In this case study, named Encouraging Diversity Awareness (Chapter 4), we per-
form analysis of biases in micro-blogging platforms, as this allows us to un-
derstand biased behavior of a community of non-experts. e study tackles
the systemic bias of political centralization [Kol13] in Chile, which tends to fa-
vor the capital, Santiago, in media outlets, public policy, and economical pow-
ers [GK08]. In the context of political elections in 2012 (#municipales2012), we
crawledmicro-posts published by the population, and analyzed if the centraliza-
tion from the physical world is reflected on the micro-blogging platform Twit-
ter.

In comparison to the first study, this one goes further, as we define an al-
gorithm that, given a timeline of micro-posts, generates a summary timeline
with ensured geographical diversity, focusing on informativeness and interest-
ingness. Later, the algorithm output is evaluated with users. Using known vi-
sualization techniques applied in news contexts, we define a user interface to
make the inherent diversity in the dataset visible, so “users can see it”. To reach
end-users with this design and perform an evaluation “in the wild” [Cra+13], we
create a social platform in Twier itself, through the usage of a social bot named
@todocl. is bot is used to promote the timelines generated by our algorithm,
and to share links to our visual interface.

1 Although these results are not yet published, a pre-print is available, as referenced.
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Main Results

rough a characterization and analysis of user generated content [Gra14], we
are able to confirm than Chilean users in Twier behave in a politically cen-
tralized way [GL14]. Moreover, we find that centralization affects algorithmic
processing of information [GP13], and that users have different perception of
timelines depending on the geographical origin with respect to to political cen-
tralization. By evaluating interaction data with our prototype deployment, we
are able to understand user differences with respect to engagement with the
site. Confirming the results of the controlled user study of timeline perception,
the condition of being from a centralized location influences user behavior. Fur-
thermore, our proposed visualization-based interface effectively engages users
and encourages them to explore content, as indicated by statistical analysis of
the logged data.2

1.4.3 Political Homophily in Micro-blogging Platforms

In this case study, named Encouraging Exploration with Data Portraits (Chapter
5), we study the cognitive bias of homophily [MSC01], which is the tendency
of individuals to create ties with like-minded people. is problem has been
approached in several ways on the literature, yet results have not been satisfac-
tory (for a extensive review on this subject, see the doctoral thesis by Munson
[Mun12]). Some factors include the selective exposure mechanism and that peo-
ple just do not value diversity as much as they could.

On previous aempts in the literature, the approach taken has been direct,
i. e., users are presented with recommendations that are known to activate se-
lective exposure, or confronting information is displayed in a different way, but
it is confronting anyway. We propose an indirect approach, where we consider
partial homophily: we recommend people who have opposite political stances,
but that share interests that will not activate the selective exposure mechanism
(e. g., music, sports, and so on). In a holistic view of the system, we incorporate
the recommender system in a system that displays its recommendations in an
engaging and aractive way. is way is through a data portrait [Don+10], a

2 ese results are not yet published.
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visual depiction of a user’s profile, where we emphasize user interests to be
linked with recommendations.

As in the second case study, we explore the Chilean community in Twier dis-
cussing political issues in the context of presidential campaigns for the elections
of 2013 (#presidenciales2013). In particular, we focus on one specific issue: abor-
tion, for which we analyze the surrounding discussion, and evaluate if Chilean
users present homophilic behavior when discussing about abortion. Based on
a qualitative analysis of user feedback, we refine our algorithm by introducing
intermediary topics [GLQ14], which formalize the idea of shared interests by
using topic modeling [BNJ03]. Following the redefinition of the recommender
algorithm, we create a new design for the data portrait, as well as a new depic-
tion of recommendations. en we incorporate this new implementation into
the social platform from the previous case study, @todocl, and release an imple-
mentation “in the wild”, for anyone to register and use.

Main Results

When characterizing population behavior, we find that users present homophilic
interactions in terms of the studied political issue [GLQ13].3 By evaluating in-
teraction data with our deployment, we observe that individual differences in
terms of political content in user profiles affect how users interact with our
application, even if the application is not about politics. We also observe that
behavioral differences in terms of informational behavior play a role when in-
teracting with the data portrait and the recommendations.

In general, we find that the usage of visualization encourages exploration
of recommendations of opposing people regardless of the algorithm used to
generate those recommendations. Conversely, we also find that politically ho-
mophilic recommendations still are a prevalent factor when accepting recom-
mendations. In particular, we find that our approach encourages a conscious
decision-making process for politically involved users when facing diverse rec-
ommendations.

3 Although these results are not yet published, a preliminary report of the study is available, as
referenced.
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1.5 

Aer performing the three case studies, in Chapter 6 we analyze the main con-
tributions of this dissertation through the analysis of the common factors and
design implications derived from a cross-sectional analysis of study results.

e following is a summary of the main findings:
1. Web Mining Tools are Effective when Measuring Bias in Content and Behav-

ior. We find that biases from the physical world are effectively reflected on
the entire Web content life cycle. is reflection is confirmed and quanti-
fied by using tools from the several disciplines belonging to Web Mining.

2. Social Sciences Frame and Guide the Analysis. Even though this disserta-
tion lies primarily on Computer Science, the Social Science point of view
is needed to guide analysis and design. Without a social framework, an
effective pluralist design [Bar10] would be not feasible.

3. Unbiased Algorithms are Necessary but not Sufficient. rough the disser-
tation we develop algorithms that theoretically solve the problem of ex-
ploring biased information spaces, because they provide diverse or unbi-
ased content. However, even when presented with unbiased information,
users either do not value this or do not see the diversity provided by the
algorithm.

4. Information Visualization Encourages Exploration of Diverse Content. e
statistical analysis of user behavior from the case studies confirms that
visualization-based user interfaces encourage exploratory behavior in bi-
ased scenarios.

5. One Size does not Fit All. We find that behavioral individual differences are
important when designing systems targeted at end-users. Additionally,
we find that biases introduce specific differences that must be accounted
for, as biases influence the social and cultural contexts surrounding indi-
viduals.

6. User Engagement Allows to Measure Differences in Behavior “In the Wild”.
e systems we propose are not task-based and are focused on end-users.
We find that user engagement metrics [LOY14] allow us to perform quan-
titative evaluation of user behavior, specially in our “in the wild” deploy-
ments.
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e analysis we perform in this dissertation allow us to understand who
should be targeted with proposals like ours; when these designs should be used;
and how the analysis of biases should inform user interface design and imple-
mentation. We contextualize our results in social theory to explain the why be-
hind them. However, we only theorize about it, and longitudinal, qualitative
studies are still needed in future work as empathy towards the targeted com-
munities and their social contexts is always necessary.

e results of the thesis have produced the following publications:

[GL14] Eduardo Graells-Garrido and Mounia Lalmas. “Balancing
Diversity to Counter-measure Geographical Centralization in
Microblogging Platforms (short paper)”. In: 25th ACM Conference
on Hypertext and Social Media (2014).

[GLM15] Eduardo Graells-Garrido, Mounia Lalmas, and Filippo Menczer.
“First Women, Second Sex: Gender Bias in Wikipedia”. In: arXiv
preprint arXiv:1502.02341 (2015).

[GLQ13] Eduardo Graells-Garrido, Mounia Lalmas, and Daniele ercia.
“Data Portraits: Connecting People of Opposing Views”. In: arXiv
preprint arXiv:1311.4658 (2013).

[GLQ14] Eduardo Graells-Garrido, Mounia Lalmas, and Daniele ercia.
“People of opposing views can share common interests”. In: Pro-
ceedings of the companion publication of the 23rd international con-
ference onWorldWideWeb (poster). InternationalWorldWideWeb
Conferences Steering Commiee. 2014, pp. 281–282.

[GP13] Eduardo Graells-Garrido and Bárbara Poblete. “#Santiago is not
#Chile, or is it?: a model to normalize social media impact”. In:
Proceedings of the 2013 Chilean Conference on Human-Computer In-
teraction. ACM. 2013, pp. 110–115.

[Gra14] Eduardo Graells-Garrido. “Ornitología Virtual: Caracterizando a
#Chile en Twier”. In: Socializar Conocimientos N 2: Observando a
Chile desde la Distancia. Ed. by Lorena B Valderrama et al. 2014.

is list includes pre-prints that have not been published at the time of this
thesis submission.
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BACKGROUND

In this chapter we describe the core ideas, concepts and definitions that shape
the context where this dissertation lies in.

2.1 

Here we describe the two analyzed platforms in this dissertation.

2.1.1 Wikipedia

Wikipedia1 is an open encyclopedia where anyone can contribute content.2 In
traditional encyclopedias, a staff of experts in specific areas takes care of writing,
editing and validating content, while in Wikipedia a community of volunteers
is responsible. Each Wikipedia article can contain links to other articles, and its
content can be edited by several people. ese edits are recorded into an edit
history, creating a timeline of changes for each article, noting who made the
change and what was changed. Figure 2.1 shows a screenshot of a Wikipedia
article.

ere is a extensive body of research built upong Wikipedia (see a survey by
Okoli et al. [Oko+14]), covering topics like growth [AMC07], dynamics [Rat+10],
accuracy of content [Gil05; Ros06], participation [Mor+13; CT14], generation of
structured data [Leh+14b], analysis of historical figures [Ara+12], among oth-
ers. Of particular interest for this dissertation is the gender-gap on Wikipedia,

1 http://en.wikipedia.org
2 Wikipedia is available for several languages. In this dissertation we study the English version.

13
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Figure 2.1: Screenshot of a Wikipedia article (Magellanic Penguin).

where women represent only 16% of editors [HS13]. However, an analysis of
how this gap affects Wikipedia content has not been done yet in terms of gen-
der. A related concept is the self-focus bias introduced by Hecht and Gergle
[HG09], which is about cultural bias on Wikipedia.

Dissertation Context

In Chapter 3 we analyze article content to compare how women are described
in biographies, and see whether these descriptions differ from those of men.
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2.1.2 Twier

Twier3 is a micro-blogging platform where users publish status updates called
micro-posts or tweets, each with a maximum length of 140 characters. Each
user has a timeline, a list of tweets in reverse chronological order. A tweet can
be marked as favorite, replied, or retweeted. A retweet is a re-publication of a
tweet into the timeline of the retweeting user. Users can follow other users,
establishing directed connections between them. When user A follows user B,
tweets and retweets made by B will show up in A’s timeline. Users can annotate
tweets using hashtags, i. e., keywords that start with the hash character #. To
mention another user, her or his username must be prefixed with the character
@ (e. g., @A). Figure 2.2 shows the screenshot of a Twier profile.

Given its structure and evolution, more than a social network, Twier is an
information network [Kwa+10]. Several research areas have analyzed Twier:
information filtering [DCC11], recommender systems [Che+12], geolocation of
users [Rou+13], cultural differences [GMQ14], crisis mapping [Mac+11], among
others.

Dissertation Context

Two case studies (Chapters 4 and 5) study political discussion on Twier. In the
first one we study political centralization; in the second we study homophily.

2.2 ,    

In this section we describe the biases relevant to this dissertation.

2.2.1 Gender Bias

e first bias we focus on is gender bias. In particular, we address bias on lan-
guage to describe women in comparison to men in Wikipedia. Lakoff [Lak73]
pioneered this area, by analyzing how language used to refer to women reflects
women’s inferior role in society. Analysis of language and gender adopts four

3 https://twitter.com
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Figure 2.2: Screenshot of a Twier profile (Yahoo Labs).

approaches to gendered speech: deficit (women’s language is inferior to the
normative men’s language), dominance (women is seen as subordinate), differ-
ence (women and men have different subcultures), and dynamic (language is an
evolving social construction which depends on many factors) [Coa04].is bias
is present, we argue, because women are not treated as equals, but as others, as
stated by the seminal work e Second Sex by Simone de Beauvoir [De 12].

Dissertation Context

In Chapter 3we analyze encyclopedic content inWikipedia.is has been partly
studied before for Wikipedia and Encyclopedia Britannica by Reagle and Rhue
[RR11] by performing a manual analysis of biographies. In contrast, we follow a
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computational linguistics approach where we do large-scale analysis of biogra-
phies of men and women in Wikipedia.

2.2.2 Political Centralization

In terms of systemic biases we study political centralization. Arguably, central-
ization can be considered an organizational schema instead of a systemic bias,
yet in some developing countries this organization tends to favor the most cen-
tral locations by making public policy favor its needs [Bra99] and concentrat-
ing economical power [GK08]. is systemic bias is widely discussed by Koll-
man [Kol13], who argues that, while centralization is not inherently bad, “over-
centralization is oen irreversible and hard to avoid”.

According to Gillespie and Robins [GR89], the technologies of communica-
tion that are supposed to shrink distances between communities are having
the opposite effect, by constituting “new and enhanced forms of inequality and
uneven development”. is is relevant in our context, as we work with Web plat-
forms that are supposedly empowering users by removing physical barriers.

Dissertation Context

In Chapter 4 we study whether political centralization is reflected on Twier
and how this affectsWeb technology.We analyze user-generated content by the
Chilean virtual population, which is centralized in the physical world [Lug08].

2.2.3 Selective Exposure / Confirmation Bias and Homophily

Festinger [Fes62] proposed the cognitive dissonance theory. Cognitive disso-
nance is a state of mental discomfort that appears in the presence of information
that challenges current beliefs. In our context, when information seekers are
presented with challenging and agreeable information side by side, they tend
to choose the agreeable information even if it is not correct or it is less accu-
rate than the challenging one. is is called selective exposure to information
[Har+09]. A related bias, and sometimes used as synonym for selective expo-
sure, is confirmation bias [Nic98], where people tend to seek information that
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reinforces their beliefs. In both cases, an implicit purpose of such biased behav-
ior is to avoid cognitive dissonance.

Another important bias in our context is homophily, originally defined by
Lazarsfeld, Merton, et al. [L+54] and extensively reviewed byMcPherson, Smith-
Lovin, and Cook [MSC01]. It is the tendency to form ties with similar others,
where similarity is related to beliefs, race, gender, and socio-demographic fac-
tors, among others. Homophily per se is not bad, as it makes easier to commu-
nicate with others, given common cultural backgrounds [Mar03].

Lazarsfeld, Merton, et al. [L+54] defined two types of homophily: status and
value. Status homophily refers to those bonds created by social status character-
istics, like education, ethnicity and age. Value homophily is the one of interest
for this dissertation, as it refers to beliefs and think-alike ties. In political set-
tings, establishing ties only with think-alike people causes group polarization
[ML75], which, in turn, makes people in the group to make their points of view
more extreme [Sun09].

Dissertation Context

In Chapter 5 we study whether value homophily is present in Twier, and
whether we can exploit partial homophily by finding people who are similar
in non-political (or non-challenging) aspects.

2.3  ,     

Web Mining [Sri+00] is the discipline that focuses on finding and discovering
paerns of behavior on the Web using Data Mining techniques over logged
data and clickstreams. Techniques from fields like Information Retrieval [BR11a]
andMachine Learning [Bis+06] complement theWebMining process, described
in Figure 2.3. is process contains three main stages: pre-processing, paern
discovery and paern analysis, as well as an outcome of results that informs the
implementation and design of adaptive Web applications [BKN07].

In the pre-processing stage, logged interaction data is cleaned and segmented
into user sessions [CMS99]. Additionally, links between documents are used to
build networks, and document content is represented in vectors that allow to
perform mathematical operations with them (e. g., computing similarity of two
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Figure 2.3: e Web Mining process by Srivastava et al. [Sri+00].

documents).en, in the paern discovery stage, several tasks are performed to
find latent and explicit paerns in the data: anomaly detection, association rules
learning, clustering, classification, regression and summarization [FPS96]. Finally,
in the paern analysis stage, the obtained results are validated in terms of their
interestingness (either by a exploratory qualitative approach, or by quantitative
approaches) and statistical hypothesis testing.

Note that this process is not necessarily linear. Exploratory, visual approaches
exists, such as the WET visual analytics system by Pascual Cid [Pas10], which
allows to interactively perform Web Mining tasks while visualizing intermedi-
ate results of analysis.

2.3.1 Interaction Data: Server Logs and Clickstreams

is is the core source of information for Web Mining. Clickstreams consist of
events performed by users when they click on links on a page or by issuing
search queries. An event contains the following information:

• IP address of the requester.
• User-Agent used, including name, version number and operating system.
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• Requested URL.
• HTTP Referer : the URL that linked or preceded the current request.
• Timestamp: the time and date of the request.
• Form Data: any data aached to the request.

To identify sessions, IP address, User-Agent and Timestamp can be used. Nav-
igation graphs can be made based on requested URLs and HTTP Referers.ese
graphs can be used to characterize navigation [Ben+09], as well as performing
query mining [Bae05] in cases where the referer URL is from a search engine.

Dissertation Context

We apply Web Mining techniques to identify and quantify biases on user gen-
erated content. When analyzing interaction data from specific platforms like
Twier and Wikipedia some event data may be missing. For instance, micro-
posts do not contain IP address nor Request URLs, but they include meta-data
(e. g., user entities, links, hashtags, and possibly geographical coordinates) use-
ful to identify and characterize users. In addition, we analyze logged data from
end-user interaction with the implemented systems in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.3.2 Networks on the Web

Hyperlinks on the Web allow the creation of networks based on them. Barabási
and Albert [BA99] found that these networks are scale-free, which means that
degree distribution follows a powerlaw. ese networks are characterized by
the presence of hubs, nodes with much higher degree than the other nodes,
as shown on Figure 2.4. ese distributions have been found in subsets of the
Web [BCE07], including the platforms under study in this dissertation: Twier’s
follower graph [Kwa+10] and Wikipedia’s network of links between articles
[Zla+06].

Networks are used when analyzing paerns and providing input for algo-
rithms to generate adaptive content, as well as to estimate node importance.
Two common algorithms to perform such estimation are PageRank [Pag+99]
and HITS [Kle99]. Twier’s recommender system uses an algorithm inspired
by both named SALSA [Gup+13], and PageRank has been used to estimate his-
torical importance of Wikipedia entities [Ara+12].
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Figure 2.4: Random (Le) and Scale-FreeNetworks (Right). Image by Seo et al. [Seo+13].

Dissertation Context

In Chapter 3 we use PageRank over a graph of links between biography articles
of Wikipedia, in a similar way to Aragón et al. [Ara+12]. In Chapters 4 and 5
we build networks based on how Twier users interact with others, and analyze
those networks using centrality metrics described next.

2.4      

We refer to Social Sciences as those disciplines concerned with human behav-
ior. ere are many disciplines that fall under Social Sciences, like Sociology
[Gid+00], Behavioral Science, Linguistics, Psychology and Anthropology. In
particular, Sociology is the study of social behavior, from micro (individuals)
to macro (institutions and systems) levels.

Social behavior can be represented in graphs, which are analyzed with Social
Network Analysis (SNA) tools. SNA is the use of network theory to study social
networks, in terms of the connections in the network, the distribution of those
connections, and their possible segmentation in communities [Fre04]. It is an
interdisciplinary area, where sociological ideas and the computing power of
WebMining techniques allows to perform complex analysis over massive social
networks.
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2.4.1 Centrality

Centrality is a measure of importance for nodes in graphs, based on the link
structure of the graph and the degree of each node. Some measures include:
betweenness centrality [Fre77], defined as the fraction of shortest paths that in-
clude each node; closeness centrality [BF05], defined as the sum of distances from
a node to all other nodes; and eigenvector centrality, which assigns scores to all
nodes in the network that depend on the scores of the connections of each one,
meaning that connecting to higher-score nodes implies a higher-score. PageR-
ank [Pag+99] is a variant of eigenvector centrality.

Dissertation Context

In Chapter 3 we quantify bias on network structure by comparing the observed
network with several null models, with centrality estimated with PageRank
[Pag+99]. In Chapter 4 we use random-walk betweenness centrality [New05] to
evaluate if political centralization is reflected from the physical world on the
virtual population in Twier. In Chapter 5 we use information centrality [BF05]
to find topics with potential to connect people of opposing views.

2.4.2 Small Worlds

Milgram [Mil67] asked whether we live in a small world or not, given the six
degrees of separation premise. is concept has been adopted in Social Network
Analysis, where small-world networks are defined as those where most nodes
are not neighbors of one another, but the shortest distances between nodes are
small. Was and Strogatz [WS98] defined a specific case of small world where,
in addition to small node distances, nodes exhibit a high clustering coefficient.
Figure 2.5 displays differences between regular, random, and small world net-
works.

Mislove et al. [Mis+07] confirmed the scale-free, small world structure of
many Web platforms, including Twier.
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Figure 2.5: Small Worlds in comparison with Regular and Random Networks, by Was
and Strogatz [WS98].

Dissertation Context

In Chapter 3, we emphasize bias on network structure by comparing the ob-
served network with several null models. One of them is the small-world model
by Was and Strogatz [WS98].

2.4.3 e Self and the Other(s)

From a qualitative point of view, we address self-presentation as defined by
Goffman [Gof59] as well as identity building, in particular from “the other”.
We consider “the other” from three perspectives. First, according to Simone de
Beauvoir [De 12], as a way to differentiating men and women, when women
are the others, as they are “the minority”. Second, we focus on an ethnographic
view on group identification, which, according to Butler [But06], is based on the
differences with the others: “e one with whom I identify is not me, and that ‘not
being me’ is the condition of the identification”. ird, when avoiding connecting
with others who do not think-alike because of their challenging context.
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Dissertation Context

In Chapter 3, we analyze the results of the bias quantification in terms of social
theories exposed by feminist authors. In Chapter 4 we learn that identification
as defined by Butler [But06] is a key concept to consider when designing user in-
terfaces to encourage exploration of geographically diverse informational con-
tent. Finally, in Chapter 5 we consider the idea of self-presentation by Goffman
[Gof59] to reinforce user engagement with the proposed interface design.

2.5  

As Bederson and Shneiderman [BS03] indicate, Information Visualization is
an interdisciplinary field emerged “from research in human-computer interac-
tion, computer science, graphics, visual design, psychology, and business methods”.
Heer, Bostock, and Ogievetsky [HBO10] indicate that its goal is to ease under-
standing of data by leveraging human cognition to see paerns, trends, and
identify outliers from data. ey provide a survey of common techniques and
their corresponding data types. ese data types range from multidimensional,
temporal, network, or tree data [Shn96]. As example, Figure 2.6 displays one of
the most famous examples of visualization, done by Charles Minard in 1869 to
depict the march of Napoleon’s troops to Russia in the winter of 1812. It is a
flow diagram over a map that illustrates the size of the army during advance
and then retreat from Moscow. e diagram includes a time-series that allows
readers to see temperature and link its value with the progress of the trip made
by the troops, including the geographical context.

Particularly, the visualization by Charles Minard is referred as an informa-
tion graphic. Not all visualizations are equal, nor with the same purposes. e
following are some subfields or research areas in Information Visualization:

• Visual Analytics and Visual Data Mining [Kei+08], where visualization
allows users to enhance data mining processes which, automated, would
not be as powerful as the synergy between human intervention (through
visualization) and data mining.

• Casual Information Visualization [PSM07], where visualizations are not
task-based, and users are expected to be non-experts. Yet, even without
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Figure 2.6: Charles Minard’s map of Napoleon’s Russian campaign of 1812, made in
1869. Source: Friendly [Fri02].

tasks nor expertise, different kinds of insights can be obtained, like social
insights.

• Social Data Analysis [WK06], where visualization is used as a tool to reach
a wider audience who will analyze their own social data.

• Information Graphics [Cai12], where visualization techniques are used to
create graphical depictions of data to tell stories, usually in journalist set-
tings.

For a survey of common visualization techniques see Heer, Bostock, and
Ogievetsky [HBO10]. Research-wise, Liu et al. [Liu+14] provides a comprehen-
sive survey of recent techniques and advances.

2.5.1 Visualization Design: From Data to Information

When designing visualizations, regardless of the specific area (if any) being
targeted, the mental model of the target users of the system must be consid-
ered. Moreover, Liu and Stasko [LS10] proposes that visualization internaliza-
tion follows a process of four stages: internalization, processing, augmentation,
and creation. us, insights are not expected to appear immediately when inter-
acting with/being exposed to visualizations.is cognitive view of visualization
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Figure 2.7: Nested visualization design and validation model by Munzner [Mun09].

is compatible with a technologist view, where visualization is thought as a tech-
nology tool [Cai12]. Although there are known visualization techniques that are
more suitable for some data types than others [HBO10], there must be a design
process behind. Munzner [Mun09] proposes a nested model with four stages:
characterize the task and data in the vocabulary of the problem domain, abstract
into operations and data types, design visual encoding and interaction techniques,
and create algorithms to execute techniques efficiently.

In the nested model by Munzner [Mun09], domain problem characterization
is at the root. Yet, as Van Wijk [Van06] asks, how does the designer approach
the gap between her/him and the target users? In the Information Visualization
process defined by Dürsteler and Engelhardt [DE07], the visualization designer
must consider the cultural and social context between her/him and the user, as
displayed on Figure 2.8.ese contexts must be considered when designing user
experiences [Bux10], as they mold the way a user thinks and acts with informa-
tion.

To characterize visual designs, Cairo [Cai12] defined the visualization wheel,
displayed on Figure 2.9. In this framework, several pairs of aributes are de-
fined: abstraction and figuration, functionality and decoration, density and light-
ness, multi- and uni-dimensionality, originality and familiarity, and novelty and
redundancy. Each pair must be balanced when planning and designing a visual-
ization. On each pair, a tendency to the first one produces a deeper and complex
design; conversely, a tendency to the second one produces a more intelligible
and shallower design.

e final step we consider, which is not included in the process defined by
Dürsteler and Engelhardt [DE07], but is considered in the model by Munzner
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Figure 2.8: e process of Information Visualization by Dürsteler and Engelhardt
[DE07].

[Mun09], is the evaluation and validation of the design. Lam et al. [Lam+12]
surveyed more than three hundred papers from visualization-related venues,
and devised seven scenarios for evaluation, based on process and visualization:

• Process: understanding environments and work practices, evaluating vi-
sual data analysis and reasoning, evaluating communication through vi-
sualization, and evaluating collaborative data analysis.

• Visualization: evaluating user performance, evaluating user experience,
and evaluating visualization algorithms.

Some evaluation techniques to consider in each scenario include: controlled
experiments, qualitative methods (fields observations, interviews), case studies
with domain experts, and interaction data analysis. For an in-depth analysis of
each scenario we refer the reader to the original survey [Lam+12].
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Figure 2.9: e visualization wheel by Cairo [Cai12].

Dissertation Context

In Chapters 4 and 5 we design user interfaces with visualization components
where the design decisions were made considering these processes. We focus
onmore intelligible and shallower designs, as users of micro-blogging platforms
are mostly not experts. Particularly, in Chapter 5 our work is clearly situated in
the field of Casual Information Visualization [PSM07].

To evaluate our designs, we focus on the analysis of interaction data with
Web-based implementations of them. is is known as “in the wild” evaluation
[Cra+13], because the environment is not controlled, and neither are the kinds
of users who access the system. Because our visualizations do not consider spe-
cific tasks, instead of evaluating user performance [Lam+12], we evaluate user
engagement metrics [LOY14], in particular dwell time and the tendency of users
to return to a site.
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GENDER B IAS IN WIK I PED IA

Contributing to history has never been as easy as it is today. Anyonewith access
to the Web is able to play a part on Wikipedia, an open and free encyclopedia.
Wikipedia, available in many languages, is one of the most visited websites
in the world and arguably one of the primary sources of knowledge on the
Web. However, not everyone is contributing to Wikipedia from a diversity point
of view; several groups are severely underrepresented. One of those groups is
women, who make up approximately 16% of the current contributor community,
meaning that most of the content is wrien by men. In addition, although there
are specific guidelines of verifiability, notability, and neutral point of view that
must be adhered by Wikipedia content, these guidelines are supervised and
enforced by men.

In this chapter, we propose that gender bias is not about participation and rep-
resentation only, but also about characterization of women. We approach the
analysis of gender bias by defining a methodology for comparing the characteri-
zations of men and women in biographies in three aspects: meta-data, language,
and network structure. Our results show that, indeed, there are differences in
characterization and structure. Some of these differences are reflected from the
off-line world documented byWikipedia, but other differences can be aributed
to gender bias in Wikipedia content. We contextualize these differences in fem-
inist theory and discuss their implications for Wikipedia policy.

29
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3.1 

Today’s Web creates opportunities for global and democratic media, where ev-
eryone has a voice. One of the most visible examples is Wikipedia, an open
encyclopedia where anyone can contribute content. In contrast to traditional
encyclopedias, where a staff of experts in specific areas takes care of writing,
editing and validating content, in Wikipedia these tasks are performed by a
community of volunteers.Whether or not this open source approach provides re-
liable and accurate content [Gil05; Ros06],Wikipedia has gained unprecedented
reach. Indeed, Wikipedia was the 7th most visited website during 2014.1 An ex-
tensive body of research builds upon Wikipedia [Oko+14], covering topics like
participation, structured data, and analysis of historical figures, among others.

In theory, by following its guidelines about verifiability, notability, and neu-
tral point of view, Wikipedia should be an unbiased source of knowledge. In
practice, the community of Wikipedians is not diverse, and contributors are
inherently biased. One group that is severely underrepresented in Wikipedia
is women, who represent only 16% of editors [HS13]. is disparity has been
called the gender gap in Wikipedia, and has been studied from several per-
spectives to understand why more women do not join Wikipedia, and what
can be done about it. It is a problem because reportedly women are not be-
ing treated as equals to men in the community [Lam+11], and potentially, in
content. For instance, Filipacchi [Fil13] described a controversy where women
novelists started to be excluded from the category “American Novelists” to be
included in the specific category “American Women Novelists.”

Instead of focusing on the participatory gender gap, we focus on how women
are characterized in Wikipedia articles, to assess whether gender bias from the
off-line world extends to Wikipedia content, and to identify biases exhibited
by Wikipedians in the characterization of women and of their historical signif-
icance. e research questions that drive our work are:

Is there a gender bias in user-generated characterizations of men and
women in Wikipedia?
If so, how to identify and quantify it? How to explain it based on social
theory?

1 http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/wikipedia.org
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e study of biases inWikipedia is not new. Hecht and Gergle [HG09] defined
the notion of self-focus bias to study the cultural biases present in Wikipedia
from a “hyperlingual” approach. Having the gender gap in mind, we focus on
gender bias not only to quantify it, but to understand what could be causing
it. As a first approach to the problem, we focus on the English language to be
able to analyze our results in terms of western feminist theories from the social
sciences.

In the book e Second Sex, Simone de Beauvoir widely discusses different as-
pects of women oppression and their historical significance. She wrote in 1949:
“it is not women’s inferiority that has determined their historical insignificance:
it is their historical insignificance that has doomed them to inferiority” [De 12].
More than 60 years later, almost anyone with access to the Web can contribute
to the writing of history, thanks to Wikipedia. e scale of Wikipedia, as well
as its openness, allows us to perform a quantitative analysis of how women are
characterized in Wikipedia in comparison to men. Encyclopedias characterize
men and women in many ways, e. g., in terms of their lives and the events in
which they participated or were relevant. We concentrate on biographies be-
cause they are a good source to study gender bias, given that each article is
about a specific person.We propose three dimensions along which to perform
our analysis: meta-data, language, and network structure. is leads to three ma-
jor findings:

1. Differences inmeta-data are coherentwith results in previouswork,where
women biographies were found to contain more marriage-related events
than men’s.

2. Sex-related content is more frequent in women biographies than men’s,
while cognition-related content is more highlighted in men biographies
than women’s.

3. A strong bias in the linking paerns results in a network structure in
which articles about men are disproportionately more central than arti-
cles about women.

e main contributions of this work are methods to quantify gender bias in
user generated content, a contextualization of differences found in terms of fem-
inist theory, and a discussion of the implications of our findings for informing
policy design in Wikipedia. As said earlier, we focus on the English Wikipedia,
but our methods are generalizable to other languages and platforms.
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3.2 

Research on the community structure and evolution of Wikipedia has been
prominent. In its first steps, the focus was on growth [AMC07] and dynam-
ics [Rat+10], without aention toward gender. Later, it was found that there is
a gender gap, as Wikipedia has fewer contributions from women, and women
stop contributing earlier than men [Lam+11]. ere are differences in how gen-
ders behave. For instance, men and women communicate differently in the in-
ner communication channels in Wikipedia [Lan+12]: they focus on different
topics [Lam+11] and the level of content revision differs by gender but also
by amount of activity [Ant+11]. In addition, Lam et al. [Lam+11] found that
women are more reverted than men (i.e., their contributions are discarded), and
reportedly women contribute less because of aggressive behavior toward them
[CB12; Sti13]. Efforts have been made to build a more welcoming community
and to encourage participation [Mor+13; CT14], and Wikimedia itself encour-
ages initiatives like WikiWomen’s Collaborative.2

Content-wise, the study of biographies in Wikipedia enables cultural com-
parisons of coverage [CH11], as well as the construction of social networks of
historical (and current) figures [Ara+12]. Although bias in content has been
addressed before through self-focus bias [HG09], such bias has been measured
at large-scale only in terms of culture, not gender. Lam et al. [Lam+11] found
that coverage of “female topics” was inferior to “male topics ” when classifying
topics as “male” or “female” according to the people who contributed to them.
Reagle and Rhue [RR11] found that in characterization of women, in compari-
son to commercial encyclopedias like Britannica, Wikipedia has beer coverage
of notable profiles, although this coverage is quite low and it is still biased to-
wards men. Bamman and Smith [BS14] found that women biographies are more
likely to include marriage or divorce events.

Addressing the gender gap from a content perspective may help to improve
the quality and value of the content. Currently, focus on quality in Wikipedia
has been about predicting article quality [ASL12; FFG14]. However, focusing
on quality without considering readers does not give the whole picture, as
Wikipedia readers are not necessarily interested in the same topics as contribu-

2 http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/WikiWomen’s_Collaborative
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tors [Leh+14a] and might have a different concept of quality. Moreover, in our
context, Flekova, Ferschke, and Gurevych [FFG14] found that quality of biogra-
phies is assessed differently depending on the gender of the portrayed person.
Is it because the raters were biased? Or is it because biographies were writ-
ten differently? Our hypothesis is that biographies are wrien differently, an
idea inspired by seminal work about howwomen are characterized by language
[Lak73].

To study differences in text, word frequency is commonly used. Word fre-
quency follows Zip’s law [Zip49; SFM09], an empirical distribution found in
many languages [Pia14]. An interesting property of Zipf distributions in lan-
guage is that small sets of words that are semantically or categorically related
also follow a Zipf distribution [Pia14].is property implies that, given two sub-
sets of words that are related semantically or categorically, their frequency dis-
tributions can be compared. us, we compare frequency distributions accord-
ing to gender for several semantic categories derived from the Linguistic Inquiry
and Word Count (LIWC) dictionary. LIWC studies “emotional, cognitive, struc-
tural, and process components present in individuals’ verbal and wrien speech
samples” [PFB01]. It has been used to analyze interactions between Wikipedia
contributors [Ios+14] and article content with respect to emotions [FM12]. In
a context similar to ours, Schmader, Whitehead, and Wysocki [SWW07] used
LIWC to quantify differences in characterization of women and men in recom-
mendation leers.

In our work, we quantify gender bias in Wikipedia’s characterization of men
and women through their biographies. To do so we approach three different di-
mensions of biographies, which we analyze in different sections on this chapter:
meta-data, provided by the structured version ofWikipedia, DBPedia [Leh+14b];
language, considering how frequent are words and concepts [SFM09]; and net-
work structure. In terms of network structure, we build a biography network
[Ara+12] in which we estimate PageRank, a measure of node centrality based
on network connectivity [BP98; For+07]. In similar contexts, PageRank has been
used to provide an approximation of historical importance [Ara+12; SW14] and
to study the bias leading to the gender gap [SW14]. We measure bias in link
formation by comparing the importance given by PageRank in the biography
network with those of null models, i. e., graphs that are unbiased by construc-
tion but that maintain certain properties of the source biography network.
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Figure 3.1: Infobox from the biography article of Simone de Beauvoir.

3.3    

To study gender bias inWikipedia, we consider three freely available data sources:
1. e DBPedia 2014 dataset [Leh+14b].3
2. e Wikipedia English Dump of October 2014.4
3. Inferred gender forWikipedia biographies by Bamman and Smith [BS14].5

3 http://wiki.dbpedia.org/Downloads2014
4 https://dumps.wikimedia.org/enwiki/20141008/
5 http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/bio/
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DBPedia and Meta-data

DBPedia is a structured version of Wikipedia that provides meta-data for arti-
cles, normalized article URIs (Uniform Resource Identifiers), and normalized links
between articles (taking care of redirections). It provides a shallow hierarchy
of classes, which includes a Person category. To provide the structured meta-
data, DBPedia processes from the content of infoboxes in Wikipedia articles.
Infoboxes are template-based specifications for specific kinds of articles. When
DBPedia detects an infobox with a template that matches those of a person, it
assigns the article to the Person class, and to a specific subclass if applicable
(e. g., Artist). For instance, Figure 3.1 displays the infobox of Simone de Beau-
voir6 [De 12]. e infobox contains specific meta-data pertinent to a biography,
such as date and place of birth, but it does not include gender (in specific cases
it does, see “Inferred Gender” next). DBPedia maps infobox properties to spe-
cific fields in a person’s meta-data. ese properties are not always available in
the infobox templates, and do not always have a standardized name. DBPedia,
whenever possible, normalizes both aribute keys and aribute values.

Wikipedia Biographies

We consider two versions of the biographies: the overview and the full text. We
analyze both in different contexts: in the overview we analyze the full vocab-
ulary employed, while in the full text we analyze only the words pertaining
to the LIWC dictionaries. e overview is described by Wikipedia as “an intro-
duction to the article and a summary of its most important aspects. It should be
able to stand alone as a concise overview.” Since those aspects are subjective,
the introduction content is a good proxy for any potential biases expressed by
Wikipedia contributors. At the same time we avoid potential noise included in
the full biography text from elements like quotations and the filmography of a
given actor/actress. In both cases (overview and full content), template markup
is removed from analysis.

6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Simone_de_Beauvoir
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Inferred Gender

To obtain gender meta-data for biographies, we match article URIs with the
dataset by Bamman and Smith [BS14], which contains inferred gender for bi-
ographies based on the number of grammatically gendered words (i. e., he, she,
him, her, etc.) present in the article text. Bamman and Smith [BS14] tested their
method in a random set of 500 biographies, providing 100% precision and 97.6%
recall. is method has also been used before by Reagle and Rhue [RR11] and
DBPedia itself [Leh+14b], making DBPedia to include gender meta-data in some
cases. However, note that the genders considered in these datasets (and thus, in
this work) are only male and female.

3.3.1 Meta-Data Properties

In our first analysis we estimate the proportion of women inWikipedia.We ana-
lyze meta-data by comparing howmen and women proportionally have several
aributes in the data from DBPedia.

Presence and Proportion According to Class

DBPedia estimates the length (in characters) and provides the connectivity of
articles. Of the set of 1,445,021 biographies (articles in the DBPedia Person class),
893,380 (61.82%) have gender meta-data. Of those, only 15.5% are about women.

e mean article length is 5,955 characters for men and 6,013 characters for
women (a significant difference according to a t-test for independent samples:
p < 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.01). e mean out-degrees (number of links) of
42.1 for men and 39.4 for women also differ significantly (p < 0.001, Cohen’s
d = 0.06). Table 3.1 displays the number of biographies in the Person class, as
well as its most common subclasses with their corresponding out-degrees per
gender. From the table, in comparison to the global proportion of women, the
following categories over-represent women: Artist, Royalty, FictionalCharacter,
Noble, Beautyeen, and Model. e others over-represent men.e differences
in length and degree do not hold for all classes, hinting that a study according
to semantic categories of people is needed. However, in this chapter we focus
on the global differences in Person.
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Figure 3.2: Distribution of biographies according to birth year.

Figure 3.3: Relation between the cumulative fraction of women and the fraction of
women per year (dots). e y-axis was truncated to 0.25 for clarity.
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Distribution According to Date of Birth

Figure 3.2 displays the distribution of biographies according to their correspond-
ing birthYear property, considering only those biographies between years 1600
and 2000 (inclusive). is accounts for 65.48% of biographies with gender (note
that 34.07% does not have date of birth in meta-data). e distribution per gen-
der (top chart) shows that most of the biographies of both genders are about
people from modern times. e distribution of fraction of women per year (bot-
tom chart) shows that since the year 1943 the fraction of women is consistently
above the global value of 0.155. Note that, of the biographies that have date of
birth in their meta-data, 53% are from 1943 until 2000. To explore the evolution
of growth of women presence, in Figure 3.3 we display the relationship between
the cumulative fraction of biographies and the yearly fraction of biographies of
women. e chart includes a LOWESS7 fit of the data, to be able to see the ten-
dency of changes in representation.is tendency became positive in the period
1750–1800. ese results are discussed in terms of historical significance in the
discussion section.

Infobox Aributes

Given that there are different classes of infoboxes, there are many different
meta-data aributes than can be included in biographies. In total, we identified
340 aributes. For each one of them, we counted the number of biographies
that contained it, and then compared the relative proportions between genders
with a chi-square test. Only 3.53% presented statistically significant differences.
ose aributes are displayed in Table 3.2. All of them have large effect sizes
(Cohen’s w > 0.5). Inspection allows us to make several observations:

• Aributes careerStation, formerTeam, numberOfMatches, position, team,
and years are more frequent in men. All these aributes are related to
sports, and thus, these differences can be explained by of the prominence
of men in sports-related classes (e. g., Athlete, SportsManager and Coach
in Table 3.1).

7 Locally weighted scaerplot smoothing.
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Table 3.1: Number of biographies in the dataset for the Person class and its
most common child classes (in terms of biographies with gender).
In this and the following tables, we use this legend for p-values:
*** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.

Ontology With
gender

%
Women

M.
OutD.

W.
OutD.

OutD.
t

M.
Len.

W.
Len.

Len.
t

Person 893380 15.53 42.07 39.39 20.77*** 5955 6013 -
2.65**

Athlete 187828 8.94 50.28 45.64 10.64*** 6203 6383 -
2.83**

Artist 79690 25.14 53.02 47.06 12.95*** 7670 7695 -0.33
OfficeHolder 38111 13.04 53.67 45.23 10.97*** 8369 7732 3.77***
Politician 32398 8.75 42.74 41.73 1.29 6026 6668 -

4.02***
MilitaryPerson 22769 1.67 61.41 52.41 4*** 8269 7818 1.03
Scientist 15853 8.79 49.12 43.66 4.91*** 8111 8115 -0.01
SportsManager 11255 0.62 64.92 59.94 0.79 7090 9663 -

2.79**
Cleric 8949 6.34 46.68 41.06 3.23** 6324 6316 0.02
Royalty 7054 35.24 68.83 67.98 0.55 9294 8800 1.75
Coach 5720 2.40 49.08 48.09 0.27 8318 10055 -

2.65**
FictionalCharacter 4023 26.08 62.72 56.24 3.03** 12256 12063 0.39
Noble 3696 23.16 46.34 42.44 3.16** 5863 5439 2.05*
Criminal 1976 12.45 51.35 48.41 1.08 11781 13282 -1.69
Judge 1949 14.88 43.24 34.53 3.93*** 6502 5014 2.97**
Monarch 1861 6.23 61 41.45 3.40*** 9673 6258 2.91**
Architect 1730 3.76 52.96 30.77 3.29** 8135 5400 2.17*
Beautyeen 1464 99.59 26 33.06 -0.70 3374 4074 -0.45
Philosopher 1304 7.13 78.95 62.68 2.04* 15319 12177 1.66
Model 1267 89.34 34.57 40.20 -2.01* 5139 6205 -1.90
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• Aributes deathDate, deathYear are more frequent in men. According to
Figure 3.2, most women are from recent times, and thus they are presum-
ably still alive.

• Aribute birthName is more frequent in women. Its values refer mostly
to the original name of artists, and women have considerable presence in
this class (see Table 3.1). In addition, other possible explanation is that, in
the case of married women, they usually change their surnames to those
of their husbands.

• Aributes occupation and title are more frequent in women. Title is a de-
scription of a person’s occupation (the most common are Actor and Ac-
tress), while occupation is a DBPedia resource URI (e.g., http://dbpedia.
org/resource/Actor). e infoboxes of sport-related biographies do not
contain these aributes because their templates are already indicators of
their occupations, and thus, athletes (which are mostly men) do not con-
tain such aributes.

e case of the spouse aribute is different. e inspection does not offer a
direct explanation other than the tendency to include this aribute more in
women biographies than in men’s. For instance, the most common class with
the spouse aribute is Person, the reference class, with 45% of the instances of
the aribute.

3.4  

In this section we explore the characterization of women andmen from a lexical
perspective. We analyze the vocabulary used in the overview of each biography
through word frequency, and we use the estimated frequencies to find which
words are associated with each gender. To estimate relative frequencies, words
were considered once per biography, and we estimated bi-gram word colloca-
tions to identify composite concepts (e. g., New York). We obtained a vocabulary
of size Vm = 1,013,305 for men, Vw = 376,737 for women, with V = 272,006
common words.

Figure 3.4 displays a density plot of word frequency, and the Probability Den-
sity Functions (PDFs) for both genders. e frequency distributions are simi-
lar across genders. Word frequencies in the common vocabulary for both gen-
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Figure 3.4: A density hexbin plot of word frequencies in men/women’s biographies
(le), and the PDF ofword frequency distribution according to gender (right).
Fiing to Zipfian distributions with the powerlaw library [ABP14] yields the
shown exponents.

Figure 3.5: Words most associated with women (le) and men (right), estimated with
Pointwise Mutual Information. Font size is inversely proportional to PMI
rank. Color encodes frequency (the darker, the more frequent).
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Table 3.2: Proportion of men and women who have the specified aributes in their in-
foboxes. Proportions were tested with a chi-square test, with effect size esti-
mated using Cohen’s w.

% Men % Women χ2 w

birthName 4.01 11.46 4.84* 0.81
careerStation 8.95 1.13 6.84** 0.94
deathDate 32.82 19.35 5.53* 0.64
deathYear 44.68 25.45 8.28** 0.66
formerTeam 4.40 0.24 3.94* 0.97
numberOfMatches 8.60 1.06 6.61* 0.94
occupation 12.52 23.28 4.97* 0.68
position 13.62 1.68 10.46** 0.94
spouse 1.56 6.86 4.10* 0.88
team 14.06 1.97 10.39** 0.93
title 9.17 19.65 5.59* 0.73
years 8.95 1.12 6.84** 0.94

ders follow a Zipf distribution P(f) ∼ f−α with similar exponents α ≈ 1.8,
consistent with the value found by Serrano, Flammini, and Menczer [SFM09].
In addition, frequency with respect to gender presents a high rank-correlation
ρ = 0.65 (p < 0.001). For reference, consider that the inter-language rank cor-
relation of words with the same meaning across languages is 0.54 [CP11]. is
implies that words share meanings when referring to men and women.

3.4.1 Associativity of Words with Gender

To explore which words are more strongly associated with each gender, we
measure PointwiseMutual Information [CH90] over the set of vocabulary in both
genders. PMI is defined as:

PMI(c,w) = log p(c,w)

p(c)p(w)

where c is a class (men orwomen), andw is a word.e probabilities can be esti-
mated from the proportions of biographies about men and women, and the cor-
responding proportions of words and bi-grams. Since PMI overweights words
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with very small frequencies, we consider only words that appear in at least 1%
of men or women biographies.

Associativity results are displayed as word clouds in Figure 3.5. e top-15
words associated to each gender are (relative frequency in parentheses):

• Women: actress (15.9%),women’s (8.8%), female (5.6%), her husband (4.1%),
women (5.3%), first woman (1.9%), film actress (1.6%), her mother (1.8%),
woman (4.4%), nee (3.6%), feminist (1%), miss (1.9%), model (3.3%), girls
(1.5%) and singer (6.5%).

• Men: played (14.2%), footballer who (3.0%), football (4.5%), league (5.9%),
john (7.9%),major league (1.8%), football league (1.6%), college football (1.5%),
son (7%), football player (2.2%), footballer (2%), served (11.7%), william
(4.6%), national football (2%) and professional footballer (1%).

Clearly, the words most associated with men are related to sports, football in
particular, which refers to both popular sports of soccer and American football
(recall from Table 3.1 that Athlete is the largest subclass of Person). For women,
the most associated words are related to arts (recall from Table 3.1 that Artist
is the second largest subclass of Person), gender (women’s, female, first woman,
feminist), and family roles (her husband, her mother, nee8). is is consistent
with the results from the meta-data analysis, where women are more likely to
have a spouse aribute in their infoboxes (see Table 3.2), and with the results of
Bamman and Smith [BS14].

3.4.2 Gender Differences in Semantic Categories of Words

Words most associated to each gender might belong to categories that are
hard to compare, given their richness and complexity. We use the Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count dictionary of semantic categories to find if different
genders have different characterizations according to those semantic categories.
e LIWC dictionary includes, for each category (and its corresponding subcat-
egories), a list of words and prefixes that match relevant words. We consider
the following pertinent categories to our context: Social Processes, Cognitive Pro-
cesses, Biological Processes, Work Concerns and Achievement Concerns. To gener-
ate the final dictionaries from the vocabulary, we matched the prefixes in our

8 Adjective used when giving a former name of a woman.
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corpus and performedmanual cleaning of noisy keywords like place names (e. g.,
Virginia matches virgin* from the sexual category), surnames (Lynch matches
lynch* from the death category), and words with unrelated meanings. In total,
our cleaned dictionary contained 2,877 words.

To compare the distribution ofwords in the semantic categories, we employed
two metrics: relative frequency in overviews, as previously done with PMI, and
burstiness in the full text.Word frequencies identify how language is used differ-
ently to characterize men and women in terms of semantic categories. However,
word frequency alone does not give insights on how those semantic categories
portray a given biography, or in other words, the importance that editors give
to those categories. Burstiness is a measure of word importance in a single doc-
ument according to the number of times it appears within the document, under
the assumption that important words appear more than once (they appear in
bursts) when they are relevant in a given document. We use the definition of
burstiness from Church and Gale [CG95]:

B(w) =
Ew(f)

Pw(f ⩾ 1)

where Ew(f) is the mean number of occurrences of a given word w per docu-
ment, and Pw(f ⩾ 1) is the probability that w appears at least once in a doc-
ument. e differences in frequency and burstiness are tested using the Mann-
Whitney U test, which indicates if one population tends to have larger values
than another. It is non-parametric, i. e., it does not assume normality.
Differences in Frequency

Table 3.3 shows statistics related to word frequency in biography overviews
for the LIWC categories. Note that, although the medians are very similar for
each category, the U test compares differences in the distribution instead of
differences in means or medians. If the test revealed significant differences, we
calculated the common language effect size (ES) as the percentage of words that
had a greater relative frequency for the dominant gender. Of the 20 categories
under consideration, two of them (one top-level) shown significant differences
between genders: cogmech (cognitive processes, ES = 63%) is dominated by men,
while sexual (sexual processes, subcategory of biological processes, ES = 85%) is
dominated by women.
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Differences in Burstiness

Burstiness distributions in full biographies per semantic category are displayed
in Table 3.4. ere are three (two top-level) categories with significant differ-
ences, both dominated by men: cogmech (cognitive processes, ES = 60%), its sub-
category cause (causal processes, ES = 71%), and work (work concerns, ES = 64%).

Overview of Results

In summary, in this section we found that words have similar meaning when
referring to both genders, that there are qualitative differences in words most
associated to them, and that a small number of the semantic categories show
significant differences. Although this implies more similarities than differences
in characterization of women and men, in the discussion section we elaborate
over the importance of such differences and the implications of these findings.

3.5  

To study structural properties of biographies, we first built a directed network
of biographies from the links between articles in the Person DBPedia class. is
empirical network was compared with several null graphs that, by construction,
preserve different known properties of the original network. is allows us to
aribute observed structural differences between genders either to empirical
fluctuations in such properties, such as the heterogeneous importance of his-
torical figures, or to gender bias. To do so, we consider PageRank, a measure of
node centrality based on network connectivity [BP98; For+07].

3.5.1 Empirical Network and Null Models

We study the properties of the directed network constructed from the links be-
tween 893,380 biographical articles in the Person class. Aer removing 192,674
singleton nodes, the resulting graph has 700,706 nodes and 4,153,978 edges. We
use this graph to construct the following null models:

• Random. We shuffle the edges in the original network. For each edge (u,v),
we select two random nodes (i,j) and replace (u,v) by (i,j). e resulting
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network is a random graph with neither the heterogeneous degree distri-
bution nor the clustered structure that the Wikipedia graph is known to
have [Zla+06].

• In-Degree Sequence. We generate a graph that preserves the in-degree se-
quence (and therefore the heterogeneous in-degree distribution) of the
original network by shuffling the sources of the edges. For each edge (u,v),
we select a random node (i) and rewire (u,v) to (i,v). Each node has the
same in-degree, or popularity, as the corresponding biography.

• Out-Degree Sequence. We generate a graph that preserves the out-degree
sequence (and therefore the out-degree distribution) of the original net-
work by shuffling the targets of the edges. For each edge (u,v) select a
random node (j) and rewire (u,v) to (u,j).

• Full Degree Sequence. We generate a graph that preserves both in-degree
and out-degree sequences (and therefore both distributions) by shuffling
the structure in the original network. For a random pair of edges ((u,v),
(i,j)) rewire to ((u,j), (i,v)). We repeat this shuffling as many times as there
are edges. Note that although the in- and out-degree of each node is un-
changed, the degree correlations and the clustering are lost.

• SmallWorld. We generate a undirected small world graph using themodel
by Was and Strogatz [WS98]. is model interpolates a random graph
and a laice in a way that preserves two properties of small world net-
works: average path length and clustering coefficient.

All null models have the same number of nodes n = 700,706 and approxi-
mately the same mean degree k ≈ 4 as the empirical network. e Small World
model has a parameter β = 0.34 representing the probability of rewiring each
edge. Its value was set using the Brent root finding method in such a way as to
recover the clustering coefficient of the original network.

Gender, Link Proportions and Self-Focus Ratio

For each graph, we estimated the proportion of links from gender to gender,
and we tested those proportions against the expected proportions of men and
women present in the dataset using a chi-square test. Table 3.5 shows the re-
sults. None of the null models show any bias in link proportions. e observed
graph, on the other hand, shows a significant difference in the proportion of
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Table 3.5: Comparison of edge proportions between genders in the empirical biography
network and the null models. M and W mean men and women, respectively.
All models share the same number of nodes, n = 700,706.

Clust.
Coef.

Edges M to
M

M to
W

χ2 (M
to W)

W to
M

W to
W

χ2 (W
to W)

SFR

Observed 0.16 4,106,916 90.05% 9.95% 2.38 62.19% 37.81% 37.83*** 6.55
Small World 0.16 2,775,372 84.45% 15.55% 0.00 84.15% 15.85% 0.01 5.41
Random 0 4,106,916 84.41% 15.59% 0.00 84.39% 15.61% 0.00 5.41
In Deg. Seq. 0 4,106,916 85.36% 14.64% 0.06 85.27% 14.73% 0.05 5.75
Out Deg. Seq. 0 4,106,916 84.43% 15.57% 0.00 84.37% 15.63% 0.00 5.42
Full Deg. Seq. 0 4,106,916 85.34% 14.66% 0.06 85.39% 14.61% 0.06 5.74

links from women biographies. In particular, articles about women tend to link
to other women biographies more than expected (χ2 = 40.54,p < 0.001, Co-
hen’s w = 0.76). Men biographies show a greater proportion of links to men
and a lesser proportion to women than expected, but the difference is not statis-
tically significant, although it has an impact on the estimated Self-Focus Ratio
[HG09]. In our context, this ratio is defined as the relation between the sum of
PageRank formen and the sum of PageRank for women. A SFR above 1 confirms
the presence of self-focus, which, given the proportions of men and women in
the dataset, is expected. In fact, given those proportions, the expected SFR is 5.41.
Note that the null models have similar SFRs to the expected value, in contrast
with the observed model with SFR of 6.55.

3.5.2 Biography Importance

As an approximation for historical importance in our biography network we
considered the ranking of biographies based on their PageRank values.

Figure 3.6 displays the top-30 men and women according to their PageRank.
Although the highest score entities present comparable scores, women present
a faster decay than men. For instance, Pope John Paul II 9 (#10) has higher score

9 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope_John_Paul_II
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Figure 3.6: Top-30 biographies per gender according to PageRank.

Figure 3.7: Women fraction in top biographies sorted by PageRank.
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thaneen Victoria10 (#2), and Elvis Presley11 (#30) has higher score thanHillary
Rodham Clinton12 (#4). Our results are coherent with previous work: Aragón et
al. [Ara+12] is more similar to ours because they consider PageRank only, while
Skiena and Ward [SW14] considers other additional factors when ranking.

To compare the observed distribution of PageRank by gender to those of the
null models, we analyzed the fraction of women biographies among the top-r
articles by PageRank, for r ∈ [10, 700, 706] (i. e., we considered only nodes with
edges). In the absence of any kinds of bias, whether endogenous to Wikipedia
or exogenous, one would expect the fraction of women to be around 15% (the
overall proportion of women biographies) irrespective of r. In the presence of
correlations between popularity or historical importance and gender, we expect
the ratio to fluctuate. But such fluctuations would also be observed in the null
models.

e results are shown in Figure 3.7. While the null models stabilize around
the expected value by r ⩽ 104, the proportion of women in the observed net-
work reaches 15% only when the entire dataset is considered. is systematic
under-representation of women among central biographies is not mirrored in
the null models. We tested the differences between observed and null models
using a Mann-Whitney U test, and found that the observed model is always
significantly different (U values shown in Figure 3.7, p < 0.001 for all pairwise
comparisons with the observed model, Holm-Sidak corrected). is implies a
biased behavior that cannot be explained by any of the heterogeneities in the
structure of the network preserved by the null models. For instance, even if
men biographies tended to have more incoming links (as they do), or to be more
densely clustered, those factors would not explain the lower centrality observed
in women biographies.

10 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Queen_Victoria
11 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elvis_Presley
12 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hillary_Rodham_Clinton
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3.6 

Even though we found more similarities than differences in characterization,
in this section we contextualize those differences in social theory and history.
We do this to understand why such differences exist, and whether they can be
aributed to bias in Wikipedia or to a reflection of western society.

Meta-data

We found that there are statistically significant differences in biographies of
men and women. Most of them can be explained because of the different areas
to which men and women belong (mostly sports and arts, respectively), as well
as the recency of women profiles available onWikipedia. Other differences, like
article length and article out-degree, although significant, have very small effect
sizes, and depend on the person class being analyzed.

e greater frequency of the spouse aribute in women can be interpreted as
specific gender roles aributed to women. A similar result on Implicit Associa-
tionwas obtained by Nosek, Banaji, and Greenwald [NBG02], as they found that
Internet visitors tended to associate women to family and arts. Arguably, an al-
ternative explanation is that people in the arts could be more likely to marry a
notable spouse than people in sports. Yet, we found that the most common class
was the generic one not assigned to any of those categories.

In terms of time, we found that the year 1943 marked a hit on the growth of
women presence. According to Strauss and Howe [SH91], the post-war Baby
Boomers generation started in 1943. e following generations are Generation
X (1961–1981) and Millenials (1982–2004). e social and cultural changes em-
braced by people from those generations, plus the increased availability of sec-
ondary sources, might explain this growth. e growth started in dates nearby
the French Revolution (1789–1799), where women had an important role, al-
though they were oppressed aer it [Abr75]. During these years seminal works
about feminist philosophy and women’s rights were published, like the works
of Mary Wollstonecra (1792) and Olympe de Gouges (1791). It is reasonable to
assume that these historical events paved the way for women to become more
notable.
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Language

We found that the words most associated with men are mostly about sports,
while the words most associated with women are to arts, gender and family. Of
particular interest are two concepts strongly associated with women: her hus-
band and first woman. ese results are arguably indicative of systemic bias: the
usage of her husband was found in concordance with our meta-data results and
previous work by Bamman and Smith [BS14], and the already mentioned work
on Implicit Association [NBG02].ese results can be contextualized in terms of
stereotyping theory [PHK], as they categorize women, either as norm breaking
(being the first is an exception to the norm) or as with predefined roles (being
wives). As Fiske and Neuberg [FN90] indicate in their continuum model of im-
pression formation, such categorization makes individuals more prone to stereo-
typing than those who are not categorized. e usage of first woman might in-
dicate notability, but it also has been seen as an indicator of gender bias, as indi-
cated by the Bechdel-inspired Finkbeiner-test13 about scientific women, where
it is explicitly mentioned that an article about a woman does not pass the test
if it mentions “How she’s the ‘first woman to …”’ Despite being informal, the
Finkbeiner-test raises awareness on how gender becomes more important than
the actual achievements of a person.

To formalize the PMI analysis, we performed analysis based on semantic dic-
tionaries of words. According to Nussbaum [Nus95], one possible indicator of
objectification is the “denial of subjectivity: the objectifier treats the object as some-
thing whose experience and feelings (if any) need not be taken into account.” is
idea is supported as, in the overviews, men are more frequently described with
words related to their cognitive processes, while women are more frequently de-
scribed with words related to sexuality. In the full biography text, the cogni-
tive processes and work concerns categories are more bursty in men biographies,
meaning that those aspects of men’s lives are more important than others at the
individual level.

13 http://www.doublexscience.org/the-finkbeiner-test/
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Presence and Centrality of Women

Women biographies tend to link more to other women than to men, a dispropor-
tion thatmight be relatedwithwomen editingwomen biographies inWikipedia,
one of the reported interests of women editors [Sti13]. Since we are considering
notable people, it is known that men and women’s networks evolve differently
through their careers [Jac89], not to mention the set of life-events that influ-
ence those changes like child-bearing and marriage (see a in-depth discussion
by Smith-Lovin andMcPherson [SM93]).us, link proportion betweenwomen
cannot be aributed to bias in Wikipedia, as it seems to be more a reflection of
what happens in the physical world.

We found that network structure is biased in a way that gives more impor-
tance to men than expected, by comparing the distribution of PageRank across
genders. e articles with highest centrality, or historical importance [Ara+12],
tend to be predominantly about men, beyond what one could expect from the
structure of the network. As shown in Figure 3.7, there are women biographies
with high centrality, but their presence is not a sign of an unbiased network:
“the successes of some few privileged women neither compensate for nor excuse the
systematic degrading of the collective level; and the very fact that these successes
are so rare and limited is proof of their unfavorable circumstances” [De 12].

3.6.1 Implications

At this point, considering the gender gap that affects Wikipedia [HS13], it is
pertinent to recall the concept of feminine mystique by Friedan [Fri10], devel-
oped from the analysis of women’s magazines from the 50s in the United States,
which were edited by men only. Fortunately, as discussed earlier, we have found
women in different fields, mostly arts, in contrast to the “Occupation: Housewife”
identified by Friedan [Fri10], as well as more similarities in characterization
than differences. Moreover, the presence of women is increasing steadily and
most of the differences found are not from an inherent bias in Wikipedia. Nev-
ertheless, the identified language differences objectify women and the network
structure diminishes their findability and centrality. Hence, the gender bias in
Wikipedia is not just a maer of women participation in the community, be-
cause content and characterization of women is also affected. is is important,
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for example, because Wikipedia is used as an educational tool [Kon10], and
“children learn which behaviors are appropriate to each sex by observing differ-
ences in the frequencies with which male and female models as groups perform
various responses in given situations” [PB79].

Editing Wikipedia and NPOV

Critics may rightly say that by relying on secondary sources, Wikipedia just re-
flects the biases found in them. However, editors are expected to write in their
own words, “while substantially retaining the meaning of the source material”14,
and thus, the differences found in terms of language that objectify women are
chosen explicitly by them. In this aspect, Wikipedia should provide tools that
help editors to reduce sexism in language, for instance, by considering already
existing manuals like [APA00]. Furthermore, their neutral point of view guide-
lines should be updated to explicitly include gender bias, because biased lan-
guage is a clear violation of their guidelines.

Affirmative Action for Women in Notability Guidelines

e current notability guidelines for biographies in Wikipedia state: “1. e per-
son has received a well-known and significant award or honor, or has been nom-
inated for one several times. 2. e person has made a widely recognized contri-
bution that is part of the enduring historical record in his or her specific field.”15

However, the boundary between not being notable according to sources and
exclusion from history is blurred when evaluating the notability of women. For
instance, consider a discussion about women in philosophy: “Feminist histori-
ans of philosophy have argued that the historical record is incomplete because it
omits women philosophers, and it is biased because it devalues any women philoso-
phers it forgot to omit. In addition, feminist philosophers have argued that the
philosophical tradition is conceptually flawed because of the way that its funda-
mental norms like reason and objectivity are gendered male” [WS14]. Women,
specially in historical contexts before 1943, should be targeted by affirmative
actions that would allow them to appear in the content if they are not there,
and be linked from other articles. We acknowledge that this is not easy, because

14 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:No_original_research
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Notability_(people)#Any_biography
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relaxing notability guidelines can open the door to original research, which is
not allowed. However, a correctly defined affirmative strategy would allow to
grow the proportion of women in Wikipedia, make women easier to find, both
through search (as it increases relevance) and exploratory browsing.

3.6.2 Conclusions

We studied gender bias in Wikipedia biographies. Our results indicate signifi-
cant differences in meta-data, language, and network structure that can be at-
tributed not only to the mirroring of the offline world, but also to gender bias
endogenous to content generation in Wikipedia. Our contribution is a set of
methodologies that detect and quantify gender bias with respect to content and
structure, as well as a contextualization of the differences found in terms of
feminist theory. As concluding remark, we discussed that Wikipedia may wish
to consider revising its guidelines, both to account for the non-findability of
women and to encourage a less biased use of language, which is a violation of
its neutral point of view guideline.

Limitations

Our study has twomain limitations. First, our focus is on the EnglishWikipedia,
which is biased towards western cultures. However, a parallel work to ours by
Wagner et al. [Wag+15] focused on hyperlingual quantitative analysis, and ob-
tained similar results for other languages. Our methods can be applied in other
contexts given the appropriate dictionaries with semantic categories, although
our discussion remains to be applied, as it is culture-dependent. e second
limitation is a binary gendered view, but we believe this is a first step towards
analyzing the gender dimension in content from a wider perspective, given the
social theory discussion we have made.

Future Work

At least three areas are ripe for further work.e first is the construction of edit-
ing tools for Wikipedia that would help editors detect bias in content, and sug-
gest appropriate actions. e second is a study of individual differences among
contributors, as our work analyzed user generated content without considering
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who published and edited it. is aspect can be explored by analyzing how con-
tributors discuss and edit content based on their gender and other individual fac-
tors. e last area is a further exploration of bias considering more fine-grained
ontology classes and meta-data aributes. For instance, it may be possible that
gender bias is stronger or weaker for different ontology classes (e.g., Scientist vs.
Artist) or in biographies of people from different regions and religions. Finally
it would be helpful to study whether gender bias depends on the quality of an
article: does bias decrease with increasing number of edits or other measures of
article maturity?





4
ENCOURAG ING D I VERS I T Y AWARENESS

is part of the dissertation studies the effect of centralization (a systemic bias)
on how people perceive geographically diverse timelines from micro-blogging
platforms. In centralized countries, not only public policy, media and economic
power are centralized, but people also turn their aention to central locations,
impacting social media by biasing content. is in turn biases algorithms for
content recommendation and search. To address this problem, we propose a
methodology to evaluate centralization in micro-blogging platforms, and an
information filtering algorithm to generate geographically diverse timelines.
rough a case study with users in Chile, we confirmed that centralization
from the physical world is reflected on its virtual population. Moreover, when
evaluating the filtering algorithm, we found that the perception of diversity de-
pends on whether users are in central locations or not, and that users from non-
central locations do not see the diversity present on their timelines. We identify
a diversity-awareness problem, which we propose to address using a mixture of
diversity-balancing algorithms and diversity-encouraging user interfaces. We
build an application for Chilean users of Twier, whose interaction data is used
to analyze their behavior from a central/non-central location perspective. We
found that using information visualization techniques complements a diversity-
balancing algorithm and that user perception is improved, as well as confirming
that users behave differently.

59
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4.1 

In his book on user experience, Bill Buxton said that “in order to design a tool,
we must make our best efforts to understand the larger social and physical con-
text within which it is intended to function” [Bux10]. In today’s global Web, it
is not clear if current social platforms consider those different contexts when
building their user interfaces or defining their content-based algorithms. is
would not be a problem in an uniform, unbiased world, but our world is nei-
ther uniform [HHM10] nor unbiased [MS96]. In fact, according to Gillespie and
Robins [GR89], the technologies of communication that are supposed to shrink
distances between communities are having the opposite effect, by constituting
”new and enhanced forms of inequality and uneven development”. is is relevant
in our context, as weworkwithWeb platforms that are supposedly empowering
users by removing physical barriers. In this part of this dissertation, we explore
the effect of the systemic bias of political centralization through the following
research question:

Does political centralization affect how people perceives information,
and how people behaves when browsing informational content inmicro-
blogging platforms? If so, how to encourage geographically diverse
exploration?

Arguably, centralization is an organizational schema instead of a systemic
bias. Given geographical and cultural contexts, centralization can be benefi-
cial for the population and the economy, as discussed by Krugman [Kru99],
but, while centralization is not inherently bad, ”over-centralization is oen irre-
versible and hard to avoid” [Kol13]. In some developing countries this organi-
zation tends to favor the most central locations by making public policy favor
its needs [Bra99]. is is the case of Chile, a highly centralized country [GK08],
where public policy, media and economic powers are centralized towards its
capital region, Región Metropolitana. Although RM is indeed near the geograph-
ical center of continental Chile, it must be noted that the country spans over
4,300 km from north to south, with only 350 km from east to west at its widest
point, in contrast with other centralized countries. is situation, with econom-
ical and geographical factors, makes Chile our focused country for study.
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rough a focus on the geographical aspect of centralization, we defined a
methodology that goes from the analysis of presence of centralization in micro-
blogging platforms, to the definition of an information filtering algorithm that
generates geographically diverse timelines. We evaluated this algorithm with
users, and found that users from over-represented, central locations have a
different sense of diversity than those from under-represented, peripheral lo-
cations. Given this difference, which made users from peripheral locations to
consider our timelines (which were diverse by definition) as not diverse, we
hypothesize that centralization generated a diversity-awareness problem. As a
first step towards addressing this problem, we tested a known visualization of
categorical news headlines by Weskamp [Wes04] in a novel and different con-
text, i. e., in diverse timelines with micro-posts. is interface makes diversity
in timelines visually salient through the usage of treemaps [JS91], a well-known
information visualization technique.

We evaluated this design in an exploratory application, named “Aurora Twit-
tera de Chile”, a website where users were able to browse informative sum-
maries of what was being discussed on Twier in the entire country. An anal-
ysis of interaction data revealed that people engaged with it differently with
respect to their geographical origin, and that our design encourages browsing
of more diverse information from a geographical point of view. Our results
demonstrate that political centralization is reflected from the physical world
into micro-blogging platforms, and that it does affect the perception and behav-
ior of users. In addition, our results support the claim that awareness of these
social and physical contexts when designing algorithms and user interfaces im-
proves user perception in the presence of these systemic biases.

4.2 

e work presented in this part of the dissertation spans several research ar-
eas. We discuss these in relation to our aims, the positioning of our work, and
approaches adopted.
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Biases in Information Systems and Geography

Human behavior, in both on and off-line worlds, is affected by several biases,
both cognitive and systemic. Homophily [MSC01] is the tendency to form ties
with similar others, having similarity estimated from a variety of demographic
factors (age, sex, location), topical interests or political leaning. is has been
observed in tie-formation [HYG13] and topical influence [Wen+10] in micro-
blogging plaorms, and links between political parties in blog networks [AG05],
among other contexts. Although in principle, personalized information systems
present relevant content for users, the effect of cognitive biases like homophily
is biasing those systems’ output, which tend to provide mostly agreeable infor-
mation, creating filter bubbles [Par11].

is paper deals with political centralization [Kol13], in particular consider-
ing its geographical aspect. Geography is an important aribute to be consid-
ered in the study of social networks and Web platforms, in particular Twier.
For instance, even though most of user ties are geographically local [QCC12],
more than a third of mentions and links are inter-countries [Kul+12]. To un-
derstand how a virtual population is distributed, each user’s location must be
determined, a meta-aribute not always available. When geolocating users in
micro-blogging platforms, the most basic approach is to query a gazeeer with
the user’s self-reported location [Mis+11; Hec+11], which usually comes in free-
text form, and thus it is not normalized nor structured. More complex and ac-
curate approaches involve entity recognition [Abe+12] and language models
[CCL10; KMO11; AHS13], but they require a representative and oen large cor-
pus, which is not always available. Even though the lack of geographical diver-
sity has not been perceived as a problem from a user-centered point of view (to
the extent of our knowledge), it does lead to problems. In particular, in imbal-
anced and centralized contexts, location classifiers can become biased [Rou+13],
and care must be taken when parameterizing machine learning algorithms.

e effects of centralization in the physical world have been studied with
respect to public policy [Bra99], economy [GK08], among other aspects. Phys-
ical world phenomena and constraints reportedly affects virtual behavior and
content. For instance, Takhteyev, Gruzd, and Wellman [TGW12] found that the
number of international flights between countries is the best predictor of non-
local ties in Twier. In Twier, centralization has been studied before at the
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country level in the analysis of cultural differences, where countries with eco-
nomic power are central in Twier network connectivity [GMQ14; Pob+11].

Previous work by González-Bailón et al. [Gon+14] has found that sampled in-
formation sources from Twier are biased in terms of network centrality, and
that peripheral content is hard to find and under-represented in the sampled in-
formation stream. In our work, we evaluate if users from centralized locations
behave differently than those from non-central locations in an application de-
signed to mitigate the effects of centralization. We propose that, in a similar
manner to filter bubbles [Par11], centralization makes content about central lo-
cations more prominent than it should compared with the population distribu-
tion. As noted by González-Bailón et al. [Gon+14], we take care into including
content from non-central locations in order to avoid the bias already present in
timelines sampled from the Twier API.

Filtering and Representation of Diversity

ere are several scenarios where searching and filtering micro-posts is needed,
for example in situation tracking and crisis mapping [Mac+11], event monitor-
ing [Dor+10; Mar+11] and faceted search [Abe+12]. In all these scenarios, rel-
evance is considered as target aribute to maximize when filtering. Diversity
is important, and can be ensured by minimizing similarity between items in
a recommendation list [Zie+05], maximizing information entropy [Jos06] over
a set of content features [DCC11], as well as context-specific diversification
methods [MZR09]. Diversified sets have increased user satisfaction in book rec-
ommendation scenarios [Zie+05] but not in political scenarios unless users are
diversity-seekers, usually a minority of users [MR10].

e recommendation and presentation of diverse and potentially challenging
information has tried to mitigate bias effects [Far+10; MLR13; MR10; MZR09;
Par+09], but the problems are far from solved, as users do not necessarily value
diversity [MR10]. Most of this work was done in the context of political content.
In a different area, Park et al. [Par+09] showed that the presentation of news
headlines in clusters generates more clicks on news than non-clustered displays.

In this part of the dissertation we evaluate how users perceive diversity, in-
formativeness and interestingness of timelines generated by an algorithm from
previous work by Munson, Zhou, and Resnick [MZR09] and De Choudhury,
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Counts, and Czerwinski [DCC11]. We focus on how user location influences
those perceptions and how engagement differs in terms of location and user in-
terface.We extend design guidelines by Park et al. [Par+09] by using treemaps [JS91]
to maintain clustered representations of micro-posts while, at the same time,
making diversity visually salient and noticeable. Treemaps have been used be-
fore to visualize content from micro-blogging platforms by Archambault et al.
[Arc+11], although their approach is different to ours: they visualize clustered
keywords, whilewe visualize entire tweets by using a design inspired byNewsmap.jp
[Wes04], a treemap visualization of news headlines.

User Differences

e output of an algorithm can be diverse, but users do not necessarily per-
ceive, understand or value this diversity [MR10]. To understand this, the study
of individual differences [CCM00] is useful. In recommender systems, different
users prefer different interaction methods depending on their own character-
istics [KRW11]. Moreover, people from different cultures behave in different
wayswhen communicating, not only onmicro-blogs [GMQ14] but also on other
forms of communication, like instant messaging [KFS06]. In our work, we pro-
pose that systemic biases introduce differences in how users behave, and thus,
these differences should be accounted when designing systems in the same way
as cultural differences.

4.3     

We explain our methodology to balance diversity in information streams, such
as the one offered by Twier. Our methodology can be seen as a pipeline that
starts with an analysis of a virtual population, builds a classifier to geographi-
cally annotate content, evaluates the classifier accounting for geographical di-
versity, and finally filters the content of streams to ensure geographical diver-
sity. We focus on timelines from micro-blogging platforms. Although our defi-
nitions are general, we restrict ourselves to Twier.
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4.3.1 Problem Definition

We define our problem as follows:
1. Consider a set of tweets TE related to an event E (defined as a set of hash-

tags and special keywords) relevant to a countryC, with a set of locations
L.

2. Given all users U who published tweets in TE, predict (if possible) a loca-
tion from L for all users u ∈ U.

3. Considering the users UL who were geolocated, aggregate their interac-
tions to find if geographical centralization is present.

4. Aggregate the content from UL into location documents, and use these
to build a location classifier P such that given an arbitrary tweet, predicts
the administrative location related to its content.

5. Using the output from P applied to all tweets in TE, filter TE to produce
a summary tweet set Tθ, with |Tθ| ⩽ |TE|, which is more geographically
diverse; in other word such that geodiversity(Tθ) ⩾ geodiversity(TE).

Geographical Diversity

We define geographical diversity as the normalized Shannon entropy [Jos06]
with respect to a set of locations L (where |L| > 1):

geodiversity =
−
∑|L|

i=1 pi lnpi

ln |L|

where pi is the probability that a micro-post is related to a location ℓi. Geo-
diversity is 0when all micro-posts are from one location only, and geo-diversity
is 1 when all locations are represented equally.

Geolocating Users

To geolocate users, we rely on the self-reported location in user profiles. Instead
of querying external services using profile locations as input [Mis+11], we build
an ad-hoc gazeeer from official location names, lists of known toponyms ex-
tracted from Wikipedia [Hec+11; Rou+13] and labeled user profiles. en, to
geolocate a user u, we query the gazeeer with a normalized version of u’s
self-reported location. A normalized string (location) is defined as a lowercase
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version of the original string, with redundant spaces and non-alphanumeric
symbols removed.

4.3.2 Interaction Graph and Centralization

In [Kul+12], two locations become connected if someone from location A fol-
lows someone from location B. In our context this is not meaningful, because
such connectivity may not convey an interaction between two users that is rel-
evant to the event E [Wil+12]. Hence, we consider 1-way interactions between
locations through mentions and retweets [QCC12] by building an adjacency
matrix:

Mi,j = mentions(ℓi, ℓj) + retweets(ℓi, ℓj)

where mentions(ℓi, ℓj) is the number of tweets from location ℓi (those tweets
whose author has been geolocated to that location) that mention one ormore ac-
counts from location ℓj, and retweets(ℓi, ℓj) is the number of times that tweets
from ℓj have been retweeted by users from ℓi.

From the adjacency matrix we build an undirected interaction graph with self-
connecting edges removed, and estimate the edge weights with a normalized
geometric mean of information flow:

w(i, j) =
√

Mi,j ×Mj,i

max{
√

Mi ′,j ′ ×Mj ′,i ′ | ∀ℓi ′ , ℓj ′ ∈ L : i ′ ̸= j ′}

To estimate node importance in the interaction graph, we consider random-
walk weighted betweenness centrality [New05]. We chose random walk instead
of traditional betweenness centrality because information does not always fol-
low geodesic paths, and weighted edges because those paths will have different
importances based on the amount of pairwise interactions.

To analyze the existence of centralization as a system bias, we compare the
observed centrality against a theoretical expected centrality in the interaction
graph. We define the expected centrality as the random-walk weighted between-
ness centrality [New05] in an population graph of locations, where each edge is
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weighted according to the normalized geometric mean of each location’s popu-
lation:

wexp(i, j) =
√

popi × popj
max{√popi ′ × popj ′ | ∀ℓi ′ , ℓj ′ ∈ L : i ̸= j}

Where popi is the physical population of location i. A considerable deviation
in location centralities from the expectations is a strong signal of geographical
centralization. To estimate such deviation, we estimate theC ′

B measure by Free-
man [Fre77], which considers the average of centrality differences between the
most central node and all the others:

C ′
B =

∑n
i=1[C

′
B(p

∗
k) −C ′

B(p
∗
k)]

n− 1

e values of C ′
B vary between 0 (no centralization) to 1 (star-shaped network).

4.3.3 Geographical Diversity and Classifying Tweets

We assume that each location will have several local words and hashtags that
characterize it, in addition to local event-specific keywords. ese hashtags,
among other words like place names, people names and vernacular words, will
have more weight in their corresponding documents than global, non-local
words. Hence, we consider that a tweet talks about a particular location if its
content resembles or is similar enough to the aggregated content of that loca-
tion.

To build a location corpus of |L| location documents, we consider the set of
geolocated users UL. Each document is the aggregation of tweets originating
from those locations, leaving out replies,mentions and retweets to avoid repeated
content between different documents. We represent each location document d
as a vector

d⃗ = [w0,w1, . . . ,wn]

where wi represents the vocabulary word i weighted according to its locality
by using TF-IDF [BR11a]:

wi = freq(wi,d)× log2
|L|

|ℓ ∈ L : wi ∈ ℓ|
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To predict a location for a given document d⃗, we build a feature vector f⃗d
containing the similarity of d⃗ with each location document from the location
corpus. In this way, we consolidate all similarities in a single vector:

f⃗d = [f0, f1, . . . , f|L|]

where fi is the cosine similarity between the document d⃗ and the location doc-
ument ℓ⃗i:

cosine_similarity(d⃗, ℓ⃗i) =
d⃗ · ℓ⃗i

∥ d⃗ ∥∥ ℓ⃗i ∥

We use the feature vectors and their corresponding author locations to train
classifiers using Support Vector Machines (SVM) [CV95] and Naive Bayes.

A prediction is correct if the location predicted for a tweet tmatches its author
u’s location, i.e, tℓ = uℓ. Although this approachmay give false positives (a user
tweets about other locations, for instance, media outlets publishing news) or
false negatives (a user tweets about the event from a generic point of view), this
assumption is also made in previous work [CCL10; Hec+11] because the usage
of the self-reported location in geolocation allows to assign only one location
to every user, which we find acceptable when considering events where users
are expected to have a single location.

To find how different classifiers behave when considering geographical di-
versity, we consider pi as the fraction of predictions for location i. To balance
the classifier accuracy and geographical diversity, we define a D-measure as the
harmonic mean between accuracy and geographical diversity:

Dβ = (1+β2) · geodiversity · accuracy
(β2 × geodiversity) + accuracy

where β establishes the weight given to diversity: D1 gives equal weight to ac-
curacy and diversity, D0.5 gives more weight to accuracy, and D2 gives more
weight to diversity. is flexible balance between diversity and accuracy is
needed, because even though geographical diversity is important in our con-
text, accuracy is needed; we do not want content to be erroneously classified.
is approach was inspired by the F-measure that balances precision and recall
in Information Retrieval [BR11a].
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4.3.4 Filtering Information Streams

Given an event of interest E and a set of related tweets TE, we generate a filtered
tweet set Tθ, where Tθ contains s tweets. To maximize geographical diversity in
Tθ, we consider a greedy algorithm from prior work by De Choudhury, Counts,
and Czerwinski [DCC11]. is algorithm generates Tθ from an information en-
tropy perspective, where entropy is estimated in terms of several features ex-
tracted from tweets. Since the complexity of those dimensions can be greater
than those of geography (for instance, consider the number of hashtags in an
event against the number of locations), the entropy contribution of these di-
mensions is higher than the entropy contribution of geography. us, diversity
could still be near optimal levels even in the absence of geographical diversity.

Input Features

For each micropost t, we consider a vector representation v⃗t with the following
features:

1. Presence of links: whether the micro-post contains a URL or not.
2. Time bucket: time passed since the start of E.
3. Annotated hashtags: topical information.
4. Geography: defined as the location its content is most likely to be about.
5. Author’s number of followers.
6. Author’s hub dimension ( followers

friends ).
7. Author’s global micro-post count.
8. Popularity: number of times it has been republished by others.

All features are bucketed. We consider buckets based on the logarithms of each
value when applicable.

Role of Popularity

As extension to the base algorithm [DCC11] we introduce popularity into the in-
put features and into the tweet selection phase. In the original algorithm, tweet
selection was random between all tweets that maximize entropy of the filtered
set, while in our modification we rank candidate tweets by popularity. Popular-
ity has been established as a valuable feature for tweet recommendation as it
represents user interests [Che+10; Che+12]. However, given that popularity is
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likely to link to population imbalance (i. e., tweets from populated locations are
likely to be more popular than those from less populated locations), we need to
enforce geographical diversity.

Location Sidelines

Since the complexity of feature dimensions can be greater than those of geogra-
phy (for instance, consider the number of hashtags in an event against the num-
ber of locations), the entropy contribution of these dimensions can be higher
than the entropy contribution of geography.us, geographical diversity needs
to be enforced by adding a sidelining step [MZR09] when considering tweets for
selection, i. e., tweets from a location previously selected in the previous itera-
tions of the algorithm will not be considered during a given number of n turns.

Algorithm Definition

Tomaximize geographical diversity in Tθ, we consider a greedy algorithm: start
by randomly selecting a micro-post t from the most popular bucket from TE as
initial seed in Tθ. en, greedily increment Tθ by adding a selected micro-post
from TE. To select this micro-post, build a candidate set Tc where every micro-
post t satisfies the following:

1. It has not been already added, i.e., it is not in Tθ.
2. Its addition to Tθ maximizes information entropy [Jos06].
3. Its location has not been considered before in at least n turns [MZR09].
4. It terms of popularity, it is on the most popular bucket.

Repeat until |Tθ| = s.
e information entropy [Jos06] of a given tweet set T ′, with k different vec-

tor representations of its tweets (k ⩽ |T ′|), is defined as:

HT ′ = −

k∑
i=1

p(⃗vti) lnp(⃗vti)

is completes the description of each step of our proposed approach, which
we now apply, as a case study, on the municipal elections held in Chile in 2012.
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Algorithm 4.1 Geo. Diverse Information Filtering Algorithm.
: T ← set of micro-posts to be filtered
: s← cardinality of resulting filtered set
: turns← number of turns for sidelining
: Tθ ← filtered micro-post set

 _(T , s, turns)
Tθ ← list()
sidelined← dictionary()

  ℓ in L 
sidelined[ℓ]← 0

 
t← random.choice(most_popular_microposts(TE))
Tθ.append(t)
sidelined[tℓ]← turns


Tc ← list()

  t in TE not in Tθ 
 max_entr(t, Tθ) and sidelined[tℓ] ⩽ 0 

Tc.append(t)
 
 

t← random.choice(popular_microposts(Tc))
Tθ.append(t)
sidelined[tℓ]← turns+ 1

  ℓ in L 
sidelined[ℓ]← sidelined[ℓ] − 1

 
 |Tθ| = s

 Tθ
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4.4  :   

In this case study we apply the methodology defined in the previous section to
a dataset of tweets from Chile, a country which suffers from political central-
ization [GK08]. In particular, centralization in Chile is characterized through
geography at the regional level. Chilean regions are numbered (with roman num-
bers) from I to XIV, plus the capital region RM (Región Metropolitana, translated
as Metropolitan Region), which is the most populated and centralized one. e
administrative locations of Chile are defined according to the following hierar-
chy:

municipality (346)→ province (54)→ region (15)

For analysis we consider the 15 Chilean regions as basis. We refer to each of
them as region or location equally.

4.4.1 Dataset: Municipal Elections in Chile

e dataset is composed of tweets crawled on October 28th, 2012, in the context
of municipal elections held in Chile that day. e event had a distinctive hash-
tag (#municipales2012), which, among other related hashtags (e.g. #tudecides),
keywords (e.g. vote), location and candidate names, were used as queries for
the Twier Streaming API.1 Example terms used as queries are displayed on Ta-
ble 4.1. is dataset being about local elections happening nation-wide makes
it ideal to study effects of centralization.

In total, we have 157,648 users, who published 724,890 tweets. Table 4.2 sum-
marizes the characteristics of those tweets. e most frequent terms in the
dataset are shown in Figure 4.1. ery terms are colored green, while other
terms are colored grey. Frequency was estimated ignoring word repetitions in
each tweet. As expected, the most frequent term is #municipales2012. e fig-
ure shows several kinds of terms, such as keywords (e. g., democracia, comuna,
resultados), people (e. g., journalists @tv_mauricio, @patricionavia, candidates
@josefaerrazuriz, sabat, labbe, zalaque), hashtags (e.g., #tudecides, #labbe) and

1 https://dev.twitter.com/docs/streaming-apis
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Table 4.1: Example terms used as queries.

Type ery Terms

Hashtags #municipales2012, #túdecides, #yovote
Vocabulary elecciones municipales, elección, abstención, vocal de mesa, mesa, urna,

deber cívico, alcade, alcadesa, alcaldía, concejal, voté, voten, votamos
…(tenses of to vote)

Politics concertación, alianza por chile, servel
Politicians labbe, errazuriz, zalaque, tohá, sabat, …
Locations chile, santiago, concepción, valparaíso, …

Figure 4.1: Wordcloud of frequent keywords.

place names, including peripheral ones (e. g., santiago, iquique, #valdiviacl) to
reduce bias in API results [Gon+14].

Using a list of 2011 toponyms from all locations in Chile, we were able to
geolocate 33.67% of users at regional granularity using their self-reported loca-
tion. ose users published 43.27% of the crawled tweets. Even though in 2012
RM held 40.5% of the population [Nat14], in our dataset it holds 56.6% of user
accounts, and this difference in proportions is significant according to a chi-
square test (χ2 = 11.08, p < 0.001), meaning that the Chilean population in
Twier is more imbalanced than in the physical world.
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Table 4.2: Main types of data crawled during the #municipales2012 event.

Data # % of Total % Geolocated Region

Users 157,648 100.00 33.67
All Tweets 724,890 100.00 43.27
ReTweets 253,582 34.98 46.46
With Mentions 192,828 26.60 43.51
With Hashtags 227,868 31.43 48.03
With Links 76,440 10.55 43.40
With Lat.,Lon. 50,489 6.97 50.08
With Lat.,Lon. or Hashtags 266,106 36.71 48.14

From Table 4.2 note that the fraction of tweets with geographical coordinates
is small (6.97%) and the fraction of tweets with hashtags is less than a third of the
entire information space (31.43%). Both aributes combined comprise 36.71% of
the dataset. is means that if an information seeker has a query related to a
specific place, a query using hashtags or the native geolocation of the platform
would allow her/him to find at most 36.71% of tweets.

Dataset Cleaning

Given that elections are fairly general, i. e., not specific to politics (e. g., musical
shows where the public votes for their favorite musician), the dataset contained
some noise, i. e., tweets from other countries and in different languages (e. g.,
vote is also a valid english word). To clean the dataset, we manually inspected
crawled tweets to find common unrelated keywords (e. g., bieber, lovato,
romney, obama, #xfactor3, and so on) and unrelated locations in user pro-
files (e. g., Argentina, Perú, España, Spain, and so on). We removed all tweets
that contained at least one of the blacklisted keywords, as well as users from
those blacklisted locations. In addition, we performed language detection us-
ing n-grams [LB12], and removed all tweets which were not determined to be
in Spanish. We also removed tweets that were determined to be check-ins into
location social networks like FourSquare, even if they were made in Chilean
territory, as not all check-ins were related to the event.
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User Connectivity and Time of Registration

In Figure 4.2, we explore the properties of all users, regardless of their geoloca-
tion. On the le, we consider the complimentary cumulative distribution func-
tions (CCDF) of the number of followers and friends according to accounts
from RM and NOT-RM, showcasing similar distributions to those of [Kwa+10].
e estimated power-law [ABP14] PDF parameters are RM (αfollow = 1.20 and
αfriends = 1.18) and NOT-RM (αfollow = 1.21 and αfriends = 1.18). On the right,
we show the distribution of registration date of geolocated accounts. We see
accounts from the beginning of Twier until the day of the studied event. e
biggest peak in terms of account creation corresponds to the week of February
27th, 2010, when an earthquake affected Chile. Twier played a major role in
information diffusion in the following days [MPC10].

4.4.2 Virtual Population, Centralization and Content

In this section we consider the geolocated tweets at regional level in terms of
the author location, i.e., the 33.67% of users who contributed 43.27% of the event
tweets. Figure 4.3 shows the population distribution at the top row of charts.
On the le, the virtual population per region is showcased through the abso-
lute number of user accounts found at each location; on the right, the user rate
(relative number of accounts per 1,000 inhabitants is shown). It can be seen that,
while the location populations differ in orders of magnitude, the user rates do
not.

To explore the representativity of the sample, we estimate Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficients between populations and rates, a measure of the
linear dependence between two variables. Its value is in the range [−1, 1], where
−1 implies total negative correlation, 0 implies no correlation, and 1 implies
total positive correlation. e estimated correlations are:

1. rpop = 0.95 (p < 0.001), the correlation between the virtual and physical
population from 2012 [Nat14]. Because of population imbalance in both
worlds (physical and virtual), we consider the logarithms of population
counts. See Figure 4.3 Boom Le.
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Figure 4.2: User connectivity and time of registration.

Figure 4.3: Top: Distributions of population according to Chilean regions (le) and user
rates per 1,000 inhabitants (right). Boom: linear regressions of logarithms
of physical population [Nat14] with Twier accounts (le), Internet access
rate [Min11] with Twier account rate (right).
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2. rrates = 0.66, (p< 0.01), the correlation between the user rate virtual and
the household Internet Access Rate in Chile [Min11]. See Figure Figure 4.3
Boom Right.

erefore, our sample is spatially representative of the physical population
at the regional level. is representativeness means that the amount of tweets
considered is sufficient for the content analysis performed in the next sections.

Adjacency Matrix and Interaction Graph

We built and adjacency matrix of 1-way interactions and its corresponding
graph. Figure 4.4 displays the adjacency matrix as a flow diagram between re-
gions. Each region appears twice, once as a source, and once as a target. Each
edge encodesMi,j from the adjacency matrix. An edge color encodes the target
region: green encodes interactions when a region interacts with itself (i = j),
brown encodes interactions when the target region is RM (lj = RM), and gray
encodes all remaining interactions. e median proportion of tweets emied
to other locations is 57.44%, while the median proportion of tweets received
from other locations is 39.23%. We see that RM emits a majority of interac-
tions (58.24%), and that the amount of interactions where RM is target is higher
(71.48%). e average proportion of tweets emied at RM is 49.47%, and the av-
erage proportion of tweets received from RM is 26.16%. RM is the only location
whose relation between emied to other locations and received from other lo-
cations is less than 1 (0.33), while the median is 2.40 and the max is 2.95. is
behavior hints the possibility of centralization.

To confirm centralized behavior, we estimated random walk betweenness cen-
trality [New05] on the location interaction graph built from the adjacency ma-
trix. As defined in our methodology, we considered expected and observed
weights on the graph edges, based on physical population and interactions, re-
spectively. Figure 4.5 displays the differences found in centrality found for each
location. Indeed, RM is the most central location (0.76 observed versus 0.19 ex-
pected), having the only increase and highest absolute difference between ob-
served and expected centralities. Moreover, the observed centralities are statis-
tically different to the expected centralities according to a Mann-Whitney U
test (U = −3.05, p < 0.01). Even when considering population imbalance, the
expected interaction graph is not centralized (C ′

B(EXP) = 0.13), whereas the
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Figure 4.4: Adjacency matrix between locations represented as a flow diagram. On the
le, each location node is a source of interaction, while on the right each
location node is a target of interaction. us, each location appears twice:
when emiing tweets, and when receiving tweets. e size (height) of each
node is proportional to the total amount of interactions emied/received.
Edge color encodes target location: green encodes interaction with itself,
brown encodes interaction with RM, gray encodes all other interactions.
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Figure 4.5: Differences in expected and observed centralities estimated on the interac-
tion graph.

observed interaction graph is highly centralized (C ′
B(OBS) = 0.73) erefore,

there is a clear centralization in location interactions between Chilean regions.

Regional Content

For each region we created a location document that concatenated all tweets
published by authors geolocated in it. To avoid noise, we discarded keywords
that appeared in less than five different tweets, andwe considered each keyword
once per tweet. Table 4.3 displays themost frequent and themost discriminative
terms according to TF-IDF.

Most of the found discriminative keywords can be categorized in:
• Toponyms: #laserena (IV), coyhaique (XI), etc.
• Candidate names: #soria (I), arellano (VI), etc.
• Adaptations of event hashtags: #municipalesmag (XII), #municipalesfm
(V), etc.
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Figure 4.6: Time-series of normalized tweet volume from regions through the event
(le) and geographical diversity of those tweets (right).

• Media accounts and hashtags: @antofagastatv (II), #polartv (XII), etc.
e existence and identification of local keywords validate our assumptions

regarding how we defined our vocabulary.

Tweet Volume and Geographical Diversity

To explore temporal behavior and geographical diversity of the sample, Figure
4.6 shows regional tweet volume and dataset geographical diversity. During the
day activity increased steadily as elections were being held in a similar way in
every region,meaning that the event had a common structure in thewhole coun-
try. At night, specific events regarding unexpected and controversial election re-
sults raised the level of activity above expectation. Figure 4.6 Le displays how
the tweet volume varied during the event: as elections progressed during the
day, tweet volume slowly increased, and in the aernoon, when results started
to emerge, the tweet volume reached its peak. Geographical diversity was al-
ways in the range [0.50, 0.67] (see Figure 4.6 Right). For comparison, note that
the geographical diversity of the 2012 Chilean population is 0.77, which means
that, although there is geographical diversity in the dataset, it is below the value
one would expect given the population distribution. e observed decay in di-
versity is explained by the unexpected and sudden defeat of several candidates
in some locations, shiing the discussion in a natural way towards fewer loca-
tions. e existence of geographical diversity means that it is possible to find
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content related to all locations, making feasible the application of a filtering
algorithm to generate geographically diverse timelines.

Latent Topical Diversity

We have seen that there is geographical diversity in our sample, as well as the
existence of locally relevant keywords and hashtags. However, it is not clear
if geographical diversity is related to popularity, one of the dimensions that is
considered by our information filtering algorithm. To explore this, we built a
topical space by considering micro-blogs or user documents (e.g. the concatena-
tion of tweets by a user) for topic modeling using Latent Dirichlet Allocation
[BNJ03], as in previous work [RDL10]. LDA is a generative model that explains
word usage in a document by contributions of several latent topics, allowing us
to estimate the probability that a topic T contributes words to a given document
L, i. e., P(T | L).

To estimate geographical diversity of latent topics, we need the probability
that a location Li contributes to a topic T . To estimate P(Li | T) we use Bayes’
eorem and the law of total probability:

P(Li | T) =
P(T | Li)P(Li)

P(T)
=

P(T | Li)P(Li)∑
j P(T | Lj)P(Lj)

where P(T | Li) is estimated from the LDA model and P(Li) is the probability
that a tweet comes from location Li.

We estimated LDA with k = 200 latent topics over the set of user documents
with the gensim soware library [ŘS10]. Only a fraction of latent topics are geo-
graphically diverse, as only 59 topics contribute to at least one location. Topics
that do not contribute to any location document can be junk topics [AlS+09]
(recall that topics that contribute to only one location have geographical diver-
sity 0 but still contribute). e mean number of locations a topic contributes to
is 3.25, and the mean geographical diversity is 0.14, which is very low, mean-
ing that most topics are about local discussion, although other topics are highly
diverse, having a geographical diversity as high as 0.89. is means that it is
possible to have geographical diversity while still maintaining topical diversity,
as a portion of latent topics contribute to more than one location.

An analysis of how users are interested in those 59 topics is needed. We es-
timated the Spearman rank coefficient ρ between retweets and geographical di-
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Figure 4.7: Relationship between geographical diversity and retweets. Each dot is a la-
tent topic. Latent topics that contribute tomore than one location are labeled
with a highly contributing hashtag according to LDA.

versity of each topic. e Spearman rank coefficient is a measure of how mono-
tonically related two variables are, and its value ranges between−1 and 1, with
0 implying no relationship. e number of retweets and geographical diversity
show a high Spearman rank coefficient of ρ = 0.42 (with p < 0.001). Hence,
there is a moderate positive monotonic relation between geographical diver-
sity and popularity. is relation is visualized in Figure 4.7. Note that the most
popular topics are highly diverse, although they are still less diverse than the
expected diversity of 0.77 according to population distribution. In the figure,
those topics contributing to at least two locations are labeled with their most
or second most prominent hashtag (we display the second one if the first is the
event hashtag, #municipales2012).

Table 4.4 contains the top-15 geographically diverse latent topics, as well as
the five most contributing hashtags and mentions per topic. As expected, one
of the most common contributing hashtags is #municipales2012. Some remarks
about the contributing hashtags and mentions:

• In the most diverse topic, the other four contributing hashtags are loca-
tion names (e. g., #copiapo and #tierraamarilla), and in the second most
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diverse topic, two are location hashtags (#macul and #concon) while an-
other is a local variation of the event hashtag (#municipalesconcon).

• General, commentary hashtags appear in many locations (e. g., #fail, #es-
taquearde, #nodalomismo, #yovote, and #yonoprestoelvoto appear in 13 lo-
cations; #yovoto appears in 12 locations).

• Controversial candidates and related accounts/hashtags appear in many
topics: #vuelaaltolabbe is related to Cristián Labbé, #iiiiiii is related to
Pablo Zalaque. Both candidates are based in Santiago, but their electoral
defeats where discussed in the whole country.

• National level media outlets (e. g.,@cooperativa,@biobio,@soychilecl) ap-
pear on the most diverse topics.

• Many non-political, but specialized accounts appear through all the top-
ics (e. g., @ipoduje is an urbanist, @reddeemergencia is a network of emer-
gency situations, @jhendelyn is a television model, @alvarez_monse is a
journalist, and so on).

is means that highly diverse latent topics have the potential to be involved
in multi-regional discussion, while at the same time being popular. is dis-
cussion can be political (according to the topic of the main event), but also it
may involve people and topics which are not inherently political, and that serve
as connectors between locations. In this aspect, it makes sense to present geo-
graphically diverse content to users, as we have found that diversity is mod-
erately related to popularity. Whether this popularity is a consequence of geo-
graphical diversity or not, is beyond the scope of this part of the dissertation.

4.4.3 Classifying Tweets Into Locations

Despite the spatial representativity of our sample, the usage of a gazeeer to ge-
olocate users leaves out a considerable amount of tweets. To be able to capture
the potential content present in those tweets, there is a need to classify them
into locations, to be considered for selection in our filtering algorithm. Follow-
ing our methodology, we used the location corpus built previously to create and
evaluate location classifiers using as input the feature vectors associated to its
documents.
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Evaluation of Location Classifiers

We evaluated the following classifiers using a 10-fold stratified cross-validation:
SVM Linear Kernel (with a one versus one multi-class strategy), SVM Linear
Kernel (with a one versus all multi-class strategy [RK04]), SVM RBF Kernel and
Naive Bayes. All classifiers are from the scikit-learn library [Ped+11] and used
with their default configurations. We divided the set of tweets from geolocated
users in 10 groups, maintaining the proportions of locations’ tweets in each
group, and then ran 10 iterations to evaluate the classifiers. In each iteration we
trained each classifier using 9 groups and tested predictions with the remaining
group. In this way, each tweet was used nine times for training and one time for
evaluation. We did not consider retweets and replies to avoid duplicate tweets
in training and evaluation sets. en, we estimated the geographical diversity
of the set of predictions of each classifier, and calculated the D-measure at β =

{0.5, 1, 2}. To evaluate our approach, we considered the following baselines:
1. Trivial Classifier, which predicts the most common location in the dataset

(RM).
2. Best Cosine Similarity, which predicts the location with the highest cosine

similarity between the tweet content and the location documents, as in
[GP13].

3. SVM and Naive Bayes classifiers trained with bag of words, with vocabu-
lary size 51, 354.

Evaluation Results

e results are reported in Table 4.5. In terms of accuracy, the SVM-based classi-
fiers had the best performance, which aligns with previous work in imbalanced
populations [Rou+13]. However, not all classifiers shown diversity: some of
them have null entropy, which means that they are behaving in the same way
as the trivial classifier, as depicted in Figure 4.8 (Naive Bayes) and Figure 4.9
(Naive Bayes, SVM Linear1vs1 and SVM RBF ). To analyze the trade-off between
accuracy and diversity, we considerD0.5, in which the best scores are for Cosine
Similarity (0.60) and SVM Linear1vsAll (0.57). Which one of the two is beer will
depend on the situation. SVM has proven to be robust at different geographical
granularities in the presence of imbalance [Rou+13], whileCosine Similarity has
not. In fact, in this dataset, a preliminary experiment shown that increasing the
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Table 4.5: Evaluation results at regional level of our classifiers using a 10-fold stratified
cross validation. Classifiers prefixed with BoW- use normalized bags of words,
whereas the other classifiers use TF-IDF weighting according to locations.

Approach Accuracy Geo. Div. D0.5 D1 D2

SVM Linear1vsAll 0.67 0.36 0.57 0.47 0.39
Naive Bayes 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SVM RBF 0.68 0.31 0.55 0.43 0.35
SVM Linear1vs1 0.68 0.31 0.55 0.43 0.35
Trivial 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Cosine Similarity 0.60 0.55 0.59 0.58 0.56

BoW-SVM Linear1vs1 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BoW-SVM Linear1vsAll 0.67 0.26 0.51 0.38 0.30
BoW-SVM RBF 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BoW-Naive Bayes 0.59 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

geographical granularity decreased its accuracy [GP13]. Additionally, note that
even without our content features, the SVM Linear1vsAll classifier had a consid-
erable amount of diversity, but still lesser than with our approach (D = 0.51).

4.4.4 Overview of Analysis

In this section, we focused on a case study, the Chilean municipal elections
held in 2012. We found that centralization is reflected in Twier when the vir-
tual population is centralized. We also found that geographical diversity exists,
that geographically diverse content is moderately correlated with popularity,
and that we can predict the location for a tweet with beer accuracy and diver-
sity than well-known baselines. We now put this into practice and evaluate our
proposed algorithm that aims to filter Twier timelines so that geographical
diversity is promoted.
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Figure 4.8: Confusion matrices from the classifiers built with location similarity fea-
tures. Color encoding goes from blue (lower values) to red (higher values),
and uses log scaling to showcase differences. White cells do not contain pre-
dictions.

Figure 4.9: Confusion matrices from the classifiers built with bag of words features.
Color coding is the same of Figure 4.8.

4.5     

As observed, timelines in Chile are less geographically diverse than expected
given the population distribution. Our algorithm generates geographically di-
verse timelines, which, in theory, will allow users to be exposed to non cen-
tralized timelines without losing interesting and informative content. In this
section we evaluate experimentally if the theoretical aspects of the algorithm
hold in a centralized context according to the perception of users.

4.5.1 Conditions and Datasets

In addition to our Proposed Method (PM), we consider the following baseline
conditions:

1. Popularity Sampling (POP): we select the s most popular tweets in terms
of retweets;
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2. Diversity Filtering (DIV ): an implementation of the algorithm byDeChoud-
hury, Counts, and Czerwinski [DCC11], based on maximizing informa-
tion entropy of each timeline.

Since the different conditions require pairwise comparisons, and taking ad-
vantage of the low variance of geographical diversity in the dataset (see Figure
4.6), we split the dataset in:

1. morning-noon: 140,211 tweets published by 52,403 users between 10:00AM
and 2:30PM.

2. aernoon: 180,824 tweets published by 63,388 users between 2:30PM and
9:00PM.

3. night: 401,029 tweets published by 106,942 users between 9:00PM and
2:00AM (next day).

is division of time matches the local culture where lunch happens between
1:00PM and 2:30PM, and dinner around 9:00PM. For each dataset we built fil-
tered timelines with our Proposed Method (PM) and the baselines defined above.
We excluded retweets as our focus is on standalone, source tweets.

Empirical Observations

Before the user evaluation, we evaluated empirically if our proposed algorithm
generates geographically diverse timelines. From each dataset we extracted the
s = 100 most popular tweets for POP, and ran DIV and PM a hundred times
(POP runs only once because the outcome is always the same for the same input).
At every timeline size i ∈ [5, 100] we estimated:

1. Geographical diversity of POP, DIV and PM.
2. Jaccard similarity between DIV and POP, and between PM and POP. Jac-

card similarity is defined as:

J(A,B) = |A∪B|
|A∩B|

Results are shown on Figure 4.10, with geographical diversity on the le col-
umn and Jaccard similarity on the right column. It is observed that PM and DIV
consistently show greater geographical diversity than POP. In addition, POP’s
diversity varies according to the dataset: the more tweets a dataset has, the less
geographically diverse are timelines generated by POP, with decreasing aver-
ages of 0.14, 0.11 and 0.03. Conversely, DIV (means: 0.40, 0.40 and 0.32) and
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PM (means: 0.88, 0.89 and 0.88) generate timelines with consistent geographi-
cal diversity. In fact, PM consistently shows greater geographical diversity than
POP and DIV, and even greater than the geographical diversity of the popu-
lation (0.77), indicating that our sidelining step produces the desired effect of
geo-diversification.

In terms of Jaccard similarity, it is observed that PM has a consistent greater
Jaccard similarity (means: 0.13, 0.12 and 0.10) with POP than DIV (means: 0.02,
0.02 and 0.01). Since we modified the DIV algorithm [DCC11] to start with one
of the most popular tweets instead of a random selection, its Jaccard similarity
with POPwill never be 0. However, it can be seen that it is extremely low and, as
timeline size increases, it tends to 0. In contrast, because our method considers
tweet popularity, it has a consistent similarity through all datasets.

Hence, in empirical terms, our algorithm has beer properties than both base-
lines, as we increased geographical diversity with respect to both of them, and
increased representation of popular content with respect to the baseline algo-
rithm [DCC11].

4.5.2 User Evaluation

According to the empirical evaluation, our information filtering algorithm gen-
erates geographically diverse timelines. By definition, our algorithm focuses
on popular content, which, according to our analysis, can be geographically di-
verse. In this section we describe the user study we performed to evaluate how
users perceive timelines generated with our Proposed Method (PM) in compar-
ison with those of baseline conditions Diversity Filtering (DIV ) and Popularity
Sampling (POP). In particular, we focus on three user-centered aributes: diver-
sity, interestingness and informativeness. Additionally, we group users accord-
ing to their geographical origin: a centralized location (RM) or a peripheral one
(NOT-RM).

Participants

Participants were recruited using snowball sampling in Twier using open calls
to volunteer in the study, which were retweeted by participants. No compen-
sation was offered. We recruited 125 participants. Of them, 81 were male, 41
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Figure 4.10: Geographical diversity for timeline sizes in [5,100] (le) and Jaccard Sim-
ilarity between filtering approaches and popularity sampling for timeline
sizes in [5,100] (right). All subsets of the dataset are considered: morning-
noon (top row), aernoon (middle row) and night (boom row). Bands rep-
resent 95% confidence intervals. Dashed lines represent the population ge-
ographical diversity (0.77).
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Figure 4.11: Timelines displayed in the user study interface. Timelines rendered in this
way were displayed side by side at each task from the user study.

were female and 3 opted to not say. In terms of age, 1 was 18–19, 59 were 20–29,
54 were 30–39, 4 were 40–49, 1 was 50+ years old and 6 opted not to say. All
participants were from Chile (87 from RM and 38 from NOT-RM) and familiar
with Twier. Participants’ experience with social networks was asked using a
five-point Likert scale: those from RM scored 3.73 (σ2 = 0.59), and those from
NOT-RM scored 3.68 (σ2 = 0.58).

Experimental Setup

For each sub-dataset, we used a multi-class SVM [CV95] classifier to predict
each tweet location. en we generated three timelines (with s = 30 tweets)
per sub-dataset using the POP, DIV and PM conditions. We excluded retweets
as our focus is on stand-alone, source tweets. Timelines were displayed with a
format that resembled the typical Twier user interface (see Figure 4.11). We
did not display user avatars nor aached images to avoid visual distractions.

Procedure

e study had a within-subjects design. First, participants were asked to fill a
questionnaire about demographic information and other features such as Twit-
ter usage. en, in at most three steps, users performed a series of compar-
isons between two timelines rendered side by side, each one generated by a
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different condition. To avoid sequence effects, the order of pairwise compar-
isons (POP/PM, POP/DIV, DIV/PM) and the order of sub-datasets (morning-noon,
aernoon, night) were randomized in both, the position on the screen (le or
right) and the experimental step. Hence, all the participants contributed to all
conditions whenever possible, as some participants were expected to not do all
comparisons being an online, volunteered study. In addition, not all participants
were expected to do a full read of timelines, and thus we discarded comparisons
where the total reading time of both timelines was less than one minute. Note
that the aforementioned situations could invalidate a counterbalanced design.
us, we opted for a randomized instead of a counterbalanced design.

Task

Participants were instructed to read the two timelines side by side, and then
answer the following questions:

1. Which of the two timelines is more diverse?
2. Which of the two timelines is more interesting?
3. Which of the two timelines is more informative?
4. Optional: Please explain your answers. Add examples if needed.
estions 1 to 3 had a seven-point Likert scale from -3 to 3, where -3 (or

3) means that the timeline on the le (or right) is more diverse, interesting or
informative than the other, and a value of 0 means that there was no perceived
difference. estion 1 asked for general diversity as we did not want to prime
participants into thinking primarily about geographical diversity, although we
explained that it should be considered in its widest sense, including geography,
by adding the following subtitle to the question: “Consider diversity in its widest
sense (geographical, demographical, topical, temporal, etc).”estion 4 presented
a free-text form element. Aer answering the four questions, a pause screenwas
shown for 15 seconds to allow participants to rest.

Statistical Model

e aforementioned questions define three dependent variables: diversity, inter-
estingness and informativeness. For each dependent variable we built the follow-
ing statistical model:

Y = C(comparison) +C(comparison) : C(location)
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Where C(comparison) is a dummy variable that encodes the specific pairwise
comparisons performed in the study, and C(location) is a dummy variable that
encodes whether users are from RM or not. We include an interaction term
between both factors to evaluate if geographical origin influences user percep-
tion. Over this model we performed a generalized linear models regression with
a proportional odds model [McC80]. is model is also known as ordered logistic
regression, and it is used when modeling ordinal dependent variables. It extends
the logistic regression model by allowing more than two categories, consider-
ing the order of the responses, and not assuming equidistant items in the Likert
scale. If the statistical interaction was not found to be significant, then we per-
formed another regression without the interaction term. en, to validate the
model, we built a null model for which we performed a likelihood ratio test.

4.5.3 Results

In total, participants performed 238 comparisons: 84 for conditions POP/DIV, 80
for conditions POP/PM, and 74 for conditions DIV/PM. Figure 4.12 showcases
the distributions of pairwise comparisons between conditions by using violin
plots [HN98] faceted according to geographical origin of participants. When
reporting results we mention only those that are significant according to their
p-value, considering p ⩽ 0.05. We identify each result as Ri, to reference it later
in discussion.

Diversity

e medians of pairwise comparisons for diversity are: POP/DIV = 0; POP/PM
= 1; and DIV/PM = −0.5.

e regressionwith interaction terms is significant (log-likelihood= −447.21,
AIC = 910.41, likelihood-ratio = 25.233, p = 0.0001). e interaction term be-
tween location RM and condition POP/PM is significant (β = 0.907, 95% C.I.
[0.072, 1.753], p = 0.034). us, even though diversity in PM was perceived as
more diverse than POP, the effect is simple due to the interaction with location:
participants in NOT-RM scored diversity as equal between POP and PM (R1).
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Figure 4.12: Violin plots of distributions of dependent variables diversity, interesting-
ness and informativeness. Distributions are estimated with Kernel Density
Estimation. A positive value indicates that the approach on the right was
perceived to be more diverse, interesting, and informative than the one on
the le, and viceversa. e labels of comparisons are: DIV/PM, POP/DIV,
and POP/PM.
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Informativeness

e medians of pairwise comparisons for informativeness are: POP/DIV = −1;
POP/PM = 0; and DIV/PM = 2.

e regressionwith interaction terms is significant (log-likelihood= −429.35,
AIC= 874.70, likelihood-ratio= 49.893, p= 0.000). e following terms from
the statistical model are significant:

• Comparison POP/DIV (β = −0.926, 95%C.I. [−1.618,−0.241], p = 0.008).
• Interaction between location RM and condition DIV/PM (β = 1.364, 95%
C.I. [0.867, 1.872], p = 0.000).

Hence, POP was perceived as more informative than DIV (R2), and PM was
perceived more informative than DIV only by people from RM (R3).

Interestingness

e medians of pairwise comparisons for interestingness are: POP/DIV = −1;
POP/PM = 0; and DIV/PM = 1.

e regressionwith interaction terms is significant (log-likelihood= −430.79,
AIC= 877.58, likelihood-ratio= 37.913, p= 0.000). e following terms from
the statistical model are significant:

• Comparison POP/DIV (β = −1.333, 95%C.I. [−2.013,−0.664], p = 0.0001).
• Comparison POP/PM (β = −0.861, 95% C.I. [−1.626,−0.112], p = 0.025).
• Interaction between location RM and condition DIV/PM (β = 0.724, 95%
C.I. [0.237, 1.217], p = 0.004).

Hence, POP was perceived as more interesting than DIV (R4) and PM (R5),
although the difference is greater when comparing DIV. Moreover, PM was per-
ceived as more interesting than DIV only by people from RM (R6).

alitative Feedback

e free-text answers of question 4 add a deeper understanding of how users
perceived the differences between conditions.When reporting user answers, we
replaced the condition names where applicable; i. e., in the user comments, we
would have for example “the le column”, which we replace by the correspond-
ing condition, for example DIV. e participant numbers and their locations
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are indicated within brackets (e. g., [Pi] means participant i). Note that answers
were translated from Spanish.

Users’ answers allow us to reconstruct the motivations and design decisions
made when building our algorithm:

“I think both timelines [PM,POP] have an equilibrated set of tweets.
However, in [POP] some tweets concentrate too much on only one
topic: Labbé, Zalaque and Sabat2” [P11, RM].
“[PM] tends to show more information about on-going results in
many locations of the country. e timeline [DIV] tends to show
more personal opinions in the context of elections” [P36, RM].
“I feel [PM] has much more information related to many locations,
unlike timeline [DIV] which is focused on informing only about
[RM]” [P50, RM].
“[POP] is partially centralized in [RM] and the dispute between Er-
rázuriz and Labbé3, but it contains some analytical tweets. [DIV] is
more diverse in geographical and topical terms, but [POP] is more
descriptive. I liked [POP] more.” [P57, NOT-RM]
“In terms of diversity, [PM] is partly more diverse because it is more
geographically diverse. I was in doubt to choose [POP] as more
diverse because it contained some tweets about several topics, but
at the end I preferred geography” [P76, NOT-RM].

Even though we asked for general diversity, some users explicitly mentioned
centralization [P57] and geography [P36,P50,P76]. Since POP has very low di-
versity (recall the empirical observations from Figure 4.10), it is expected that
geographical content to be more salient content-wise, for instance, through the
appearance of local hashtags and candidate names, as noticed by Participant 57.

2 Politician names with conflictive on-going results in the election.
3 is dispute was the most unexpected one. Figure 4.1 shows both last names as some of the most

popular terms.
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One reason popularity was considered in PM was to avoid potential noise
present in DIV, because noisy information is likely to increase entropy. is
difference, as well as the similarities between both approaches, was noted by
some users:

“e biggest difference I found is how information is wrien and
its kind. Timeline [PM] seems to be more ‘formal’ than [DIV](…)
Timeline [DIV] shows more personal opinions” [P11, RM].
“I think timeline [DIV] contained diverse opinions, not only about
politics, while timeline [PM] was only about opinions on voting
and election results” [P18, RM].
“Timeline [DIV] is mostly opinions, in timeline [PM] opinions were
beer structured with concrete data” [P22, RM].
“According tomy taste, [DIV] contained toomuch trivial stu” [P36,
RM].
“It seems tome that both timelines [DIV,PM] are similar in the back-
ground, although [PM] has an informative emphasis, more than
merely anecdotal as [DIV]. In a way, it could be said that [DIV] is
slightly more diverse in comparison to [PM], but in my judgement
those ‘diverse’ tweets were not interesting enough, instead they are
more likely to be ‘noise’ in the main topic of both timelines” [P47,
RM].
“Timeline [DIV] is more diverse [than PM] because it containsmore
personal opinions about the electoral process, for instance, by show-
ing people who are not interested in voting and others who find
that voting is necessary. Timeline [PM] contained factual informa-
tion and trends…erefore, [DIV] is a bit more interesting even
though [PM] is absolutely more informative (data instead of opin-
ions)” [P49, RM].
“I find [POP] more interesting as it talks about a particular topic,
while [DIV] is about self-referential stuff that is not always of com-
mon interest” [P86, NOT-RM].
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Users agree that a noticeable difference between PM andDIV relies on the fact
that PM presents tweets with concrete data [P22], factual information [P49], and
it ismore formal [P11]. In our context, most of popular Twier accounts are jour-
nalists, and thus their opinions are perceived as more objective and supported
than personal opinions from regular people [P86]. Participants highlighted this
difference in user types in several ways:

“Tweets from timeline [PM] were made by a bit more educated peo-
ple, who had something to inform instead of publishing only per-
sonal opinions as in timeline [DIV]” [P32, RM].
“In general, timeline [PM] is based on known sources or journalists.
Timeline [DIV] is about people from the community giving their
impressions on what is going on, which is interesting but it doesn’t
have any backup information” [P38, RM].
“It could be said that timeline [DIV] has a diversity of users that
are not, in contrast with those of timeline [PM], notable personal-
ities of the ‘Twier world’, however this is not enough for it to be
considered more diverse (…). In terms of informativeness, timeline
[PM] is ahead, since it is comprised of Twier users dedicated to in-
form, it is expected for it to contain more complete tweets in terms
of what was going on” [P47, RM].
“[PM] presents tweets frompeoplewithmany followerswhile [DIV]
presents tweets from random people. Random tweets can be funny
the first time you see them, but aer that it’s just noise.” [P78, NOT-
RM].

ese perceptions support the quantitative results where PM was more inter-
esting and informative than DIV by people from RM.

When comparing POP and PM, there does not seem to be agreement on
whether which one is more interesting or informative:

“Timeline [POP] is centered around the topic, specially in on-going
results, where it contributes more than [PM]. Even though [PM]
touches other topics it has more personal opinions, therefore, it is
less interesting” [P9, RM].
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“Even though both [POP and PM] shared tweets, [PM] contained
concrete result data, making it lookmore informative and objective”
[P11, RM].
“I have the impression that [PM] was more informal. [POP] seemed
to be dominated by serious tweets.” [P46, NOT-RM].
“[PM and POP] are equally interesting, as they have many differ-
ent perspectives about the election day. However, [POP] is more
informative, because it includes different types of comments on the
election day (not just news or vote counting).” [P76, not from RM]
“[PM]wasmore informative because it containedmore factual data;
on the contrary, [POP] had more personal opinions” [P80, NOT-
RM].

is is intriguing given that, quantitatively, POP and PM are equally informa-
tive, but POP was perceived as more interesting than PM.

In summary, qualitative feedback supports our design decisions, and partially
explains the quantitative results obtained, with exception to informativeness
and the statistical interactions found. Participant feedback concentrated on the
users present on the timelines, as well as their content in terms of objectivity/-
subjectivity, informativeness and interestingness.is focus is understandable–
centralization is a systemic problem that most people is aware about, but where,
at the same time, people feel they have no inference nor influence. Such behav-
ior can be seen as a form of conformity [CG04].

4.5.4 Implications of Results

We identify two specific implications from the quantitative results.

Popularity is more valued than Diversity

In previous work by Chen et al. [Che+10], it was shown that popularity of con-
tent is a good feature to consider when recommending tweets. Our results are
coherent with theirs, as we have found that users give more value to popular-
ity than diversity, if we consider value as the mixture of informativeness and
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interestingness. As observed with the empirical observations, POP has almost
non-existent geographical diversity, yet it is perceived as more informative than
DIV, which is based only on diversity (R2). is is a good result, as it indicates
that PM, which uses a mixed approach, is equally informative as POP, however,
POP is perceived as more interesting than DIV (R4) and PM (R6).

Effectiveness of our Proposed Method depends on Geographical Origin of Users

By design, we expected PM to be more diverse than POP, and more informa-
tive/interesting than DIV. alitative feedback supported our design decisions,
and results R1, R3 and R6 confirmed this expected behavior by users, but only
when users come from centralized locations, as found by the statistical interac-
tions.

In terms of diversity, we hypothesize that people from the over-represented
group (RM) find our approach more diverse because they are not used to see
information from the outside. It is known that the geographical span of ego-
networks in Twier is small [QCC12], and thus, exposing those users to in-
teresting and informative views from other locations expands their vision. In
contrast, people from the under-represented group (NOT-RM) do not see differ-
ences in diversity because they are used to be exposed to views from somewhere
else. Before filtering, timeline content focused prominently the centralized loca-
tion; aer, it contained a wider set of locations, but still not prominently their
own: “they are alike, we are diverse” [QJ80]. Because by design our method is ge-
ographically diverse, in the next section we seek to enhance diversity awareness
of users.

4.6  :  

In this section we propose an application design that seeks to increase aware-
ness of the diversity present in timelines generated by our information filtering
algorithm. is application is deployed “in the wild” [Cra+13], i. e., we target
end-users in their everyday use of Twier. Because our context is not task-
based, as a measure of involvement with the application we evaluate diversity-
awareness through interaction events with the application and user engage-
ment metrics [LOY14].
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4.6.1 Design Rationale

Since timelines generated by our algorithm are diverse by definition, perhaps
what people from under-represented groups need is to become aware of their
equal representation with others in the information stream. We propose to in-
crease this awareness by facilitating identification: “Identification always relies
upon a difference that it seeks to overcome, and that its aim is accomplished only
by reintroducing the difference it claims to have vanquished. e one with whom
I identify is not me, and that ‘not being me’ is the condition of the identification.
Otherwise […] identification collapses into identity, which spells the death of iden-
tification itsel” [But06]. Hence, we explore how to make users aware of their
identity with respect to geography by making diversity visually salient.

Salience through Clustering Content and Space-Filling Visualization

Prior work determined that presentation [MR10; Par+09], nudging [MLR13]
and visualization [Far+10] improve the way users behave in the presence of
diverse information. In particular, the grouping of news headlines according
to agreement with political positions improved user access to diverse informa-
tion, measured in clicks on those headlines [Par+09]. Clustering content in loca-
tions wouldmake easier for users to quickly see their own locations represented.
However, it must be applied with care because our context is different. In po-
litical contexts, information is usually classified into a bipartite separation of
groups [AG05; Con+11b], whereas in our case the number of locations is larger
(for instance, 15 Chilean regions), creating the need to scroll on the screen and
thus inducing a positional bias of clusters, by giving more importance to those
clusters already visible without scrolling.

To avoid scrolling and its associated positional bias, we consider a previous
visualization of news headlines by Weskamp [Wes04], which uses a 2D space-
filling layout algorithm to partition the available screen space: the treemap lay-
out [JS91; BHV00]. We visually encode locations as internal nodes and tweets
as leaves. Sibling leaves appear together. e area size of each leaf depends on
the number of retweets of the corresponding tweet, and the number of follow-
ers and friends of its author, in inverse proportions to population location. In
this way, screen space is shared in an equal way between locations, as shown
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in Figure 4.13. Each leaf node is colored according to its location (hue) and its
recency (saturation). Internal nodes are not displayed (they are not needed).

Interaction with Content

To interact with the visualization, users can click over a leaf node to display
a pop-up with detailed information about the corresponding tweet, with but-
tons to perform core Twier interactions (reply, retweet, mark as favorite, fol-
low) and a text format that resembles the typical tweet presentation. To filter
locations, for each location we display a buon that, when clicked, updates the
treemap to display only tweets originated from the selected location.

4.6.2 Prototype

We implemented a prototype of the user interface using the d3.js [BOH11] li-
brary. is interface, available at http://auroratwittera.cl, is displayed in Figure
4.13. It is named “Aurora Twiera de Chile” (AT from now on) as a homage to the
first Chilean newspaper, “Aurora de Chile”. Every 30minutes a “new issue of AT”
was generated by the filtering algorithm (having s = 30 as size for each time-
line and n = 5 for turns in the sideline step). We use the same implementation
of the filtering algorithm from the first user study, with two differences: first,
for performance reasons, we did not use a location classifier. Instead, we consid-
ered only tweets from accounts with a known self-reported location, although
we did consider non-geolocated tweets retweeted by those accounts. Second,
we avoided repeated authors or tweet content in the same timeline, and we dis-
carded tweets where almost all text was in uppercase leers to avoid shouting.
Input tweets were downloaded with a crawler using the Twier Streaming API.
As query keywords we used location names, political terms, and other terms
of interest that appear constantly on the news, as well as mentions to media
accounts, both at national and local levels.

Each issue had a specific URL in the form http://auroratwittera.cl/timeline/ID,
which allowed users to access it at a later time, as well as saving a perma-
nent link. In addition, if the URL contained the code of a location (e. g., http:
//auroratwittera.cl/#RM) the interface displayed immediately the tweets related
to that location in the same way as if a location filter buon had been pressed.
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4.6.3 Social Bot @todocl

Since social bots can generate social discussion and behavioral changes based
on their activity [Aie+12], we created a social bot on Twier, with username
@todocl, to publicize AT and recruit users. @todocl presented itself as a social
experiment to establish an informative community about current happenings
in Chile using Twier, and published three types of tweets:

• Whenever a timeline was generated, @todocl published two tweets with
a link to its corresponding issue: one mentioning four users who authored
“featured tweets”, and one mentioning four users with “featured retweets”
(in both cases users were selected randomly from the pool of tweets).

• Aer publishing those tweets, every minute@todocl retweeted one tweet
featured in the current issue.

• Every hour past 45 minutes, @todocl published 15 tweets, one per loca-
tion, featuring a link to the current issue with each specific location in
the URL, as well as an aached image with a wordcloud of their most
representative terms obtained with TF-IDF [BR11a].

To avoid spamming user timelines, at most three tweets were published per
minute. ose three types of tweets can be seen on Figure 4.14.

is implementation, comprised of filtering algorithm, user interface and so-
cial bot, creates a platform where users can access geographically diverse infor-
mation, in the form of an external application to Twier, as well as injected into
the platform itself. We evaluate this application next.

4.7   

We study user perception in the presence of geographical diversity based on
the interaction data obtained from AT. Note that AT is not a task-based system,
i. e., we do not expect users to visit the site to perform a specific task. Instead,
the system is designed as an exploratory interface to geographically diverse
timelines. As such, common evaluation metrics like accuracy and performance
cannot be applied.
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Figure 4.14: Example tweets posted by the social bot @todocl. Top: featured retweets,
with a link to the current issue of Aurora Twiera. Middle: featured tweets,
with a link to the current issue. Boom: current discriminative keywords
for a specific location, with a link to a specific location view in the site.

We propose that perception can be analyzed by considering metrics of in-
teraction with the site, as well as user engagement: the number of times user
interact with location filters, the tendency to return to the site, and dwell time
[LOY14]. Following from the results from the first user study, we analyze if
there are differences in behavior according to geographical origin, and we an-
alyze such differences to elaborate plausible explanations of potential changes
in perception.
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4.7.1 Experimental Setup

We gathered interaction data from October 6th, 2014 until January 20th, 2015.
e server logged each user request and was able to identify sessions based
on cookies placed on user browsers. In total we obtained 187,604 events of the
following types: session created/restored, timeline and UI loaded, clicks on every
element on the user interface, and pings sent by the user interface to the server.
ose events were sent through Javascript, and thus were not always reliable
(e. g., advanced users deactivate cookies and Javascript, and bots/web crawlers
do not usually support Javascript).

User Validation

IP addresses were used to identify each user’s location, using the GeoIP Legacy
Database.4 e User Agent information was used to determine if the user was
using a mobile device; those users were served with a minimal version of the
site but were not considered in the study because of platform heterogeneity (in
terms of interaction capabilities, screen sizes, etc.).e following users were dis-
carded: 1,660 without reliable interaction data (most of them are crawlers), 1335
withmobile devices (because our implementation is aimed at desktop users), 167
users who spent less than 10 seconds or more than 15 minutes on the site (e. g.,
they le the browser window open), and 174 users who could not be geolocated
to RM or NOT-RM. From 3,243 valid interaction events, we have 298 users, of
which 173 are in RM and 125 are in NOT-RM.

Conditions

To evaluate the effect of both location and user interface on user behavior, we
developed two alternative baseline conditions to compare with our own design:

1. Baseline, where each tweet is rendered independently of the others, and
tweets are sorted by their time of publication. Each tweet is displayed
inside a box with a bordered color and a legend at the boom to indicate
its originating location.

4 http://dev.maxmind.com/geoip/legacy/geolite/
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(a) Baseline I: Standalone Tweets.

(b) Baseline II: Clustered Tweets.

Figure 4.15: Design baselines implemented for the study.

2. Clustered [Par+09], where tweets are clustered by location. Each location
is represented as a box with a bordered color and a legend at the top to
indicate the originating location of its tweets.

Both baselines are shown in Figure 4.15 and have the same interactive loca-
tion filters as our condition, treemap. When a user accessed AT, if it was his/her
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first visit, a random condition was assigned. Because we tracked users using
cookies, in following requests users received the same interface according to
their initial assignment. e distribution of users is as follows: baseline was as-
signed to 86 users; clustered to 89 users; and treemap to 123 users.5

Setup

We consider a between-subjects design, as participants were exposed to one con-
dition only. When users loaded AT we gathered the following user information:
IP address,HTTP Referrer and User Agent. en, we logged each interaction with
elements of the user interface. If the user requested the page through an URL
with a location code, we considered it as an initial click on a location filter. Fi-
nally, the user interface sent a ping every ten seconds to the server to track the
time spent on the website even in the absence of interactions, to capture the
dwell time of passive users.

Statistical Model

For analysis, we focus on the following dependent variables calculated from
the interaction data: tendency to return to the site (estimated from the session
count by each user), time spent (number of minutes the user spent reading or
interacting with the site, measured aer the entire user interface and timeline
was loaded), and selected locations (number of times each user filtered specific
locations in the user interface). We consider the two categorical independent
variables location (RM orNOT-RM) and condition (baseline, clustered, or treemap).
Both are included in the following statistical model:

Y = C(location) +C(condition) +C(location) : C(condition)

Over this model we perform generalized linear models regressions with the fol-
lowing link functions for each dependent variable: logistic (logit) for tendency to
return to the site, Gamma distribution with inverse-power link function for time

5 Conditions are not balanced due to randomization and user validation. e ideal scenario would
have been a counterbalanced design, however, because we cannot fully validate users until the
end of the study, such design would have not proven to be counterbalanced in practice.
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of each variable analyzed from interaction data.

Figure 4.17: Point-plots of pairwise comparisons of interaction data for each variable
between RM and NOT-RM user groups.

spent, and Negative Binomial for selected locations. For each variable, if the sta-
tistical interaction was not found to be significant, then we performed another
regression without the interaction term.

4.7.2 Results

Figure 4.16 shows the distributions of our variables, and Figure 4.17 shows point-
plots of pairwise comparisons for each dependent variable and condition be-
tween the RM and NOT-RM user groups.
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Session Count and Tendency to Return

e mean number of sessions on the site was 1.07, with a maximum number of
3 sessions. No significant interaction terms were found in the first regression.
In the second regression (logit, Pseudo R2 = 0.09,log-likelihood = − 62.057,
with intercept β = − 4.037, 95% C.I. [−6.055,−2.018], p = 0.000) there is a
main effect of condition (R7): users in the treemap condition (β = 2.271, 95%
C.I. [0.214, 4.327], p = 0.03) were more likely to return to the site a second
time.

Time Spent

e mean time spent on the site is 1.70 minutes, with a maximum of 11.88 min-
utes. No significant interaction terms were found in the first regression. In the
second regression (Gamma, deviance = 267.80, χ2 = 288, log-likelihood
= − 317.36, with intercept β = 0.852, 95% C.I. [0.608, 1.096], p = 0.000)
there is a main effect of location (R8): users from RM spent more time on the
site than users from NOT-RM (β = − 0.348, 95% C.I. [−0.567,−0.129], p
= 0.002).

Selected Locations

e mean number of times users selected a location is 0.40, with a maximum
number of 5 times (note that this variable was normalized according to the num-
ber of sessions of each user). No significant interaction terms were found in the
first regression. In the second regression (Negative Binomial, deviance= 188.31,
χ2 = 240, log-likelihood = −222.05, with intercept β = −0.951, 95% C.I.
[−1.423,−0.480], p = 0.000) there are main effects of location and condition:

• R9: users from RM (β = − 0.833, 95% C.I. [−1.248,−0.417], p = 0.000)
were less likely to select locations than users from NOT-RM.

• R10: users in treemap condition (β = 0.848, 95% C.I. [0.342, 1.354], p =

0.001) were more likely to select locations than users in other conditions.
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4.7.3 Overview of Results

We identify two main results from this study:

Behavior Differs According to Geographical Origin

e analysis of interaction data allowed us to confirm that people from RM
behaved differently from people fromNOT-RM. Not only they perceived content
differently, as found in the previous study, they also behaved differently when
interacting with the site. In particular, users from NOT-RM performed more
location selection clicks on the user interface than users from RM (R9), a signal
that hints that they were looking for their locations in the timeline; and users
from RM had greater dwell time (R8), a signal that hints that they read more
content than users from NOT-RM. is might mean that users from NOT-RM
looked for the content related to their locations (and nearby ones), and read
that content only, while users from RM did not filter locations, but read much
more content–they were less focused in terms of geography.

Treemap helped to Increase Access to Diverse Content

e baseline conditions did not have any significant effect on the performed re-
gressions. However, the treemap condition was found to increase likelihood of
returning to the site (R7), as well as encouraging users to seek for specific con-
tent regardless of their geographical origin (R10). Surprisingly, the text-based
clustered representation did not encourage access to diverse content, as ex-
pected given the results of Park et al. [Par+09].

At the beginning of this section we stated that the main purpose of AT’s
design was to make users aware of diversity. We believe we succeeded, because,
regardless of location and in addition to the positive engagement, the treemap
design makes users explicitly select more locations than with the baseline user
interfaces.
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4.8 

Our results suggest that in micro-blogging platforms the entire life cycle of con-
tent generation and consumption is affected by systemic biases. In this section
we discuss the implications of the case study, user evaluation and in-the-wild
results of the work presented in this chapter.

4.8.1 Implications

Biases from the Physical World affect Content Processing

It is expected that virtual platforms are affected by physical constraints
[TGW12], however, as predicted by Gillespie and Robins [GR89], our case study
shown that, even when lacking geographical barriers, the population behaved
in a centralized way, by making the information flow biased towards the central
location in comparison to a non-biased flow based on population distribution.
In turn, this biased behavior influences content-based algorithms, as shown in
our study of machine learning classifiers that tend to over-fit when diversity is
not considered, although they do not lose accuracy. Hence, even when in the-
ory a content-based algorithm is bias free, its input content might not be, and
this is hard to find if accuracy is the only metric being optimized.

Because humans can be prone to accept machine-generated content and deci-
sions, a bias known as automation bias [Cum04], diversity should be considered
by system designers in the entire content-processing pipeline.

Algorithms are not Enough to Encourage Exploration of Diverse Timelines

Algorithms are not enough because, if the user interface is not designed to sur-
face the differences that shape identity [But06], then users will not be aware of
the diversity provided by the algorithm. In this aspect, our study “in the wild”
helped to understand if centralization shaped behavior of end-users when in-
teracting with a system designed to encourage access to diverse information.
e results obtained imply that, indeed, visualization techniques like treemaps
[JS91] help users to see the inherent diversity on timelines filtered by our al-
gorithm. In particular, we based our idea in the design by Weskamp [Wes04],
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which has proven to be useful in this context as it “allows many interesting com-
parisons and readings of how we differ culturally” [Mei13].

User interfaces inWeb platforms are still focusing on business-like interactiv-
ity and aesthetics [Don14]. Our results imply that interaction designers should
consider other interfaces that would give people the tools needed to explore
content in new, and hopefully unbiased, ways.

Social Contexts and Individual Differences

Information seekers and content explorers are affected by systemic biases, even
when they are not aware of it. As we observed on the first user study, perception
with respect to geographical origin (in terms of centralization) was affected by
centralization, as users did not see the diversity present by definition in our gen-
erated timelines. When analyzing qualitative feedback, user answers allowed us
to reconstruct the design decisions behind the information filtering algorithm.
However, diversity was not perceived quantitatively, even though it was men-
tioned in answers. We hypothesize that this is due to conformance with cen-
tralization [CG04], although this needs to be evaluated qualitatively in further
studies.

In the literature, cultural differences [HHM10] have been acknowledged in
the study of communication systems [KFS06] by suggesting specific features
and interaction mechanisms pertinent to each culture. Because we studied
anonymous end-users, we were not able to study specific cultural differences,
although we acknowledge their importance. In contrast, we identified individ-
ual differences based on whether users belonged to central or peripheral loca-
tions in the context of political centralization, and found that this distinction
explained the differences in behavior found in our study “in the wild”. is
implies that differences based on systemic biases should be considered when
designing end-user systems, either to provide personalized content (but care
must be taken to avoid biased personalized content), or adaptive user interfaces
with specific interaction mechanisms suitable for the social context of the user.
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4.8.2 Summary, Limitations and Future Work

In his essay “In praise of shadows”, Jun’ichirō Tanizaki wonders what if the foun-
tain pen, an “insignificant lile piece of writing equipment”, would have been
invented in Japan, as in spite of its insignificance it “had a vast, almost bound-
less, influence on our culture” [Tan01]. In that line of thinking, we wonder “what
if global Web platforms would have emerged in countries with severe systemic
biases?” Perhaps algorithms would have considered those biases and user in-
terfaces would have been adapted to mitigate their effects. As we have found
in our work, this is possible by having a pluralist design [Bar10] approach to
study perception, engagement and behavior of users. To this end, we defined
a methodology to understand if, and how, centralization is reflected from the
physical world into the virtual population of a micro-blogging platform, as well
as to promote geographically diverse content. We studied the specific case of
Chile, a highly politically centralized country [GK08], and validated the ratio-
nale of our methodology. en, with Chilean users, considering their geograph-
ical origin from a centralization point of view, we analyzed through carefully
designed experiments the differences in users’ perception of diversity when ex-
ploring geographically diverse timelines.

In a user study with labeling tasks, we found that, while users from differ-
ent locations in Chile agree on which content is informative and interesting,
only users from the centralized location were able to see the diversity present
in the constructed timelines. en, inspired by a visual design by Weskamp
[Wes04], we used information visualization to make users aware of such diver-
sity, addressing what we called the diversity-awareness problem. We deployed
this design on the Web, and spread information about it using the social bot
@todocl. By analyzing logged interaction data, we observed that users behave
differently according to their geographical origin, but also that an ensemble of
information filtering and user interface design can improve exposure to diverse
information, at least in the short term, as our study does not allow us to draw
conclusions on the long term.

When analyzing behavior quantitatively, we did not focus on effect sizes of
statistical differences. We rather focused on the presence or absence of differ-
ences in behavior, explained through statistical models, in particular general-
ized linear models. Considering that, as of April 2015, Twier has 288 million
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monthly active users, with 77% of accounts outside of the United States6, we
believe that consideration of our implications, even on the presence of small
effect sizes, would have noticeable, and hopefully positive, consequences on
information access by users.

As mentioned in the introduction, social contexts must be considered when
designing systems [Bux10]. Our work has shown that, in addition to culture,
systemic biases also shape social behavior and perception, and thus, they must
be accounted for in system (algorithms and user interface) design and evalua-
tion.

Limitations

Critics might rightly say that we did not control user sampling on our exper-
iments based on other sociodemographic characteristics than location. Cur-
rently, given centralization and the unequal population distribution, finding
users from RM is easier, because its population is greater and has more access to
Internet in comparison to other locations, making it harder to find users willing
to participate from non-central locations. In this aspect, our snowball sampling
method provided a way to find a large enough population to gain important
insights in the first study. In the second study, this limitation does not hold, as
all users mentioned by @todocl were geographically diverse, and those users
retweeted @todocl’s tweets, improving the representativity of the sample.

Moreover, while we have performed a quantitative evaluation of user behav-
ior with our system design, there is still a need to understand thewhy behind the
differences in user engagement and interaction behavior. is can be explained
only with qualitative studies.

Future Work

e Web is increasingly being more accessed from mobile devices than from
desktops. In our case, of the detected mobile users, 68% could be geolocated us-
ing the IP address. Considering those users in a new mobile-friendly version of
our site will allow us to study differences in a mobile context. Ideally, this would
be a longitudinal study with a qualitative component, which will also help us to

6 https://about.twitter.com/company
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address the limitations of this paper. We will also study response to the social
bot @todocl. We created it as a way to drive traffic to our site, with satisfactory
results, but we also noticed that some users started to reply and retweet our
retweets, a behavior that could be analyzed in terms of relevance feedback. Fi-
nally, we look forward to expand our work to other diversity scenarios, to see
if our design process and evaluation allow users to be exposed to more diverse
information.





5
ENCOURAG ING EXPLORAT ION WI TH DATA PORTRA I TS

Inmicro-blogging platforms, people can connect with others and have conversa-
tions on a wide variety of topics. However, because of homophily and selective
exposure, users tend to connect with like-minded people and read agreeable
information only. Motivated by this scenario, we propose a recommendation
algorithm to suggest new people to connect with. is algorithm is focused on
recommending politically diverse people, yet at the same time it makes use of
homophily to find those users. We introduce a paradigm to present these recom-
mendations injected in a data portrait of users, in which their user interests are
visualized. To evaluate our proposed approach, we first conducted a case study
on Twier, considering the debate about a sensitive issue in Chile, where we
confirmed homophilic behavior in terms of political discussion. en we evalu-
ated a first algorithm and design proposal, wherewe found that politically-vocal
users had different perceptions of recommendations. Using qualitative feedback
from the pilot study, we improved both algorithm and data portrait design.eir
new implementations were integrated into the Aurora Twiera platform to find
end-users who created their own data portraits. Finally, we analyzed interac-
tion data from the usage of the platform. Our main results are: 1) informational
and behavioral individual differences influenced user interaction with the sys-
tem; 2) visualization increased exposure to recommendations regardless of the
recommendation algorithm, meaning that visualization encourages exploration
of recommendations of politically diverse people inside data portraits.

119
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5.1 

Users have less barriers to communicate in the Web today, as geographical dis-
tance is no longer a limitation to interact with others or to know what is hap-
pening anywhere and anytime. Real-time streams in social networks and micro-
blogging platforms keep people aware of what is happening simply by reading
content posted from followed accounts into their timelines, as well as content
from non-followed accounts that use specific hashtags of relevance for current
events. Furthermore, some micro-blogging platforms have been claimed to be
socio-political tools that have aided revolutions like the Arab Spring [Lim12].

However, is it really that good? Social research has shown that, while ev-
eryone indeed has a voice, people tend to listen and connect only to those of
similar beliefs in political and ideological issues, a cognitive bias known as ho-
mophily [MSC01]. is kind of behavior happens in many situations, and it can
be beneficial, as communication with culturally alike people is easier to handle.
However, the consequences of homophily in ideological issues are prominent,
both off and on-line. On one hand, groups of like-minded users tend to discon-
nect from other groups, polarizing group views. On the other hand, Web plat-
forms recommend and adapt content based on interaction and network data of
users, i. e., who is connected to them and what they have liked before. Because
algorithms want to maximize user engagement, they recommend content that
reinforces the homophily in behavior and display only agreeable information.
Such reinforcement, in turn, makes computer system to recommend even more
polarizing content, confining users to filter bubbles [Par11].

Motivated by this scenario, in this part of the dissertation we approach the
following research question:

How to encourage exposure to diverse people from a ideological point
of view in micro-blogging platforms?

Until now the literature has focused on how to motivate users to read chal-
lenging information or how to motivate a change in behavior through recom-
mendation systems and display of potentially challenging information.is “di-
rect” approach has not been effective as users do not seem to value diversity or
do not feel satisfied with it, a result explained by cognitive dissonance [Fes62], a
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state of discomfort that affects persons confrontedwith conflicting ideas, beliefs,
values or emotional reactions. Conversely, we propose to follow an indirect ap-
proach, wherewe take advantage of partial homophily to suggest similar people,
where similarity is estimated according to intermediary topics. We define inter-
mediary topics as non conflictive shared interests between users, i. e., interests
where two persons of opposing views on sensitive issues could communicate
and discuss without facing challenging information in a first encounter. Accord-
ing to the primacy effect in impression formation [Asc46], “first impressions mat-
ter”, making such intermediary topics important. In this way, recommendations
based on intermediary topics indirectly address the problem of being exposed
to people of opposing views.

We propose that context and presentation of politically diverse recommenda-
tions is also important. e proposed context is a visual depiction of the user
profile called data portrait [Don+10], with the purpose of making users aware of
their own user interests and the image they project on the social platform. e
proposed representation of recommendations is based on a hierarchical visual-
ization technique to display how recommendees can be grouped. Both concepts
allow users to contextualize recommendations according to their interests and
self-image [Gof59] projected through their portraits.

We first validated our proposal by performing a case study on the micro-
blogging platform Twier, with users who discussed sensitive issues, i. e., ide-
ological or political themes that would make people reject connecting or inter-
acting with others. Specifically, we estimated user stances with respect to the
sensitive issue of abortion in Chile in the context of the on-going campaigns
of the presidential elections in 2013. Abortion is a good issue to base analysis
on, as it has specific, identifiable stances, namely pro-life and pro-choice. More-
over, Chile has one of the strictest abortion laws in the world [Uni; SB07], yet
at the same time a majority of population is in favor of its legalization [CEP13],
making it a controversial topic.

e case study confirmed the homophilic structure of discussion, and it sur-
faced the characteristics of content and users who participated on the debate as
well. en, we built a prototype data portrait to evaluate, in a pilot study, how
users perceive recommendations injected in data portraits, and found that users
who have tweeted about abortion before the study had a different perception of
recommendations than users who had not, in addition to deep qualitative feed-
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back about the system as a whole. Following the results from the pilot study,
we developed a formal definition of intermediary topics, i. e., those topics about
non-confronting, shared interests, as well as a refined recommendation algo-
rithm and a new data portrait design.

Finally, we incorporated the refined data portrait application into the Aurora
Twiera platform introduced in the previous chapter. Likewise, we made use
of the social bot @todocl to help to disseminate the application. We analyzed
interaction data of end-users with their own portraits and the injected recom-
mendations. Because our application lies in the field of Casual Information Visu-
alization [PSM07], it does not consider specific tasks to be performed by users.
Such systems are hard to evaluate, and thus, the interaction data is analyzed
in the context of user engagement [LOY14]. Our results contribute interesting
insights:

• Usage of visualization to depict recommendations alongside a data por-
trait encourages users to explore more recommendations, regardless of
the algorithm used to generate them.

• Recommendation acceptance is not influenced by visualization. Instead,
it is influenced by political involvement. In this aspect, users behave in
homophilic ways.

• Informational behavior [NBL10] in conjunction with political involve-
ment influence how users engage with the system.

• From the analysis of user engagementmetrics, in particular dwell time, we
identified two types of exploratory behavior: focused and reflective. Visu-
alization and intermediary topics encouraged politically involved users
to perform a conscious decision-making process in terms of recommen-
dation exploration and acceptance.

Hence, the effectiveness of a system like ours will depend on whether the
user is expected to explore recommendations or not. is has implications on
designing visual user interfaces to explore user generated content, as a one-
size-fits-all approach misses the opportunity of giving users tools to get the
best out of their exploring experience. We discuss the implications in terms of
who can be targeted with systems like ours,when to consider presenting diverse
recommendations, and how to engage users with data portraits.ewhy, which
needs to be studied qualitatively, is le for future work.
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5.2 

e work presented in this part of the dissertation spans several research ar-
eas. We discuss these in relation to our aims, the positioning of our work, and
approaches adopted.

Homophily and Content Recommendation

Homophily is the tendency to form ties with similar others, where similarity is
bound to many factors, from sociodemographic to behavioral and intrapersonal
ones (see a literature review by McPherson, Smith-Lovin, and Cook [MSC01]).
In Web platforms homophily is present in sharing behavior in social curation
platforms [Cha+14], interactions with others with similar emotions and linguis-
tic style in on-line collaboration [Ios+14], and links between political parties in
blog networks [AG05], among others. In micro-blogging platforms, the pres-
ence of homophily in how individuals interact allows to use their ego-network
structure to predict user aributes [ALR12; Rou+13] as well as to recommend
people to interact with [Che+09; HBS10]. In our particular context, it has been
observed in terms of political leaning in micro-blogging platforms [Bar15].

In this chapter, we focus on recommendations in micro-blogging platforms,
which, as mentioned above, are influenced by user similarity.us, care must be
takenwhen defining similarity.When considering aributes similarity is clearly
identifiable: people are or are not from the same location or from the same
ethnicity, and they went to the same school or they did not. However, interest-
based similarity is not completely defined, as there are many ways to define
if two users are similar or not. For instance, two users might share interests if
they use the same tags1 [BR11b], follow the same accounts [Goe+13], mention
the same entities [MM10], or if they have similar latent topics [RDL10; QAC12]
estimated with Latent Dirichlet Allocation [BNJ03]2.

When recommending information and others to follow, similarity is not the
only important signal. Other relevant signals include content quality and pop-
ularity [Che+12], network relevance (friend of a friend) [Che+09], explainabil-

1 Also known as hashtags in micro-blogging platforms.
2 Note that, while tweets are too short to be reliable for topic modeling, the concatenation of tweets

into a user document is good enough.
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ity [HKR00], and centrality measures [Gup+13]. Yet, all of them are influenced
by similarity–someone may be popular, but if it is not similar enough to the
user, it is unlikely to be interesting for him/her.

e filter bubble phenomena [Par11] is related to homophily, as it involves
systems that filter information that might not be inline with users’ interests,
specially in challenging seings like political leaning. Since opposite or chal-
lenging information is filtered out, the user is unlikely to interact with oppos-
ing others or opposing information, introducing a snowball effect. However, if
challenging information is not filtered out, users would still prefer agreeable,
non-challenging information [LF13]. One explanation to this behavior is pro-
vided by the cognitive dissonance theory by Festinger [Fes62], which states that,
when individuals are confronted with opposing information, they experience
an uncomfortable state of mind that can be alleviated by discarding the infor-
mation or avoiding it [Har+09].

In this seing, one way to improve recommender systems is to include diver-
sity in their definition and evaluation. Accuracy is important, but there are oth-
ers metrics like coverage, confidence, novelty and serendipity [Her+04], which
are sometimes le out of evaluation [MRK06] and algorithm design [Abb+09].
One way to improve coverage and encourage serendipity is by ensuring di-
versity in recommendations. is can be achieved by minimizing similarity
between items in a recommendation list [Zie+05], maximizing information en-
tropy [Jos06] over a set of content features [DCC11], as well as applying context-
specific diversification methods [MZR09]. Diversified sets have increased user
satisfaction in book recommendation scenarios [Zie+05] but not in political sce-
narios unless users are diversity-seekers, usually a minority of users [MR10].

In our work, we propose intermediary topics as a feature to consider when
recommending users to follow. e intuition behind intermediary topics is that
they focus on homophily in specific shared interests which are non confronting
nor challenging, i. e., unlikely to provoke cognitive dissonance. Our definition
of intermediary topics is based on topic modeling like Ramage, Dumais, and
Liebling [RDL10]. However, instead of estimating user topics and estimating
similarity directly, we build a topic graph of relations between latent topics, and
find which ones are more likely to include people from diverse political back-
grounds by estimating information centrality [BF05]. ese graphs have been
used in the past. For instance, Gretarsson et al. [Gre+12] visualized topic graphs
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to ease knowledge discovery by analysts. We work in a different context and do
not visualize them. Instead, we consider a subset of their nodes (the intermedi-
ary topics) as input features for a recommender system. When facing users, we
experiment with visual depiction of recommendations, because visualization of
social recommendations has increased user satisfaction in the past [Gre+10].

Exposure to Diverse Content

Exposure to agreeable information only, as well as like-minded people exclu-
sively, reinforces and polarizes individual and group stances on ideological is-
sues [ML75; Sun09]. In the literature, previous work has focused on how to
minimize or avoid cognitive dissonance to improve exposure to challenging in-
formation, by employing algorithms for content selection as well as changing
depiction of this kind of information (for a extensive review on this subject, see
the doctoral thesis by Munson [Mun12]).

We identify four areas of research in terms of exposure to diverse content:
exploratory interfaces of diverse information, explicit diversification of the infor-
mation space, visual cues in mainstream user interfaces, and indirect/implicit di-
versification. Exploratory interfaces allow users to browse several stances and
points of view of political issues, with the intention to compare pro/cons of each
stance, and inform users. Faridani et al. [Far+10] presented OpinionSpace, a self-
organizing interactive visualization of the information space, where individual
opinions of participants in debate were visualized according to their opinion pro-
files, built automatically for each participant aer answering questions about
key political issues. Although the usage of a visual approach did not reduce
selective exposure, it generated more engagement than baseline text-based in-
terfaces and users were more respectful with those having opposite opinions.
Kriplean et al. [Kri+12] presented ConsiderIt, a platform for public deliberation
of political issues. In ConsiderIt, participants cra their own positions, and then
are able to browse aggregated discussions of key political issues. Unlike Opin-
ionSpace, it is not based on novel visuals. It focuses on identifying pros and cons
of specific issues rather than on a multidimensional spectrum. In both applica-
tions, one assumption is that users are seeking for political information and are
willing to discuss about it (not necessarily with people with opposing views).
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Explicit diversification means that challenging content is directly displayed
as such. In NewsCube by Park et al. [Par+09], several automatically determined
aspects of news stories in political contexts are presented to mitigate the prob-
lem ofmedia bias and allow users to access diverse points of view of news events
in political contexts. Each aspect is displayed in its own cluster, allowing users
to see the diversity of available points of view. is clustered presentation aug-
ments the number of interactions with news, but not the number of interactions
with different, opposing, clusters [CR13a]. An et al. [An+14] propose an interac-
tive news aggregator for micro-blogging platforms, where news are visualized
according to four dimensions: gratification, selective exposure, socialization, and
trust & intimacy. e user is responsible for establishing which dimensions are
more important for him/her. In both scenarios, the user is visually aware of the
many different choices because the user interface (which is different to those
him/her is accustomed to) ensures their representation, but there is no incentive
to have a diverse information consumption behavior.

e usage of visual cues inside mainstream user interfaces has also been de-
veloped before. Munson and Resnick [MR10] tested different ways of altering a
user interface without changing its core interaction mechanisms, by changing
sorting order of information as well as highlighting items pertaining to opposite
points of viewwith respect to the user. It was found that only aminority of users,
called diversity-aware, values diversity. Munson, Lee, and Resnick [MLR13] de-
veloped a browser extension where users were presented with a visual repre-
sentation of their reading behavior of news outlets in terms of political diver-
sity. e representation was updated every time the user read a news article on
the Web and, in a subtle way, it encoded balance in behavior. is mechanism
helped to balance reading of le-winged users, but not of right-winged ones. In
discussion forums, Liao and Fu [LF14] added position indicators of stance polar-
ization to participants, improving agreement of users with those of opposing
views when their positions were not consistently moderate, or when the infor-
mation seekers were looking for highly accurate information.

e indirect approach happens when users are not aware of diversification.
For instance, in news aggregators the Sidelines algorithm byMunson, Zhou, and
Resnick [MZR09] iteratively excludes articles from specific point of views until
there is balance of stances in the delivered news. However, this method requires
a knowledge base with point of views, and a classifier to categorize news arti-
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cles into those views. Algorithms based on information entropy of content and
its author, like the one proposed by De Choudhury, Counts, and Czerwinski
[DCC11], can show diverse political information, provided that political lean-
ing is one feature used in entropy estimation. Another example of indirect ap-
proach is query augmentation by Yom-Tov, Dumais, and Guo [YDG13], where
specific biased queries submied to a search engine returned results from those
queries, plus results from an unbiased or even opposite version of each query,
without indicating this augmentation on the user interface nor in the search
results meta-data.

In ourwork, we apply an indirect approach, wherewe use intermediary topics
to recommend people with potentially opposing views. Conversely to the dis-
cussed approaches, the context of our recommendations is not related to politics
nor sensitive issues; instead, we build a data portrait of users of micro-blogging
platforms, and show recommendations in that context, emphasizing the simi-
larity of recommendations with the target user.

Information Visualization

Visualizations of micro-blogging data cover a wide range of applications, like
event monitoring [Dor+10; Mar+11], visual analysis [DNK10], group content
analysis [Arc+11], information diffusion [Vié+13] and ego-networks [Hb05].
To visually represent user profiles we consider data portraits [Don+10], which
are “abstract representations of users’ interaction history” [XD99].ese portraits
have been built using content from e-mail [VGD06], personal informatics sys-
tems [AD09], Twier profiles [Dra09] and discussion forums [XD99].

Our work is related to the field known as Casual Information Visualization,
defined by Pousman, Stasko, and Mateas [PSM07] as “the use of computer medi-
ated tools to depict personally meaningful information in visual ways that support
everyday users in both everyday work and non-work situations”. e focus on ev-
eryday situations imply that there does not need to be a concrete task to be
completed, nor a specific analytic insight to be expected.

Yi et al. [Yi+08] identify four cognitive processes that leads to insight: provide
overview, adjust, detect paern, and match mental model. To provide overview
of profiles, as well as to match mental models of portrayed users, we use word-
clouds as primary element of our proposed designs. Worclouds have a long
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history in information visualization, as described by Viégas and Waenberg
[VW08]. Although arguably not adequate for analytical tasks, they are familiar
and popular with users, as they help them to express themselves [VWF09]. We
make use of wordclouds both as an overview of a profile, as well as a naviga-
tional tool to explore it, in a coordinated view with the other visual elements of
the portrait.

Other visualization techniques exist to depict structure in text, likeWordTrees
by Waenberg and Viégas [WV08] and PhraseNets by Van Ham, Waenberg,
and Viégas [VWV09]. Even though we model data portraits as bipartite graphs
between user interests (keywords) and user generated content (micro-posts),
we do not focus on relations between words nor text structure, and thus, we
use wordclouds instead of PhraseNets.

Visualization and graphic techniques used in recommendation contexts in-
clude: controllable Venn-diagrams [PB15], network graphs [Gre+10; Gre+12],
dust and magnet [An+14], and compound graphs [Gou+11]. However, they are
targeted at expert users that know how to control such visualizations, or are
task-based systems. Instead, in a similar way to the Hax application [Sav+14],
we propose to use circle packing, a hierarchical visualization technique [CS03],
which allows us to create a casual user friendly depiction (i. e., direct and unclut-
tered) of our generated recommendations without needing user-controllability
nor user expertise. In contrast to Hax, instead of building a user interface to
find audiences to broadcast information, our user interface is aimed at finding
people to interact with.

Political Leaning in Social Media

To study political leaning in social media, in particular in micro-blogging plat-
forms, the first challenge is to actually detect which is the political leaning of
users, as this aribute is not usually part of a public profile. Manual coding of
annotations by experts is probably the best method to identify the political lean-
ing of people in social networks, but this approach is not scalable. One way to
address the issue of classifying users is through supervised machine learning
[Con+11a; PP11], Bayesian estimation [BKY13; Bar15], and political score prop-
agation of known sources [GH11]. Features used in classification include vocab-
ulary, hashtags, and connectivity with accounts with known political leaning.
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However, obtaining reliable results is specifically difficult with micro-blogging
platforms because, unlike classification efforts for speeches [TPL06], micro-
posts are short and with arguably bad lexical quality in comparison to knowl-
edge sources like Wikipedia and ora [RB12]. Furthermore, note that because
regular people may not be as vocal as politically involved people, the accuracy
of prediction algorithms is oen over-estimated [CR13b].

Knowing political alignment of users allows to study group polarization.
For instance, Adamic and Glance [AG05] found that liberal and conservative
blogs in the US linked mostly to blogs of the same political party. Yom-Tov
et al. [Yom+12] studied the interaction between two opposite groups of users
on Flickr3, one related to pro-anorexia and the other to pro-recovery. In Twit-
ter, group polarization has been observed not only in terms of general polit-
ical leaning [Con+11b], but also in terms of specific controversial political is-
sues [HMS13] and religion [WGB13].

Conover et al. [Con+11b] found that themention network in Twier, although
polarized, it is less so than the retweet network. However, a mention in Twit-
ter per se is not a meaningful interaction, as nothing ensures that the original
tweet is read or replied. Moreover, the authors indicate that content injection
through hashtags is common. Injection of political content into opposing time-
lines can be seen as a method to reduce polarization, but it causes the opposite
effect [Con+11b; Yom+12].

In a work related to our case study, Yardi and Boyd [YB10] studied debates
about abortion in Twier, in particular between users of pro-life and pro-choice
stances. eir results indicate that the interaction between users having the
same stance reinforced group identity, and discussions with members of the
opposite group were found to be not meaningful, partly because the interface
did not help in that aspect. As noted by the authors, people hardly changed
position on abortion based on discussions on Twier. However, being connected
to amore diverse group of peoplemay help create amoremeaningful discussion
and help people to diversify their points of view instead of merely reinforcing
them. is is what we strive for in our work.

3 A social network about photography, http://flickr.com.
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5.3    

e aim of this part of the dissertation is to build a tool that recommends micro-
posts to a target user, from authors who hold opposite views in sensitive issues.
As platform for study we consider the micro-blogging platform Twier, where
each user is able to follow other users, making their tweets available in his/her
own timeline. However, because of homophily [MSC01], such connections are
biased because of the tendency of people to connect with like-minded individ-
uals. Moreover, when recommended with information that challenges current
beliefs, users discard or avoid that information, a behavior known as selective
exposure.

In this section we introduce our first approach to this problem, where these
recommendations are injected into a data portrait of target users. We present
our initial methodology tomodel users, in both general topical interests and spe-
cific stances on sensitive issues. We need to determine, for each user, what are
his/her views with respect to the sensitive issues under consideration, and what
are him/her interests in non conflictive seings, like sports, dining, film, music,
and so on. en we define a proof-of-concept recommender system that takes
user interests and stances, and generates diverse recommendations from ideo-
logical point of views, but exploiting user similarity in non challenging areas–
i. e., we exploit homophily from shared interests on non conflictive topics. To
contextualize those recommendations in terms of user interests, they are in-
jected into a data portrait of the target user. is approach to recommending
people of opposing views is indirect, because even though the recommended
content comes from people of opposing views, the content itself is non chal-
lenging in terms of the target user’s beliefs and ideas regarding sensitive issues.

5.3.1 Sensitive Issues and Shared Interests

Sensitive issues are political or ideological topics for which their stances or opin-
ions tend to divide people. is considers topics like global warming, social se-
curity, health care reforms, and abortion. Such topics tend to polarize people,
i. e., users who support one stance in abortion do not interact with users who
support another stance, and when they do, it is not a meaningful interaction.
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Conversely, shared interests are topics for which their stances or opinions do
not, in normal conditions, tend to divide people. As example, people who sup-
port the soccer team F.C. Barcelona has a rivalry with people who support Real
Madrid F.C.4, however, the selective exposure mechanism would not be acti-
vated when discriminating information coming from people who support the
opposite team–in fact, in some cases, they might be interested in such infor-
mation. Other contexts can be less challenging as there might no be explicit
rivalries. For instance, people with different musical tastes might be interested
in discussing the particularities of their liked styles for comparison with others.

5.3.2 Representation of User Stances in Sensitive Issues

An assumption we make with respect to user stances is that they are linked
by partisan political ideology, e. g., conservative/liberal people share views on
different sensitive issues. en, to estimate user stances, we first need to be
able to estimate what users say with respect to to sensitive issues. In Twier,
oen users annotate their tweets with hashtags, which are text identifiers that
start with the character #. For instance, #prochoice and #prolife are two hash-
tags related to two abortion stances, and each one of those stances has specific
hashtag and words related to them (e. g., “right to choose” is pro-choice, and “it
is life since conception” is pro-life). Pennacchioi and Popescu [PP11] call those
related words prototypical words and hashtags. We refer to both as prototypi-
cal keywords indistinctively. For any sensitive issue under consideration, we
collect relevant tweets based on prototypical keywords (e. g., #prochoice, #pro-
life, abortion, pregnancy interruption, etc.). ose keywords are extracted from
a manually constructed knowledge base of issues and their respective related
stances and associated terms.

We build user documents, defined as the concatenation of tweets from each
user. We represent each user document u as a vector

u⃗ = [w0,w1, . . . ,wn]

4 Both are soccer teams from Spain.
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where wi represents the vocabulary word i weighted using TF-IDF [BR11a,
Chapter 3]:

wi = freq(wi,u)× log2
|U|

|u ∈ U : wi ∈ u|

where U is the set of users. Note that the user document can be built with all
tweets and retweets for each user, as well as a subset of both. In particular, we
consider tweets and retweets, but not replies to other users, as they are less
likely to contribute information to the document.5

Likewise, for each issue stance we build a stance vector s⃗, defined as the vec-
torized representation of tweets containing its prototypical keywords:

s⃗ = [w0,w1, . . . ,wn]

with wi weighted according to TF-IDF with respect to the corpus of user docu-
ments.

Using these definitions we can estimate how similar is the language employed
by a specific user with the known stances of a specific issue. Formally, we define
a user stance with respect to to a given sensitive issue as the feature vector
u⃗s containing the similarity of user u⃗ with each issue stance. In this way, we
consolidate all similarities in a user stance vector :

u⃗s = [f0, f1, . . . , f|S|]

where S is the set of stances for the all sensitive issues under consideration, and
fi is the cosine similarity between u⃗ and the issue stance s⃗i:

cosine_similarity(u⃗, s⃗i) =
u⃗ · s⃗i

∥ u⃗ ∥∥ s⃗i ∥

Having this representation of user stances, we define the view gap with re-
spect to to a sensitive issue between two users as the distance between their
respective user stance vectors.

5 Consider the following scenario: user A mentions user B: “@B hi!” is tweet indicates that A
interacts with B, and it is considered. But a reply to the previous question, like “@A fine! how are
you today?” and then “@B fine, thanks!” do not contribute information.
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5.3.3 Representation of User Interests

In our context, user interests are important in both parts of the application–as
input for the recommender system, but also as part of the data portrait design.
In particular, we are interested in evocative text that represents user interests
[Don+10]. To find these interests, we focus on the most frequent hashtags, men-
tions and retweets to other users, n-grams (e. g., to convert the two words New
York into a single keyword, New_York), and links present in a user document,
considering domain name and the first directory in the URL. Our assumption
is that users tweet regularly about their interests and they express themselves
through the aforementioned ways.

To estimate n-grams, we use an implementation of word collocations
[Mik+13] available on the gensim soware library [ŘS10]. We keep the top-250
most frequent tokens, which, jointly with their corresponding frequencies in
the user document, are defined as the list of user interests for a given user.

5.3.4 Recommending People of Opposing Views with Shared Interests

For each user we have a stance vector that describe her/his position with re-
spect to to given issues, as well a the list of user interests with their respective
weight. We approach the problem of recommending people of opposing views,
but with shared interests, as a content-based problem. We propose to build an
inverted inverted index [BR11a] of tweets from people in a candidate pool for
recommendation, allowing user interests to be used as search queries.

Algorithm 5.2 formalizes our algorithm. Its input is the inverted index I, a
list of user interests Q and the corresponding stance vectors U for the target
user, and the number of desired recommendations. For each user interest, it
searches for the highest scored tweet in the candidate pool, with a score esti-
mated as the geometric mean of query relevance and view gap with the author
of each candidate tweet. Following this procedure gives a list of recommended
tweets where the view gap with others is considered when doing content-based
recommendations.
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Algorithm 5.2 Recommendation of Tweets from People with Opposing Views.
: I← inverted index of tweets
: Q← set of user interests, sorted by desc. importance
: U← set of user stance vectors
: n← number of desired recommendations
: R← set of recommended tweets

 _(I,Q,U,n)
R← list()

  q in Q 
results← search(q, I)

 empty(results) 
continue

 
  r in results 

v← view_gap(U, r.author.U)

r.score← geometric_mean(r.relevance, v)
 

R.append(max(results, key = score))
 length(results) = n 

break
 
 
 R

 

5.3.5 Data Portrait Design

In this section we explain the rationale behind our visualization design. To de-
pict user profiles we consider data portraits [Don+10], which are “abstract rep-
resentations of users’ interaction history” [XD99]. Figure 5.1 displays our design.

e usage of data portraits serves as context to, first, create a self-image for
presentation of the target user [Gof59]; and, second, to inject recommendations
generated by our algorithm. e rationale behind this idea is that, by using a
data portrait, we reinforce non-conflicting interests for users when they browse
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their own profiles, allowing to contextualize recommendations according to
their interest space.

Profile Construction

e data behind a data portrait of user u is a bipartite graph of two sets of ver-
tices: user interests Vu and relevant tweets Vt. e set Vu is directly built from
our methodology.e set Vt is a mixture of two kinds of tweets: those authored
or retweeted by u, as well as recommendations generated by Algorithm 5.2.

Although the algorithm specifies how to select the recommended tweets, we
still need to define which authored or retweeted tweets are available on Vt.
Similarly to the algorithm, for each user interest we select the most popular
tweet that matches the interest. As popularity score we consider the number
of times the tweet has been retweeted plus the number of times the tweet has
been marked as favorite by others.

In the bipartite graph, the set of edges E contains connections between user
interests and their corresponding tweets authored/retweeted by the target user,
as well as recommendations based on them. Note that it is possible that one
interest is linked to many tweets; and one tweet to many interests. In the lat-
ter case, we refer to primary interest as the more relevant interest associated
to a particular tweet, with relevance estimated by the search engine used to
associate interests to tweets.

Depicting User Interests

Even though we are working with a graph, depicting user interests in Vu in text
format is important, as text “provides immediate context and detail” [Don+10].
Several text visualizations exist [WV08; VWV09], however, they refer to struc-
tured text. Our scenario does not consider text structure, and, in fact, in our
schema there is no semantic relation between user interests in addition to shar-
ing relevant tweets. Hence, wordclouds are a good choice in this aspect, as they
are popular depictions of weighted text used with many purposes on the Web,
from navigatonial to participatory expressive visualization [VW08; VWF09].
We exploit this by using wordclouds as devices to encourage interaction with
relevant tweets.
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Figure 5.1 shows our wordcloud design. Font size encodes the frequency of
user interests–a bigger size indicates more frequency. Word positioning and
color are random, as in typical wordclouds. Unlike typical wordclouds, Figure
5.1 does not show a tight layout, as expected from the popular and recognizable
algorithmWordle [VWF09].e reason is that we do not do pixel based collision
detection between interests; instead, each interest is positioned according to an
expanded bounding box. is expansion is needed to make interests easier to
click (or touch in case of touch-screens). Figure 5.2 shows an early prototype
that displays the mentioned bounding boxes for illustration purposes.

Depicting Tweets, ReTweets and Recommendations

As observed in Figure 5.1, the nodes from Vt are depicted as circles at the center
of the data portrait. We display only tweets and retweets from the portrayed
user, as recommendations are injected in the portrait through interaction with
the displayed nodes, as shown on Figure 5.4.

Influenced by organic information design [Fry00], node position is based on
an organic model of paern of florets from Vogel [Vog79], defined in polar co-
ordinates as:

r = c
√
n

θ = i×ϕ

Where c is a constant that defines how separated the circles are, ϕ is the golden
ratio (defined as (1+

√
5) · 0.5), and i is the reverse chronological ordered index

of each tweet (the oldest tweet will have index 1). e color of each circle is
based on the color assigned to the primary interest of the corresponding tweet.
Note that interests do not overlap with the circles. Node side is proportional to
popularity, and its maximum size depends on screen size and target platform
(i. e., touch screens need larger circles). Ideally, the difference betweenminimum
and maximum node size should not be big, as node size should be used as a
feature to give the impression of organic variance instead of explicitly encoding
the difference in popularity.

When a circle is clicked, a pop-up balloon appears containing the correspond-
ing tweet with a format that resembles the native format in Twier. e tweet
includes native options such as retweet, reply and mark as favorite. To nudge
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Figure 5.2: Early implementation of the data portrait design. is image displays each
interest’s bounding box, which are intended to ease clicking.

Figure 5.3: State of the data portrait aer a circle node has been clicked. A tweet is
displayed in a pop-up balloon and links to the corresponding interests are
visible.
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Figure 5.4: Display of tweets inside a pop-up balloon.

interaction with others, in addition to the portrayed individual tweet, we in-
ject a recommended tweet that is related to the primary interest of the current
displayed tweet, as shown in Figure 5.4.

A second click on a circle makes the pop-up balloon disappear, allowing the
user to have a clear sight of the structure of the corresponding tweet connec-
tions. Clicking into empty space on the visualization canvas clears all visible
links.

Depicting Links between Interests and Tweets

Contrary to typical graph visualizations, our design does not show all connec-
tions between nodes as default, as connectivity in the graph is not the main pur-
pose of the data portrait. We only display links when the user interacts with the
data portrait. e following interactions trigger changes in visibility of nodes:

1. Clicking on interests reveals links to the relevant tweets (see Figure 5.1).
2. Clicking on nodes reveals links to the relevant interests (see Figure 5.3).
To keep the organic feel, link paths are generated using bézier curves.
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Using this data portrait design we expect users to engage in explorations of
their interests and find new people to connect with. In the next sections we
evaluate this design, as well as the recommendation algorithm, in a formative
user study to validate our motivating ideas before incorporating this design into
an end-user application.

5.4  :   

In this section we describe a case study where we analyze the issue of abortion
in Chile using our methodology to estimate user stances.

5.4.1 Why Abortion in Chile?

e history of abortion in Chile is long, being declared legal in 1931 and illegal
again in 1989. As of 2015, abortion is still illegal, making Chile one of countries
with most severe abortion laws in the world [Uni; SB07].

Abortion in Chile as sensitive issue has good properties for analysis, as it is
constantly being discussed on the political active population. On one hand, 61%
of population was estimated to be catholic, and 21% professed another religion,
while only 19% of the population was atheist or agnostic [Pon14]. On the other
hand, 63% of the Chilean population was in favor of legalization of abortion
in 2013 [CEP13]. e occurrence of several protests around public education,
same-sex marriage and abortion, among other sensitive issues, are encourag-
ing the usage of micro-blogging platforms and social networks to spread ideas
and generate debates (for a discussion on the student movement in Chile see
Barahona et al. [Bar+12]). is duality where a majority of population is esti-
mated to have conservative views, but also a majority of population is in favor
of legalization of abortion, while a growing portion of the population is asking
for reforms using social media as a primary communication and organization
device, makes Chile and ideal scenario for analysis.

From a computational point of view, estimating user stances on abortion is
simpler (and thus more feasible) than other issues. Even considering the com-
plexity behind the rationale of the different factors that influence a stance on
abortion, there are two main stances:
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• Pro-Choice: “emphasizing the right of women to choose whether to abort a
pregnancy or to grow it to term” [Wik15].

• Pro-Life: “emphasizing the right of the embryo or fetus to gestate and be
born” [Wik15].

Although both stance names have been criticized for being politically framed
(e. g., being pro-choice is not being “anti-life”), they are widely recognized by
such names, and the discussion of proper names for both stances is outside of
the scope of this dissertation.

In spite of the growing discussion in both off and on-line worlds, it is not clear
if a real debate exist, or whether the supposed spreading of ideas is just loud
broadcasting where no one listens to actually improve their stances, but just to
reinforce own beliefs. How to evaluate this is what we propose in this section.
In this scenario, homophilic behavior would be to have meaningful discussion
only with people from the same abortion stance, with loud broadcasting being
to mention people from any stance without engaging in discussion. To confirm
or discard these traits in the studied population we applied the methods defined
in this chapter.en, to encourage connecting with others of opposing views in
abortion, we created data portraits and inject recommendations of such people
having non-conflictive shared interests.

5.4.2 Dataset Description

In the context of on-going campaigns for presidential elections, we crawled
tweets from July 24th, 2013 to August 29th, 2013 using the Twier Streaming API.
Table 5.1 shows a summary of the crawled data. In total, we crawled 367,512
tweets from 57,566 accounts that were geolocated using a gazeeer. Of those
tweets, 18,148 are related to abortion, as they contain at least one prototypical
keyword (see Table 5.2).e vocabulary size is 38,827, filtering out all keywords
that appear in less than 5 tweets.

Initially, we used query keywords about known sensitive issues and hashtags:
abortion (issue), education (issue), same-sex marriage (issue), Sebastián Piñera
(president in 2013), Michelle Bachelet (candidate), Evelyn Mahei (candidate),
among others. We searched for keywords about other sensitive issues because,
according to our methodology, we will consider the relationship between lan-
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Table 5.1: Data crawled from Twier during July and August 2013.

Data #

Tweets 367,512
Tweets About Abortion 18,148
Accounts 57,566
Accounts with Abortion-related Tweets 8,794

Vocabulary Size 38,827

guage and user stances. We also added emergent hashtags related to news
events that happened during the crawling period. For instance, #yoabortoel25
is about a protest held on July 25th [Can15]. Figure 5.5 shows the most frequent
terms found in our collection. e most prominent words are last names of
candidates, namely Evelyn Mahei, Michelle Bachelet, Pablo Longueira and Lau-
rence Golborne. e last name of the dictatorAugusto Pinochet is also prominent.
Other prominent keywords are carabineros (the police), censo (the national level
census conducted in 2012, with multiple flaws that were discovered in 2013),
Transantiago (public transport system in Santiago), isapres (the private health
system) and AFP (the name of the Chilean pension system, composed of several
Administrators of Public Founds).

We removed tweets in other languages than Spanish, tweets that were not
geolocated to Chile according to users’ self-reported location, as well as noisy
tweets. When crawling tweets about sensitive issues, we noted that abortion
related tweets were unlikely to be noisy, i. e., a tweet with abortion related key-
words is about abortion as issue. Other issues like public education and the
student movement where much more noisier; for instance, hashtags like #edu-
cation are used to promote services by educational institutions. e numbers
reported in Table 5.1 consider a cleaned dataset.
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Figure 5.5: Frequent terms in the collection. Green terms were used as query keywords
for crawling.

5.4.3 Pro-Choice and Pro-Life Stances

We manually built a list of words, accounts, and hashtags related to abortion
and its two stances. We iteratively explored the dataset to find co-occurrences
of prototypical keywords like abortion, #abortolibre (free abortion) and #noal-
aborto (no to abortion). Table 5.2 shows the obtained abortion-related terms. For
pro-choice and pro-life keywords, the number of seed users and their number of
tweets is displayed. ese seeds represent whether a user document contained
keywords from one stance but not from the other, e. g., a user document that
contains at least one pro-choice keyword and no pro-life keywords is consid-
ered a pro-choice seed user. As observed in the table, the number of pro-choice
seed users outnumbers those of pro-life stance (1,934 pro-choice against 338
pro-life). is does not necessarily indicate the proportion of users from both
stances, instead, it might indicate that pro-life users tend to inject content into
pro-choice timelines by using their hashtags [Con+11b].
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Figure 5.6: Distributions of user stances based on similarity between user vectors and
stance vectors (pro-life and pro-choice). Le: stances of users who tweeted
about abortion. Right: stances of all users in the dataset.

User Stances

To build the stance vectors of pro-choice and pro-life stances, we concatenated
the tweets of the corresponding seed users of each stance. en, according to
our methodology, we estimated the user stances on abortion by computing the
cosine similarity between user vectors and the stance vectors.ese similarities
are displayed with hexagonal binning in Figure 5.6, where the x axis represents
similarity with the pro-choice stance vector s⃗c; the y axis represents similarity
with the pro-life stance vector s⃗ℓ. We display two charts: one for users who have
tweeted about abortion (8,794) on the le, and one that considers all users on the
dataset (57,566) on the right. is is possible because the user stance vectors are
constructed using all vocabulary employed by seed users; hence, they contain
valid weights for words unrelated to abortion, but related to additional issues
that those users discussed. Under the assumption that sensitive issues have a
degree of correlation among stances in different issues, this allows us to estimate
a tendency for all users.

Having estimated similarities with both abortion stances, we define stance
tendency as:

tendency = cosine_similarity(u⃗, s⃗c) − cosine_similarity(u⃗, s⃗ℓ)

We classify users with tendency ⩾ 0 as pro-choice, and pro-life otherwise. Sim-
ilarly, we estimate the view gap between two users u⃗1 and u⃗2 as:

view_gap = abs(tendency(u⃗1) − tendency(u⃗2))
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Figure 5.7: Le: Distribution of tendency to pro-life or pro-choice stances for users in
our dataset. A positive value means leaning to pro-choice, and a negative
value means leaning to pro-life. Right: distribution of view gaps in abortion
(distances between user tendencies for pairs of users).

Using these definitions of tendencies and view gaps, we are able to estimate
how distant two users are in terms of their views on abortion. Figure 5.7 shows
the distribution of tendencies (le) and view gaps (right).emedian stance ten-
dency is 0.02, showing a slight tendency towards the pro-choice stance: 54.98%
of users are classified as pro-choice, while 45.02% of users are classified as pro-
life. Pro-choice users published 10.24 tweets in average, while pro-life users
published 10.48 tweets in average.

According to CEP [CEP13], 63% of the Chilean population was in favor of
legalization of abortion in 2013. Our predicted proportion of user stances does
not differ from expectations according to a chi-square test (χ2 = 2.76, p =

0.10). While the Twier population is not demographically representative of
the population, this result indicates that abortion stances are reflected on the
micro-blogging platform Twier.

5.4.4 Population and Content Distribution

In Figure 5.8, we explore the properties of all users in terms of their predicted
abortion stances. On the le, we consider the complimentary cumulative dis-
tribution functions (CCDF) of the number of followers and friends, showcas-
ing similar distributions between stances, as well as to those of Kwak et al.
[Kwa+10]. e estimated power-law [ABP14] PDF parameters are the same for
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Figure 5.8: Le: Complimentary Cumulative Distribution Function of user connectivity
for pro-life and pro-choice users. Right: time of registration of users who
tweeted about sensitive issues, according to their abortion stances.

Figure 5.9: Tweet volume per abortion stance.

Figure 5.10: Most associated words with pro-choice (le) and pro-life (right) users ac-
cording to their self-reported biographies, estimated with Pointwise Mutual
Information [CH90]. Font size is inversely proportional to PMI rank. Color
encodes frequency (the darker, the more frequent).
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both stances: αfollow = 1.19 and αfriends = 1.17. On the right, we show the
distribution of registration date of participating user accounts. We see accounts
from the beginning of Twier until the studied period. e distribution is sim-
ilar to the observed in the previous case study about geographical diversity, a
coherent result given that both datasets are focused on political content.

Figure 5.9 shows tweet volume per abortion stance. Between July 24th and
August 2th there is a high volume of tweets in comparison with the rest of the
dataset. is is related to the national level protest held on July 25th, with hash-
tag #yoabortoel25 [Can15]. Surprisingly, being a pro-choice protest, the volume
of pro-life tweets surrounding the event date is higher than those of pro-choice
users. As mentioned earlier, this might be related with content injection from
pro-life users into the pro-choice hashtags.

5.4.5 Associated Description Words with Abortion Stances

Having classified users into pro-life or pro-choice, we can explore which words
are associated with both stances. In particular, we are interested in the reported
self description available on each user profile, to see if our stance classification
gives coherent result. We measure Pointwise Mutual Information [CH90] over
the set of vocabulary in self descriptions. PMI is defined as:

PMI(c,w) = log p(c,w)

p(c)p(w)

where c is a stance (pro-choice or pro-life), andw is a word present in self descrip-
tions. e probabilities can be estimated from the proportions of description
in pro-choice and pro-life users, and the corresponding proportions of words.
Since PMI overweights words with very small frequencies, we consider only
words that appear in at least 50 user descriptions.

Of all users, 54,640 have a valid self-description. Figure 5.10 shows the results
of PMI estimation. Some relevant keywords for our context for each stance are
(in parenthesis their PMI rank and translation):

• Pro-choice: #asambleaconstituyente (#1, a hashtag to support a new con-
stitution), trabajadores (#2, workers), progresista (#3, progressive), femi-
nista (#5, feminist), mapuche (#6, indigenous inhabitants of south-central
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Chile), revolución (#7, revolution), gratuita (#10, free, referring to the stu-
dent movement and their plea of free education), ciudadana (#14, female
citizen).

• Pro-life: gremialista (#1, guildist–guildism is a ideology based in Catholic
social teachings), pinochetista (#2, supporter of Augusto Pinochet), udi
(#3, abbreviation of Union Demócrata Independiente, a right-wing party),
derechista (#4, right-winger), #mahei2014 (#5, hashtag to support Evelyn
Mahei, a candidate representing UDI in the presidential elections), con-
servador (#6, conservative), católico (#13, catholic).

As observed, the highest scoring words for the pro-choice stance are related
to le-wing prototypical keywords and entities, and the highest scoring words
for the pro-life stance are related to catholic and right-wing prototypical key-
words and entities.is indicates that our results are coherent with the expected
ideology of the two abortion stances considered.

5.4.6 Homophily in One-Way and Two-Way Interactions

Having predicted a stance for each user in the dataset, we are able to evaluate
if interactions in the dataset are homophilic, i. e., we will test if users tend to
interact with people of the same abortion stance. To do so, we study 1-way and
2-way interactions as defined byercia, Capra, and Crowcro [QCC12]. Men-
tions and retweets are 1-way interactions, where the target user is not necessar-
ily participant of the interaction. When the target users replies to the mention
or the retweet, we consider a 2-way interaction. To measure homophily, we es-
timate the aggregated interactions between users in both stances, and compare
their inter-stance proportions with the proportions of predicted stances for all
accounts. If interaction behavior is unbiased, then the proportion of interac-
tions between stances should not differ significantly to the proportion of users
in each stance.

Table 5.3 shows 1-way interactions between stances. e amount of interac-
tions initiated by pro-choice users is higher than those of pro-life users. Pro-
choice users exhibit homophilic behavior: 83.48% of their 1-way interactions
are with other pro-choice users, and their proportions of intra-stance interac-
tions differs significantly with the expectations according to a chi-square test,
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Table 5.3: 1-Way Interactions Between Abortion Stances. *: p < 0.001

Abortion Stance 1-
Way

Pro-Choice Pro-Life χ2 w

Pro-Choice 92,507 83.67% 16.33% 33.27* 0.34
Pro-Life 56,320 49.77% 50.23% 1.09 –

Table 5.4: 2-Way Interactions Between Abortion Stances. *: p < 0.001

Abortion Stance 2-
Way

Pro-Choice Pro-Life χ2 w

Pro-Choice 2,282 78.79% 21.21% 22.91* 0.31
Pro-Life 1,733 27.93% 72.07% 29.55* 0.33

with a moderate effect size (χ2 = 33.27, p< 0.001, Cohen’sw = 0.34). Pro-life
users do not show this behavior–they mention and retweet users as expected
given the proportions of users.

Because 1-way interactions fail to capture meaningful discussion, we esti-
mated 2-way interactions, where an interaction between two users exist if they
retweet, mention or reply each other in both ways. To avoid bias in the esti-
mation, we only considered each pair (u1,u2) once per inter-stance interac-
tions. Table 5.4 shows the number of interactions between stances and their
proportions. As observed, the number of 2-way interactions is much lower, and
it is similar for each stance (pro-choice: 2,234; pro-life: 2,042). Furthermore, the
proportions of interactions with the same stance is similar (pro-choice: 76.45%;
pro-life: 74.24%). A chi-square test indicates that both proportions differ sig-
nificantly from the expectations (pro-life: χ2 = 29.55, p < 0.001, Cohen’s
w = 0.33; pro-choice: χ2 = 22.91, p < 0.001, Cohen’s w = 0.31), confirming
the homophilic behavior in terms of abortion stances in the studied population.

Note that pro-life users show homophilic behavior only in 2-way interactions.
e lack of this behavior in 1-way interactionsmight be relatedwith the content
injection we mentioned earlier.
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rough this analysis we have observed that it is possible to predict abortion
stances for Chilean users participating in political debate on Twier. In terms of
these abortion stances, the user population exhibits homophilic behavior when
interacting with others.

5.5   

Having verified the homophilic behavior of users in our dataset with respect to
abortion stances, in this section we evaluate with a user study our data portrait
paradigm and user perception of our generated recommendations. Following
the procedure from our previous case study, we put emphasis on individual
differences related to the context of the problem we are trying to solve, i. e.,
we observe if having tweeted about abortion before the study is an indicator of
differentiated behavior.

5.5.1 Experimental Setup

Participants

Participants were recruited from social networks using an open call to volunteer
in a user study about data portraits. No compensation was offered. We recruited
36 participants.6 Of them, 25 are male and 11 are female. In terms of age, four
were 18–25 years, 14 were 25-30 years, 17 were 31-40, and one was 41-50. All
participants were Chileans: 22 from Santiago, four from other locations in Chile,
and 10 outside of Chile. When participants were asked to rate their experience
with social networks they scored themselves 3.83 (std. 0.81) in average, using a
Likert scale from 1 to 5.

e open call did not disclose that the study was about the injection of recom-
mendations from people of opposing views. In a post-study survey we disclosed
this information, and we asked participants if they had tweeted about abortion
before (20 answered yes, 16 answered no).

6 We discarded one user from a previous report of this study in [GLQ13]. Aer an inspection of
interaction data, we found that this user did not follow the instructions of visiting the site at least
three times.
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Recommended Tweets and Candidates

Of all Chileans who published tweets in the case study, we selected a group of
4,077 candidates for recommendation. In particular, we considered users that
were likely to be regular people, i. e., those who follow less than 2,000 accounts
and are followed than less than 2,000. is filtering was made because regular
people is arguably more prone to discuss their own interests, unlike popular
accounts which may be from media outlets, blogs, or celebrities. From those
regular users, we crawled 1,400,582 tweets from December 6th, 2013 until Jan-
uary 3th, 2014. To have an index for recommendation, using the gensim [ŘS10]
library we built an inverted index of tweets. For each participant we estimated
user interests and queried the index using these interests as queries. Since we
had estimated each candidate stance on abortion before, this estimation was
used to calculate the view gap between the authors of search results and the
target participant, allowing us to rank tweets according to our methodology.

Apparatus

Participants were tested in a on-line seing. Our data portrait design, as well as
the baseline (see Figure 5.11), were implemented in HTML and Javascript using
the d3.js library [BOH11]. Before the start of the experiment, we explained to
participants that we have built a visually explorable characterization of them
and that we will display related tweets to their characterization. Each partici-
pant was given a unique URL with their portrait to visit.

Aer the experiment, participants filled a post-study survey with two parts:
one part contained usability questions, and a second part with questions related
to the sensitive issue of our case study. On the first part, participants answered
the following questions using a Likert scale from one to five:7

1. How much did you enjoy using the application?
2. Would you use the application if it was integrated in Twier?
3. How much did you feel represented by the portrait?
4. Do you think the portrait allows you to discover paerns in your behav-

ior?
5. How similar were recommended tweets to your tweets?

7 All questions were asked in Spanish. We translate them in English for ease of understanding.
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Figure 5.11: Baseline interface of the data portrait pilot study. On the top, we use a stan-
dard wordcloud to display user interests. On the boom, two timelines are
displayed using a typical Twier format. e timeline on the le displays
user tweets. e timeline on the right displays recommended tweets.
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6. How interesting were the recommended tweets for you?
7. How serendipitous were the recommendations?8.
Participants were not told that the recommendations theywould receivewere

from people with eventually opposing views, and they were not told about the
sensitive issues aspect of the experiment until the second part of the post-study
survey. ere, we explained why we asked “Have you tweeted about abortion
before the study?” in the first part of the post-study survey.

Design and Conditions

e experiment used a between-groups design. We defined three conditions:
1. Baseline (N = 12). It displays user interests using a standard wordcloud.

Participant tweets and recommended tweets were displayed using paral-
lel lists, formaed in a similar way to the standard timeline in Twier
(see Figure 5.11). Recommendations were generated considering query
relevance only (i. e., excluding view gaps).

2. Condition I (N = 12). It uses the baseline design, but recommendations
were generated using our recommendation algorithm (i. e., considering
view gaps and relevance).

3. Condition II (N = 12). User interests and tweets are visualized using
our data portrait design, and recommendations were generated using our
algorithm.

Participants were assigned randomly to each condition.

Task

We asked participants to visit their portrait during three consecutive days, and
to browse their portraits for as long as they want, but for a minimum of three
minutes. If participants tweeted during the days of experiment, their portraits
were updated. ey were encouraged to explore their user preferences, but we
did not explicitly encourage them to follow others.

8 Note that “serendipity” was translated from “surprising”, as serendipity does not exist in Spanish.
Every other relevant word in our context has been directly translated.
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Figure 5.12: Distributions of user variables from the pilot user study, ploed using vio-
lin plots [HN98].

5.5.2 antitative Results

Figure 5.12 displays the distributions of survey answers for all Likert scale ques-
tions. Over these results we performed a factorial ANOVA, which allows us to
determine if there is a statistical dominance of at least one group when compar-
ing means of multiple groups. e model assumptions of ANOVA are: normal
distribution of the data, homoscedasticity of each group (equal variances) and
independence of observations. Our data is ordinal and, according to Shapiro-
Wilk tests, is not normal. Figure 5.12 showcases the distributions of responses
from the post-survey by using violin plots [HN98]. However, ANOVA is robust
to normality violations [Sch+10] and has been commonly applied to Likert-scale
data in human computer interaction literature (e.g. 80.6% of CHI2009 papers
that analyzed Likert response data used parametric methods [KNM10]) when
the variances in groups are equal. We tested our dataset using Levene’s test for
equality of variances for all groups, and found that all groups have equal vari-
ances; additionally, our analysis considers a heteroscedasticity-corrected coef-
ficient covariance matrix when performing ANOVA.

We first evaluated the following factorial model:

Y = C(ui)×C(recommendation)×C(posted_about_abortion)
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Where C(IV) creates dummy variables for the corresponding categories of the
independent variable IV , and multiplications represent both additions and in-
teractions between factors. If the interactions were found to be not significant,
then we ran a new ANOVA without interactions for the following model:

Y = C(ui) +C(recommendation) +C(posted_about_abortion)

If results were significant for a variable, we report the dominant group and its
F-value, and then perform a robust linear regression to estimate the significance
of each factor.

Enjoyment

When replying “Howmuch did you enjoy using the application?”, the mean value
reported by all users is 3.78 (std. 0.83).

ere is significant interaction between recommendation condition and hav-
ing abortion-related tweets (F(1, 30) = 7.13, p = 0.01).When users receive non-
opposing recommendations (the regular condition), and have published tweets
about abortion, then the enjoyment of the application is lesser than when not
(linear regression β = −0.5, p < 0.001).

Would Use the Visualization

When replying “Would you use the application if it was integrated in Twier?”,
themean value reported by all users is 3.34 (std. 0.84). No differences were found
between conditions.

Identification

When replying “How much did you feel represented by the portrait?”, the mean
value reported by all users is 3.50 (std. 0.77).

ere is a significant effect of recommendation condition (F(1, 32) = 4.79, p
= 0.04). When users receive non-opposing recommendations their identifica-
tion with the portrait increases (linear regression β = 1, p < 0.001).
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Discover Paerns

When replying “Do you think the portrait allows you to discover paerns in your
behavior?”, the mean value reported by all users is 3.75 (std. 1.08). No differences
were found between conditions.

Recommendation Similarity

When asked to rate “Recommendation Similarity”, the mean value reported by
all users is 2.53 (std. 0.91).

ere is a significant effect of having abortion-related tweets (F(1, 32) =

9.86, p < 0.001). When users published abortion-related tweets before the
study, their perception of similarity of recommendations increases (β = 1, p
< 0.001).

Recommendation Interestingness

When asked to rate “Recommendation Interestingness”, the mean value reported
by all users is 2.69 (std. 1.14).

ere is a significant effect of having abortion-related tweets (F(1, 32) =

13.29, p < 0.001) When users published abortion-related tweets before the
study, their perception of similarity of recommendations increases (β = 1.236,
p < 0.001).

Recomendation Serendipity

When asked to rate “Recommendation Serendipity”, the mean value reported by
all users is 2.97 (std. 0.97). No differences were found between conditions.

5.5.3 alitative Analysis

We included open questions in the post-study survey to understand user views
about our proposed paradigm. When quoting user feedback, we use Pi to refer
to participant i.9

9 e answers to the open questions have been translated from Spanish to English.
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User Interface and Data Portrait Design

In the answers to the question “How would you describe the application you have
used?”, the high rating obtained with respect to enjoyment is reflected in the
participant responses :

“I liked the way in which you select the points when you click on a
word. I also liked a lot the colors and the tag cloud” [P9, Cond. II].
“Didactic, fun and colorful” [P13, Cond. II].
“Friendly. Clear in terms of concepts and visual representation of
the information” [P18, Cond. II],
“I like the connections between tweets based on keywords. It is use-
ful for people that curates their content. I also liked the relations
with other users” [P24, Cond. II].
“It is a novel idea. At the beginning I did not understand how it
worked, but aer a couple of clicks I managed to find the ‘rhythm”’
[P28, Cond. II].

Responses to the question “What would you change or add to the application
you have used?” contained several suggestions. Some participants wrote that
the proposed design could be improved by considering time in user interests
and visualization:

“I would add the option to filter by time. For instance, to visualize
the same things one year ago, two years ago, etc” [P5, Cond. II].
“It should be more up to date, as it contained some old information”
[P13, Cond. II].
“ere were extremely old tweets (+4 years). is devalues the ap-
plication, because in general my usage of Twier is ‘now’. I under-
stand the need to see older tweets, so it would be good to have a
time filter or a way to narrow the time window” [P28, Cond. II].
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Other users mentioned typography and colors:

“I would change the term colors. Intuitively, I try to create relations
between concepts of the same color” [P4, Cond. I].
“Color should mean something, like a common category” [P19,
Baseline].
“e typography (Impact, I think) is not very appealing. In addition,
the colors seem to be default choices” [P25, Cond. I].

Finally, other users would like to see a personalized profile:

“It should have customizable backgrounds” [P10, Cond. I].
“I would like to customize the background image” [P35, Cond. I].

is indicates that, even though the content is personalized, some elements
of the user interface should be personalized also.

With respect to interacting with their data portraits, some participants stated
they were not interested in doing so:

“Interesting, but not dynamic enough, too static to take a real ben-
efit from it” [P3, Baseline].
“An interesting ‘gimmick’ but not necessarily useful for the typical
user I know from Twier” [P10, Cond. I],
“Prey, but not so useful, of superfluous navigation” [P17, Cond. II].

is was expected, as Casual InfoVis systems [PSM07] are not there to solve a
task, and as such can be considered as not very useful. Recall that our aim was
to define a paradigm with no task in mind, apart of just “browsing”.

Discoveries and Wordclouds

In the post-study survey we included the following item: “Here you can tell us if
you discovered something about your profile, if you foundwhat you expected or not,
or even something that might have surprised you. You can also write about what
was wrong with the content of your profile, and suggest how we can improve it”. As
in previous work [VGD06], many users discovered something about themselves:
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“e cloud shows many curious terms that sometimes you do not
notice how frequently you use them” [P2, Baseline].
“I did not know that I wish so many happy birthdays in Twier”
[P11, Baseline].
“I found some tweets I did not even remember I had wrien” [P14,
Cond. I].
“I expected many things in terms of words and concepts, but at the
same time I found novel things, recurrences that I would have never
thought I make when I tweet” [P18, Cond. II].
“I was surprised by the most highlighted concept, it was a discovery.
I knew it was important but not that it was the most. Really good
finding” [P22, Baseline].
“I was surprised by the amount of tweets associated to certain con-
cepts I did not consider I was using them so much, but here they
were exposed. I liked it because it helps you to understand your
profile” [P23, treat. II].

But not all feedback was positive in this regard. Some users were distracted
by the amount of user interests detected:

“Maybe [the wordcloud] could be refined and show less concepts.
Too much things were flying on the screen” [P20, Baseline].
“ere could be a beer criteria to show something on the cloud,
because I saw meaningless common words” [P30, Cond. I].

Participant 20 refers to the initial animation of the wordcloud, implemented
using a force directed graph with d3.js [BOH11].

Recommendations

Even though our recommendation obtained regular scores, some participants
had good things to say about the recommendations. Some even explicitly men-
tioned similarity, both political and in shared interests. Note that these answers
were wrien by participants before knowing the political aspect of the experi-
ment:
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“Effectively, I discovered someone new. I did not follow them, but
that is another thing, in general I do not follow many people be-
cause I want to keepmy timeline clean. But I did consider following
new people…” [P28, Cond. II].
“I followed a couple of users with similar social/political opinions”
[P32, Cond. I].
“I was surprised to see a Twier user related to the majority of
my concepts in the application. Even though we were not tweeting
about similar stuff, the content of his/her tweets was interesting for
me. I mean, if this would have been part of Twier, I would have
followed this person” [P34, Cond. I]
“I have followed only those who are similar to what I have tweeted
about…” [P35, Cond. I].
“I followed some, because they seemed to be intelligent and had po-
litical opinions similar to mine. Also, when I clicked words related
with music, I wanted to follow people with the samemusical tastes”
[P36, Cond. I].

ese kinds of discoveries are coherent with the literature. As shown by Chen
et al. [Che+09], content-based recommendations are beer for discovery, in con-
trast to network-based recommendations which are well (and beer) received.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that some users “considered following” but
at the end did not follow. In this aspect, Brzozowski and Romero [BR11b] found
that organic network growth is different to follow behavior when users were
asked users to consider following others. Yet, the fact that the intention ap-
peared is a good result, given the scope of the study.

Some users explained why they just had intentions, or why they did not con-
sider following at all:

“In general I don’t follow people in spontaneous ways, but when
friends recommend them or when I read them on retweets. Maybe
if I continue using the application I would eventually follow some-
one” [P1, Baseline].
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“I didn’t find the recommendations interesting, maybe because I
tend to ignore Twier recommendations, even on the official page.
My main source of recommendations are my friends. Personally, I
don’t look for recommendations, even when they are directly re-
lated to my tweets” [P10, Cond. I].
“Only on 10% of the time I consider recommendations on any social
network. Also, in 70% of cases I did not see a relation between the
recommendation and the concept. Maybe our profiles were similar,
but I didn’t realize that, nor I was going to see his/her profile. I’m
not one of those who follow everyone on Twier” [P20, Cond. I].
“In general I like to mark as favorite, because it allows me to have
a timeline of funny tweets. I almost never reply or retweet” [P25,
Cond. I].
“I didn’t follow anyone, in general I don’t follow too much people
because I like to keep my timeline clean. But I did consider follow-
ing recommendations” [P28, Cond. II].

When recommendations were not well received, one reason was the vector
space model search strategy. As implemented in our prototype, it did not dis-
tinguish between meanings:

“In general, recommendations were prey random, based only on
a couple of words and not on the general theme of my tweet” [P9,
Cond. II].
“Recommendations were similar syntactically but not semantically
[…]. ey were interesting, in the sense of seeing how others use
the same words in different contexts, but because of that the other
users were not topically relevant for me. It was surprising, but not
in the sense of ‘ah, this person is writing about the same things’”
[P18, Cond. II].
“I had the feeling that precision in recommendation was greater
for central terms. ey become more imprecise for the rest.” [P26,
Cond. I].
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“For instance, looking at a recommendation for a tweet where I
mentioned Harry Poer and the Philosopher’s Stone, I got a recom-
mendation about e Bible” [P30, Cond. I].

However, this problem is a limitation of the vector space model, and not from
our core idea of considering opposing views.

5.6        

Abortion as a Sensitive Issue

Chile is a highly polarized country on a number of sensitive issues, in particu-
lar in abortion, and this polarization is reflected on the proportion of abortion
stances predicted by our methodology. is results is aligned with our motiva-
tion. We confirmed homophilic behavior in terms of abortion stances, and our
classifier gave qualitatively coherent stances for users, according to the analy-
sis based on Pointwise Mutual Information of self descriptions by users. In this
aspect, our methodology obtained good results when modeling user behavior
in terms of political discussion in Chile.

Pilot Study and User Feedback

alitatively, user interests were well received, as they allowed users to dis-
cover new things. Our design was well received also, but there are many is-
sues to be considered in a future re-design, namely: consideration of time, a
meaningful color palee for words, personalization of the data portrait, and bet-
ter readability. We consider these items in the next section. antitatively, no
differences were found with respect to design.

Presence of Abortion-related Content

Likewise our previous case study from Chapter 4, individual differences mat-
ter on how users perceive information, as participants who have tweeted about
abortion evaluated recommendations as more similar to them, and more inter-
esting, than users who have not tweeted about abortion. Users interested in
politics are more vocal [CR13b], and, according to our results, they also seem
to be more receptive of recommendations.
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e effect of using recommendations considering opposing-views in abortion
had a measurable negative effect on self-identification with the data portrait:
those who received opposing recommendations experienced lesser identifica-
tion. is is coherent with our motivation based on group polarization, where
users who interact with like-minded others reinforce their beliefs and identity
[ML75; Sun09].

We found a statistical interaction between having tweeted about abortion
and the recommendation condition: participants who have tweeted about abor-
tion and received non-opposing recommendations experienced less enjoyment
with the application. We believe this result can be explained by the flaws in the
search strategy used to rank recommendations. Because users with abortion-
related tweets are more receptive to receiving recommendations, in the case
where recommendationswhere non-opposing the only scoring factorwas query
relevance in terms of user interests. As observed on the qualitative results, the
relevance of search results (and thus, recommendations) was below expecta-
tions of users, who are used to systems with powerful capabilities, such as Who
to Follow at Twier [Gup+13].

In summary, these results support the motivations behind our application,
but there are problems (in visual and algorithmic design) that need to be fixed
if we want to encourage users to interact with recommendations. We do this in
the next sections.

5.7  

In this section we introduce the intermediary topics concept, as a way to surpass
the limitation introduced by using the vector space model when recommending
tweets based on user interests.

As reported by users, the main reason behind the low quality of our content-
based recommendations is the lack of meaning by querying user interests. Since
meaning is shaped by context, we propose to consider context based in word
co-occurrences to remove this limitation from our methodology. To do so, we
use Latent Dirichlet Allocation [BNJ03], a generative topic model that clusters
words based on their co-occurrences in documents, and defines latent topics
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that contribute words to documents. In previous work, Ramage, Dumais, and
Liebling [RDL10] have used LDA to model micro-blogs; in the same way we
create user documents. Hence, in this section we define how to estimate which
topics, from the set of latent topics generated by LDA, are suitable to be used for
recommendation of people of opposing views. We define those as intermediary
topics. We demonstrate that it is possible to find and quantify these intermediary
topics, and then we define a new algorithm to recommend people of opposing
views, having intermediary topics as input.

5.7.1 Topic Graph and Information Centrality

We explore the topical diversity of user documents by estimating latent topics
with LDA. en, we build an undirected graph where each latent topic is a ver-
tex, and two vertices are connected if both corresponding topics contribute to
the same document. We build an undirected topic graph where each LDA topic
is a node, two nodes are connected if the two corresponding topics contribute to
the same document, and edges are weighted based on the fraction of documents
that contributed to it.

On the topic graph, we compute current flow closeness centrality [BF05] of
nodes, which is equivalent to information centrality [SZ89]. For each node, it is
defined as the inverse of the average of distances with the least resistance (as in
an electrical network) to other nodes. By considering resistance, we expect to
measure the degree a topic might represent a shared non-challenging interest
between two users.

Finally, we define intermediary topics as topics whose centrality is higher than
the median of centrality of the entire graph.

5.7.2 Chilean Users and Intermediary Topics

As a continuation of our case study, we analyze the same set of candidates used
for recommendation in the previous section. Recall that this set is composed
of 4,077 users who published 1,400,582 tweets. ose tweets are generic, i. e.,
are those available on their accounts, and have not been crawled using key-
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Figure 5.13: Topic Graph. Node size is proportional to centrality. e top decile of cen-
tral nodes has been labeled with their most contributing hashtags.

words. Jointly with our abortion stance estimation of those users, this makes
this dataset useful to test our intermediary topics proposal.

Topic Graph

We ran LDA with k = 200, built the topic graph and estimated information
centrality as defined by our methodology. Aer removing junk topics which do
not contribute to any user document, the graph contains 198 nodes and 6,906
edges. e median centrality is 1.23× 10−4, and its maximum value is 1.64×
10−4. e graph is visualized using a spring-based layout on Figure 5.13, where
the top decile of central nodes is labeled with the most contributing hashtag
to the corresponding topic. As noted on the chart, the graph is dense, because
connections between almost all topics exist.
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We analyze three variables and their relation with centrality, as well as their
differences between intermediary and non intermediary topics: the percent of
users that each topic contributes to (Figure 5.14 Le); the probability of abor-
tion keywords to contribute to each topic (Figure 5.14 Right), estimated using
the LDAmodel; and the stance diversity (Figure 5.14 Center), which is the Shan-
non entropy [Jos06] with respect to the predicted abortion stances for all users
related to a topic:

diversity =
−
∑|S|

i=1 pi lnpi

ln |S|

Where S is the set of stances, and pi is the probability of stance i, estimated from
the fraction of users assigned to each stance according to our methodology.

Proportion of Users

We observe that central topics have much more users than non-central ones:
as users increment, centrality does. is is confirmed by a Spearman ρ rank-
correlation of 0.99 (p < 0.001) between proportion of users and centrality. e
maximum proportion of users a topic contributes to is 78.78%, the median value
is 0.56% and the mean is 4.13%. e mean for intermediary topics is 7.99%, and
for non-intermediary topics, 0.26%. is difference is significant according to
a Mann-Whitney U test (U = 12.10, p < 0.001). Hence, intermediary topics
are more populated than non intermediary topics. is is an expected result,
because topic graph construction is based on how topics are related to users.

Stance Diversity

An interesting property is seen on stance diversity, which is very low or very
high–there are no intermediate nodes in this aspect. Nodes with high stance
diversity can have low centrality, but they concentrate in the upper middle of
the chart. e maximum diversity of a topic is 1, its median value is 0.97 and its
mean is 0.91.emean for intermediary topics is 0.96, and for non-intermediary
topics, 0.86. is difference is significant according to a Mann-Whitney U test
(U = 3.30, p < 0.001), meaning that intermediary topics are more likely to
contain a greater diversity of people with different views on abortion than non
intermediary topics.
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Figure 5.14: Relationship between topic information centrality [BF05] and the per-
cent of users the topic contributes to (le), the abortion-stance diversity
estimated with Shannon entropy [Jos06] (center), and the probability of
abortion-related keywords to contribute to each topic (right).

Figure 5.15: Le: Histograms of abortion-related keywords contributions to intermedi-
ary and non-intermediary topics. Right: Cumulative Density Function .
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Topical Probability of Abortion-Related Vocabulary

Using our set of prototypical keywords, we can estimate the probability of
abortion-related vocabulary to contribute to specific topics P(A | t), where
A is the set of keywords, and t is the target topic:

P(A | t) =

|A|∑
i=1

P(wi | t)

Where wi is the ith word in A. Note the LDA model allows us to estimate
P(wi | t) directly.

Figure 5.15 displays the distributions and CCDFs of probabilities for interme-
diary and non intermediary topics. Although the distributions hint a potential
difference, given the shape of the curves, this difference is not significant ac-
cording to a Mann-Whitney U test (U = −0.59, p = 0.55).

Table 5.5 shows the top-10 intermediary topics in terms of amount of users,
topical probability of abortion-related vocabulary, most contributing hashtags
and most contributing mentions. All topics in the table have maximum central-
ity, as well as diversity 0.98. We observe several hashtags and accounts that
validate our motivation of finding non challenging information in these topics.
For instance, the following hashtags are about non challenging themes: #mi-
nombrees (topic #1, music TV program), #elreemplazante (topic #2, TV program),
#loscruzados (topic #3, soccer team), #parapasarlaspenasyo (topic #5, means “to
forget sadmoments I…”), etc. However, political content is present, like the hash-
tag #debateanatel, that refers to a TV debate between presidential candidates.
Considering the nature of this event, it can be assumed that people from many
political stances participated in the discussion.

Regarding mentions, the @youtube account is present in many topics, as
well as media outlets (like @biobio and @el_dinamo). Other non-confronting
accounts are @FIL0S0FIA (light tweets about philosophy), @horoscoponegro (as-
trology), @dondatos (a retweet network of services), @derechosdigital (a NGO
about digital rights) and @Rh_Negativos (a supporting group for people with
RH- blood type). Likewise with hashtags, political accounts of presidential can-
didates do appear, like @evelynmahei and @comandomichelle. However, this
could happen because people from all political stances mention them.
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5.7.3 Recommending People with Intermediary Topics

rough an extension of the initial case study about abortion in Chile, we have
confirmed that intermediary topics do exist and are measurable. e existence
of these topics allow us to improve our methodology to recommend people
of opposing views. In particular, the usage of LDA allows us to surpass our
previous limitation where words appeared in recommended tweets, but they
lacked the original meaning of the specific user interest.

Generalization to Political Scenarios

A question that arises regarding intermediary topics is: does the definition of
intermediary topics hold when considering general political views instead of a spe-
cific sensitive issue? We propose that it does because, by definition, intermediary
topics only need the estimation of information centrality [BF05; SZ89]. Even
though intermediary topics do not need political view gaps as input, we found
that they have a diverse population in comparison to non intermediary ones
(with significant differences according to a Mann-Whitney U test). is means
that intermediary topics are a good proxy to include people of opposing views
in recommendations.

Rationale

Our proposed approach is based on recommending people of shared interests.
Given that we will use intermediary topics to generate recommendations, and
that a tweet is too short to be reliably modeled by LDA, we need to recommend
user accounts instead, which provide reliable user documents tomodel with LDA
[RDL10]. To recommend people, we estimate a content-based distance by using
the LDA model, and then estimate user similarity based on intermediary topics.
For instance, this would allow the system to select a candidate that has interme-
diary topics with the target user, but it is distant in terms of political content if
the target user is politically vocal. In an opposite case, where users are similar
in political content but not on intermediary topics, the candidate would not be
selected given that there are no shared interests. Hence, likewise our previous
algorithm, we treat recommendations as a content-based ranking problem.
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Candidate Scoring

Each candidate for recommendation is scored using a F-Score [BR11a] of latent
topical distance and similarity with respect to intermediary topics:

score(u1,u2,γ) = (1+γ2)× similarity(u1,u2)× (1− distance(u1,u2))

γ2 × (1− distance(u1,u2)) + similarity(u1,u2)

Where the coefficient γ indicates the importance given to distance in compar-
ison to the importance given to similarity. For instance, γ = 1 gives equal
importance to both factors, γ = 0.5 gives more importance to distance, and
γ = 2.0 gives more importance to similarity.

We describe how to estimate distance and similarity next.

User Features

Before estimating distances and similarities, we need to define a feature vector
for any user u:

u⃗ = [p0(u),p1(u), . . . ,pk(u)]

Where k is the number of latent topics, and pi(u) is P(ti | u) as defined by the
LDA model for a topic ti.

Latent Topical Distance for Users

Given two users, u1 and u2, we define their topical distance as the normalized
Kullback-Leibler Symmetric Distance, defined by Bigi [Big03] as:

KLD(u1 ∥ u2) =

k∑
i=0

{u⃗1[i] − u⃗2[i]} log u⃗1[i]

u⃗2[i]

To normalize a distance into the range [0, 1], given a set of distances, we divide
each one by the maximum distance found.

Similarity Considering Intermediary Topics

Although topical distance is a strong indicator of similarity, we estimate similar-
ity with respect to intermediary topics because we want to be able to recommend
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users who might not be close in distance terms (which could happen because
of ideological differences), but that may share intermediary topics. e set of
intermediary topics for user u is defined as:

IT(u) = {i : u⃗[i] ⩾ ε, ti is intermediary topic }

Where ε is a threshold for topical significance, which depends on the context.
For instance, the default value used in the gensim library is 0.01 [ŘS10].

We define similarity with respect to intermediary topics as the Jaccard Simi-
larity between two users:

JIT(u1,u2) =
|IT(u1)∪ IT(u2)|

|IT(u1)∩ IT(u2|

Using this formula, when two users share all intermediary topics, J(u1,u2) = 1,
and when users do not share any intermediary topic, J(u1,u2) = 0.

Algorithm Formalization

Having estimated a measure of how close two users are, as well as how similar
their sets of intermediary topics are, we can formalize our algorithm to recom-
mend people with intermediary topics.

e algorithm is described as follows: given a target user u, a candidate set
of recommendations C, a balancing factor γ, and the number of desired recom-
mendationsn, estimate the defined score for all candidates and return the top-n
scored candidates. e algorithm is described in pseudo-code in Algorithm 5.3.

In this section we introduced a new algorithm to recommend people of oppos-
ing views, based on our definition of intermediary topics. In contrast with our
previous recommender algorithm, this time we recommend people instead of
tweets. is implies that the depiction of recommendations should be changed.
In the next section we introduce the new data portrait design, which takes into
consideration this change in recommendations, as well as the feedback obtained
in the pilot study from the previous section.
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Algorithm 5.3 Recommendation of People who Share Intermediary Topics.
: C← set of candidate users for recommendation
: u← target user
: n← number of desired recommendations
: γ← weight to balance importance between distance and IT similarity
: R← set of recommended users

 _(C,u,n,γ)
  c in C 

c.distance← KLD(u, c)
c.similarity← JIT(u, c)

 
max_distance← max(C, key=’distance’).distance

  c in C 
c.distance← c.distance/ max_distance
c.score← score(u, c,γ)

 
R← heapq(C, key = score)

 R.n_largest(n)
 

5.8    

In this section we re-design our data portrait paradigm, based on the results
from the previous sections.

5.8.1 Portraying People’s Data

To define our new data portrait design, we have taken into account the user
feedback collected during the pilot study. At the core of our design, wemaintain
our idea of using familiar elements like a wordcloud, augmented with organic,
evocative elements. e main change is that now the main element is the word-
cloud, instead of tweets as in the previous design. Over the wordcloud there is a
histogram that represents time paerns of publishing activity of the portrayed
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Figure 5.16: New data portrait design. In the image, the portrait of the Twier account
of Mike Bostock, author of d3.js [BOH11].

user, which serves also as a navigation mechanism. Figure 5.16 displays this
new design.

Note that the data portrait does not display recommendations. According to
the quantitative results in the pilot study, recommendations had a negative ef-
fect on self-identification with the portrait. To avoid this effect, in this new
design we do not inject recommendations. Instead, recommendations are dis-
played separately, to make explicit the difference between user interests and
recommendations. We describe this representation in the next section, aer de-
tailing the rationale behind the portrait design.
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Depiction of Users Interests

User interests are estimated in the same way as in the previous portrait design,
i. e., by counting frequencies of n-grams (with n up to three). e wordcloud
layout is now based on the Wordle layout [VWF09], which allows us to have a
more tight yet flexible representation of words.10

To give a playful appearance to the wordcloud, we applied a rotation to each
keyword. Commonwordclouds usually follow two paerns of rotation: random
rotation; or 90°/−90°. A random rotation makes hard to read the elements of
the wordcloud; the second case gives a sense of structure which is not usu-
ally present on the data. us, we considered a fixed rotation for all words of
−7°. is value has been chosen arbitrarily, and we suspect that values between
[−10°, 10°] give aesthetically pleasing words.

Likewise our previous design, each word has an invisible box that serves as
clickable area, and as indicator when a particular word is highlighted when the
box is visible.

Personalization

Although users specified the desire to change the background image of the data
portrait, just like they can change the background on the Twier website, we
did not consider background customization because it implies losing control of
aesthetics. Instead, we added the user avatar and her/his self description.

Colors and Typography

e color coding of wordcloud elements is based on the type of keyword. We
consider three categories: hashtags (#7570b3), mentions (#d95f02) and regular
words (#1b9e77 ). is palee is based on the color-blind friendly Set2 palee by
Harrower and Brewer [HB03]. For typography we use a sans-serif font, as it
improves readability [Rel14]. Our current implementation uses the Lato font by
Google.11

10 In particular, we use the implementation by Jason Davies http://www.jasondavies.com/
wordcloud/.

11 Available in http://www.google.com/fonts/specimen/Lato.
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e Time Dimension

As requested by users, we included time in the data portrait through a histogram
of publishing activity. is histogram encodes the number of tweets published
or retweeted in a given time window. e number of bins is automatically com-
puted by the d3.js library [BOH11]. Each bin of the histogram is accompanied
by a circle positioned on its upper-le corner, which serves as an turn-on/off
switch of a tweet to be displayed in an overlay window. Although all circles
have a similar size, their ratios vary slightly according to the popularity of the
most popular tweet of the bin. e usage of this circle allows to select a bin re-
gardless of their size, which is useful specially when some time windows have
low activity.

Interactions and Component Linkage

As in our previous design, we link words and bins using bézier curves. By con-
trast, this time the links are always visible, to make the structure behind the
data portrait explicit for the user. All links are displayed in a non-highlighted
state. To highlight links and change the state of the portrait, the following in-
teractions are available:

• When users click on a specific word, the corresponding bins are high-
lighted and connected through bézier curves (see Figure 5.17 Boom Le).

• When users click on a specific bin, two things happen:
– A tweet overlay is displayed with the most popular tweet in it (see

Figure 5.17 Top).is tweet is context-dependent: if no word was se-
lected before, it displays the overall most popular tweet; otherwise,
it displays the most popular tweet relevant to the corresponding
user interest. When a tweet is overlaid, the circle assigned to the
current bin is highlighted.

– ewords related to all tweets in the bin are highlighted (see Figure
5.17 Boom Right).

• When displaying a tweet overlay, if the user clicks the highlighted circle,
it is unselected, and the tweet overlay is hidden (see Figure 5.17 Boom
Right).

e state of the portrait can be reset by clicking on a buon titled “Reset Por-
trait” (“Reiniciar Visualización” ). Additionally, we display a buon titled “How
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it Works?” (“¿Cómo Funciona?” ) that displays a pop-up window with usage in-
structions.

In this way, we expect users to be constantly exploring different words and
bins–moving from related bins (time) to related words (interests), and vice versa.

5.8.2 Displaying Recommendations

As mentioned earlier in this section, our algorithm generates a list of recom-
mended accounts to follow. In contrast with our pilot study, this time we dis-
play user recommendations instead of tweet recommendations. is means that
each recommendation displays a candidate’s avatar, the corresponding biogra-
phy, and a “Follow” (“Seguir” ) buon. e full profile in the original platform
is linked on the candidate’s avatar and username, meaning that the portrayed
user can visit his or her profile to get more details about the candidate.

In the application the set of recommendations is displayed below the main
data portrait design as a separate unit. However, both are clearly part of the
same system.

Using Visualization with Recommendations

We propose that visual depictions have the potential to change how users per-
ceive recommendations. Our rationale has two aspects: first, visualization of
social recommendations increases user satisfaction [Gre+10]; second, explain-
ing recommendations is important, as explanations increase user involvement
and acceptance [HKR00]. By using visualization techniques to display recom-
mendations, we depict the underlying structure behind them, hence giving an
implicit explanation. Conversely, when using text only, recommendations have
to be explained in natural language, because something like “Topic 5” is not
meaningful for users. is is an arguably hard problem that is avoided by using
a visualization technique.

Circle Packing

We employ circle packing [CS03] as a way to display recommendations. We
chose to use circles because they maintain aspect ratio (unlike cells in a
treemap), which is useful to display avatars at different sizes; and it can be used
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to display clusters, as circle packing works with hierarchical data. is is the
way it has been used in the past by social query systems like Hax by Savage
et al. [Sav+14]. In our scenario, the clusters can be formed based on the com-
mon latent topics between recommended users. In particular, we implemented
a simple scheme, where two users were in the same cluster if their most con-
tributing latent topic was the same, although this does not restrict the usage of
more complex clustering methods.

e resulting visualization is displayed in Figure 5.18 Top. In contrast with a
typical baseline design (see Figure 5.18 Boom), which displays all recommen-
dations as a list, the circle packing does not display initial recommendations.
It shows the corresponding circles and clusters of all users, but no actual rec-
ommendation is shown–a message indicating that users can interact with the
visualization is displayed instead. When users click on a cluster, the cluster is
highlighted and a list on the right of the visualization displays the list of users
in that cluster. e format of this list is the same as the one on the baseline
interface.

5.9  “  ”

We tested the new design “in the wild” [Cra+13], i. e., we deployed an imple-
mentation in an uncontrolled seing with end-users. We do so by incorporat-
ing both data portrait design and recommender system in the social platform
introduced in Chapter 4, Aurora Twiera (http://auroratwittera.cl). In AT, users
could create their “Visual Profiles” (Perfiles Visuales) by connecting their Twier
accounts with the site.

5.9.1 Building the Candidate Set

Recall from Chapter 4 that AT constantly crawls Twier for tweets about
Chilean contingency and news, having in mind geographical diversity. From
this always up-to-date dataset we generate, every day, a list of candidate peo-
ple who have tweeted in the previous 48 hours, and for whom we estimate LDA
topics considering the entire corpus of users who published tweets in those 48
hours.
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Figure 5.17: State of the data portrait aer several interactions. Top: clicking on a his-
togram bin will display a tweet overlay, with links to all related keywords
to that bin. Boom Le: clicking on a keyword will link all related bins of
the histogram. Boom Right: clicking on the bin circle will deactivate the
tweet overlay to ease exploration.
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Figure 5.18: Display of recommendations. Top: Circle Packing. Boom: baseline design.
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In our pilot implementation of the recommendation algorithm, user feedback
indicated that some recommendations were too old to be relevant. By using this
regularly updated list of candidates, we avoided this pitfall and presented fresh
recommendations to users everyday.

5.9.2 Building Portraits and Nudging Users

When users pressed the “Create Your Profile” buon, they were redirected to
the Twier website, which asked for login credentials and permission to modify
their accounts. We asked for these permissions to be able to have a “Follow” but-
ton next to each recommendation.12 en, a scheduler service processed queued
portraits, both those newly created and those queued for update. Its main task
was to download tweets using the Twier API using the credentials given by
users. Having downloaded user tweets, we estimated user interests according
to our methodology, as well as performing user modeling with LDA.

Aer their creation, portraits were updated every day, in both user interests
and recommendations. Our social bot @todocl published tweets mentioning
users when their portraits were ready (usually in less than one minute aer
sign-up), as well as every three days when their portraits were updated. Al-
though updates were daily, notification was limited to every three days per
user to avoid spamming.

5.9.3 Finding Users

To promote our system we performed the following actions:
• Created several demo portraits for people to browse, and publicized them
on @todocl’s timeline. e demo portraits were about popular user ac-
counts, which sometimes, when being mentioned about the availability
of their portraits, retweeted or marked as favorite our announcements.

• Created a campaign on http://ads.twitter.com aimed at Chilean desktop
users in Twier who have been active for at least one month. As re-

12 Unfortunately, the text presented in the Twier website made several users think that the site
wanted to modify their public profiles. is is because permissions are not granular, either it is
read only, or it is full read/write. We believe this had a negative impact in our sign-up rate.
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sult, 42,190 promoted tweets were displayed, with an engagement rate
(reported by Twier) of 0.51%.

• Added a “Share my Profile” buon to the data portrait. When clicked,
the system published a tweet from the portrayed user’s account, inviting
her/his followers to visit the data portrait.

e system was open to everyone. However, the user interface was avail-
able in Spanish only, and recommendations considered only Chilean users as
crawled by @todocl.

5.9.4 Interaction Data

In contrast with our previous experiment (Chapter 4) with interaction data, this
timewe had richmeta-data associated to each user, with fields such as full name,
location, self description, date of registration, among others. Following the results
of the pilot study, as well as the new design of the recommendation algorithm,
we aimed to explore the following questions:

• Does the visualization of recommendations affect how people interact
with the recommendations?

• Does the recommendation algorithm affect how people interact with the
recommendations?

• Do people who have published political content behave differently (in
terms of interaction with the system) than those who do not?

• Do other user characteristics influence behavior, in particular in terms of
user engagement?

Experimental Design and Conditions

Our experiment considers a between-groups design. e following are the User
Interface conditions:

• Baseline: the baseline recommendation UI (see Figure 5.18 Boom).
• Circle Pack: the visualization of recommendations using circle packing
(see Figure 5.18 Top).

e following are the Recommender System conditions:
• KLD: we computed recommendations using Topical Closeness (Kullback-
Leibler Symmetric Distance) only.
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• IT : we computed recommendations using a mixture of Topical Closeness
(Kullback-Leibler Symmetric Distance) and Intermediary Topics, as de-
fined by Algorithm 5.3.

Each condition was randomly assigned to each subject aer receiving valid
sign-in credentials from Twier.

Independent Variables

For each subject, we consider the following independent variables:
• Political Content: its value is 1 if the list of the top-50 user interests has a
non-empty intersection with a list of political keywords (including hash-
tags); if the intersection is empty, then its value is 0.

• Account Age: the number ofweeks of the last known activity of the subject
since the creation of her/his account.

• Hub Ratio: number of friends divided by the number of followers. It is a
measure of the tendency of the user to follow others in terms of his/her
own popularity.

• Mention Fraction: fraction of her/his tweets that mention someone else
(not including retweets).

• RT Fraction: fraction of her/his tweets that are retweets of others.
• Tweet Ratio: number of tweets per day. It is defined as total number of
tweets published divided by account age.

• URL Fraction: fraction of his/her tweets that contain a URL (without con-
sidering retweets).

Dependent Variables

We analyze the following dependent variables:
• Number of Days: number of different days the subject visited his/her data
portrait.

• Portrait Events: number of click interactions with the data portrait.
• Portrait Sharing: 1 if the subject shared at least once his/her data portrait
on Twier, 0 if not.

• Recommendation Events: number of click interactions with the recommen-
dations (clicking on a profile link, following an account, clicking on circle
pack nodes).
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• Dwell Time: time (in seconds) spent interacting with or browsing the data
portrait.

Note that interaction events were normalized by the number of days each
participant visited the site.

Procedure

We implemented our data portrait design using the d3.js library [BOH11], and
the recommendation algorithms using the LDA implementation in the gensim
library [ŘS10]. ese implementations were integrated into the website http:
//auroratwittera.cl, as well as our social bot@todocl, as described in the previous
section.

Characteristics of Portrayed Users

Because recommendations considered only Chilean users, and our set of politi-
cal keywords only considers Chilean political contingency, we discarded users
whose self reported Twier location was not Chilean, or whose IP address was
not detected as Chilean by the GeoIP database. We also discarded users whose
interaction data was not reliable, for instance, by using ad-blocking soware in
their browsers (we rely on Twier Javascript libraries). And, lastly, we discarded
users who spent less than 5 seconds on the site.

In total, we have 136 valid portraits, created between February 18th, 2015, and
March 17th, 2015. In terms of the recommendation condition, 65 were assigned
to KLD (Topical Closeness), and 71 to IT (Intermediary Topics). In terms of user
interface of recommendations, 62 were assigned to the Baseline, and 74 to the
Circle Pack condition. Finally, in terms of political content in their user inter-
ests, 73 users had political keywords, and 63 did not. e means of independent
variables are: account age, 280 weeks; hub ratio, 1.29; mention fraction, 0.54; RT
fraction, 0.24; tweet ratio, 16.31; and URL fraction, 0.17. Figure 5.19 shows the
distributions of these independent variables.

5.9.5 Evaluation Results with Interaction Data

e 136 portrayed users generated 1801 interaction events with the system,
from which we estimated the values of the dependent variables mentioned ear-
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Figure 5.19: Distribution of characteristics (independent variables) of portrayed users.

Figure 5.20: Distribution of dependent variables of portrayed users.

lier. eir mean values are: number of days: 1.86; portrait events: 9.44; recommen-
dation events: 1.60. Figure 5.20 shows their distributions. A 52% of participants
returned to the site at least for a second day; a 77% of participants shared their
portrait in Twier, either manually by publishing a tweet, or by pressing the
“Share” buon available on the user interface; and 8% of participants accepted
at least one recommendation.

Figure 5.21 displays the distribution of dwell time without considering the last
decile of the distribution. For this variable we discard this decile from analysis
because some users le the browser window open.13

13 For instance, the maximum dwell time observed was of 49 hours.
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Figure 5.21: Distribution of dependent variable dwell time (seconds) of portrayed users.
Note that we discard the last decile of the distribution, because some users
le their browsers open.

For analysis, we consider the following factorial model:

Y = C(ui)×C(recommendation)
+C(political_content)× account_age
+C(political_content)× tweet_ratio
+C(political_content)× hub_ratio
+C(political_content)× RT_fraction
+C(political_content)×mention_fraction
+C(political_content)×URL_fraction

Where C(X) creates dummy variables for the corresponding categories of the
independent variable X, and × represent both independent factors and interac-
tions among them. If the interactions were found to be not significant in the
model when performing regressions, then we analyzed the same model with-
out interaction terms. When displaying coefficients in Tables we include their
value, 95% confidence intervals, and p-value. We identify each result as Ri, to
reference it later in discussion. A result can be a mixture of several coefficients
in the presence of statistical interactions.

Portrait Events

We performed a Negative Binomial Regression using the model without interac-
tions (scale = 0.57; log-likelihood = −454.21; deviance = 111; χ2 = 72.5) on
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Table 5.6: Negative Binomial Regression Coefficients for Portrait Events.
∗: p < 0.05. ∗∗: p < 0.01.

Variable β 95% C.I. p-value

Intercept 1.647 [0.340, 2.954] 0.014∗

REC(KLD) −0.470 [−0.867,−0.073] 0.020∗

Pol. Content(1) −0.486 [−0.886,−0.086] 0.017∗

Account Age 0.006 [0.003, 0.008] 0.000∗∗∗

Hub Ratio −0.241 [−0.454,−0.028] 0.027∗

the variable portrait events (interactions were not significant). Table 5.6 displays
regression coefficients with a p-value less than 0.05. We observe the following
results:

• R1: when users receive recommendations with KLD, portrait events are
reduced (β = −0.470).

• R2: when users have published political content, portrait events are re-
duced (β = −0.486).

• R3: users with older accounts tend to interact more with their portraits
(β = 0.006).

• R4: as hub ratio increases, users tend to interact less with their portraits
(β = −0.2408).

Recommendation Events

We performed a Negative Binomial Regression using the model without inter-
actions (scale= 1.08; log-likelihood= −171.74; deviance= 121.89; χ2 = 136)
over the variable recommendation events (interactions were not significant). Ta-
ble 5.7 displays regression coefficients with a p-value less than 0.05. We observe
the following results:

• R5: Circle Pack increases interaction with recommendations (β = 2.623).
• R6: KLD algorithm increases interaction with recommendations (β =

1.357).
• R7: an increase in tweet ratio decreases interaction with recommenda-
tions (β = −0.022).
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Table 5.7: Negative Binomial Regression Coefficients for Recommendation Events.
∗: p < 0.05. ∗∗: p < 0.01. ∗∗∗: p < 0.001.

Variable β 95% C.I. p-value

Intercept −3.3688 [−5.691,−1.046] 0.004∗∗

UI(CP) 2.623 [1.803, 3.444] 0.000∗∗∗

REC(KLD) 1.357 [0.632, 2.081] 0.000∗∗∗

Tweet Ratio −0.22 [−0.044,−0.001] 0.040∗

RT Fraction 3.241 [1.203, 5.280] 0.002∗∗

Table 5.8: Logistic Regression Coefficients for Has Accepted Recommendations.
∗: p < 0.05. ∗∗: p < 0.01. ∗∗∗: p < 0.001.

Variable β 95% C.I. p-value

REC(KLD) 2.835 [0.730, 4.939] 0.008∗∗

Pol. Content(1) 2.163 [0.306, 4.019] 0.022∗

Mention Fraction −6.844 [−12.147,−1.540] 0.011∗

• R8: an increase in RT fraction increases interaction with recommenda-
tions (β = 3.241).

Recall that 8% of participants accepted at least one recommendation. We
performed a logistic regression over this outcome (Pseudo R2 = 0.30, log-
likelihood = −26.70, p = 0.006; the model with interactions was not signif-
icant). Table 5.8 displays regression coefficients with a p-value less than 0.05.
We observe the following results:

• R9: KLD algorithm increases the likelihood of recommendation accep-
tance (β = 2.835).

• R10: users with political content are more likely to accept recommenda-
tions (β = 2.163).

• R11: an increase in mention fraction decreases likelihood of accepting
recommendations (β = −6.844).
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Table 5.9: Negative Binomial Regression Coefficients for Number of Days.
∗: p < 0.05. ∗∗: p < 0.01.

Variable β 95% C.I. p-value

Pol. Content(1) 2.287 [0.765, 3.809] 0.003∗∗

Hub Ratio 0.150 [0.000, 0.299] 0.049∗

Hub Ratio and Pol. Content(1) −0.299 [−0.574,−0.024] 0.033∗

Mention Fraction 1.031 [0.0402.023] 0.041∗

Mention Fraction and Pol. Content(1) −1.859 [−3.206,−0.512] 0.007∗∗

Number of Days

We performed a Negative Binomial Regression over the variable number of days
(scale = 0.16; log-likelihood = −278.50; deviance = 14.852; χ2 = 18.4; there
were significant interactions). Table 5.9 displays regression coefficients with a
p-value less than 0.05. We observe the following results:

• R12: users with political content are more likely to revisit the site (β =

2.287), but this likelihood is reduced with increments in users’ hub ratio
(interaction with β = −0.299) and mention fraction (interaction with
β = −1.859).

• R13: an increase in hub ratio increases likelihood to revisit the site (β =

0.150).
• R14: an increase in mention fraction increases likelihood to revisit the site
(β = 1.031).

Portrait Sharing

We performed a logistic regression over the variable portrait sharing (Pseudo
R2 = 0.05, log-likelihood = −69.30, p = 0.59; the model with interactions
did not have significance). Even though the fit is poor, the coefficient for URL
fraction (β = 3.546, 95% C.I. [0.559, 6.534], p = 0.020) indicates that, as users
have a greater URL fraction, the likelihood to share the portrait increases (R15).
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Table 5.10: Gamma Regression Coefficients for Dwell Time. ∗: p < 0.05.

Variable β 95% C.I. p-value

Intercept 0.012 [−0.002, 0.0026] 0.095
UI(CP) 0.0063 [0.000, 0.012] 0.046∗

UI(CP) and Pol. Content(1) −0.0081 [−0.015,−0.001] 0.023∗

UI(CP), Pol. Content(1) and
REC(KLD)

0.011 [0.001, 0.021] 0.032∗

Account Age −2.53× 10−5 [−5.05× 10−5,−1.47× 10−7] 0.049∗

Dwell Time

We performed a Gamma regression over the variable dwell time (log-likelihood
= −709.93, deviance = 78.96, χ2 = 63.3).14 Recall that we discard the top
decile of the distribution, thus N = 102. Table 5.10 displays regression coeffi-
cients with a p-value less than 0.1. We observe the following results:

• R16: Circle Pack decreases dwell time (β = 0.0063). However, the effect
is simple and counter-effected when users are politically involved (β =

−0.0081).
• R17: the mixture of Circle Pack, KLD recommendations and Presence of
Political Content, decreases dwell time (β = 0.011).

• R18: an increase in account age increases dwell time (β = −2.53× 10−5).

5.9.6 Overview of Findings and Discussion

Here we analyze the obtained results in terms of the questions asked before the
evaluation.

What affects interaction with the portrait?

e following factors influence interaction with our portrait design:
• Recommendation Type: portrait events were reduced when users received
KLD (baseline) recommendations (R1). However, this does not mean less

14 Recall that parameter interpretation in Gamma is different from the other models used, because
we use an inverse power link function. Negative coefficients imply positive contribution.
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engagement with the application, as those users were more likely to gen-
erate recommendation events (R6).

• Presence of Political Content: users with political content in their portraits
generated less portrait events (R2). Yet, those users were more likely to re-
visit the site (R12), and thus, we observe that they are engaged differently
with the site than those users who do not have political content.

• Network Activity: a higher hub ratio implied less portrait interaction (R4),
which corresponds with the interaction of hub ratio and political content
that reduced likelihood to revisit the site (R12). is influence by hub
ratio makes sense, given that users with hub ratio greater than one are
those who have more friends than followers, which can be interpreted as
a passive way to use Twier–they are users who could be more interested
in reading other’s tweets than to build a network of followers.

• Account Age: users with older accounts were more likely to generate por-
trait events (R3). is is expected, as older users have more content to be
portrayed, and it is reasonable to assume that they would be interested
in exploring their accounts.

What affects interaction with recommendations?

e following factors influence interaction with the recommendation part of
the system:

• Recommendation Type: we found that recommendation events increased
when users received KLD recommendations (R6). is is expected, as our
initial assumption is that users prefer this kind of recommendation over
more politically diverse ones. In fact, in concordance with homophily,
KLD increases likelihood of acceptance (R9).

• Visualization: when recommendations are displayedwith Circle Pack, rec-
ommendation events also increase (R5). is means that, regardless of
recommendation algorithm, users are more likely to be exposed to the
recommendations when they are visualized.

• Publishing Behavior : behavioral factors that influence recommendation
exploration are tweet ratio, which decreases events (R7), and RT fraction,
which increases events (R8). Recall that tweet ratio is the average number
of tweets per day, meaning that someone who publishes lots of content is
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either generating it, or has already a network to gather content from. Ar-
guably, this high level of activity is more about generating content than
otherwise. Conversely, in the case of RT fraction, a higher fraction im-
plies more content promoted from other sources, which means that the
portrayed user values information from others. Our results indicate that
such users generate more recommendation events, perhaps to find more
sources to retweet from. Similarly, when mention fraction increases, like-
lihood of recommendation acceptance decreases (R11), possibly because
those users have already built their networks, and as such are focused on
interacting with it rather than building it.

• Presence of Political Content: recommendation acceptance likelihood in-
creases when users have political content in their portraits (R10). is
extends our finding from the pilot study, where users who had tweeted
about abortion gave beer ratings to recommendations.

Which users are engaged?

We observed that 52% of participants returned to the site at least a second time
in a different day; and that 77% of participants shared their portrait in Twier.
Based on results, we identify the following factors that influence user engage-
ment:

• Presence of Political Content and Informational Behavior : politically vocal
users had a greater tendency to return to the site, although hub ratio and
mention fraction decrease this tendency (R12). Both characteristics are
related to the number of people a participant interacts with, either by fol-
lowing more users than being followed, or by mentioning/replying more,
such that mentions have an important fraction of the user’s timeline.
In terms of hub ratio, we can analyze this result in the context of informer
users [NBL10], i. e., those users whose main role is to spread information.
Informers are focused on aracting followers, and thus their hub ratio
is expected to be low. In terms of higher mention fraction, given that a
considerable amount of their content is interaction with others, perhaps
their discussion networks are already built and they visit the site once
to confirm the image they project [Gof59]. In both cases, when users are
politically involved, once they have seen their portraits there is no need to
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return, as political stances are expected to have, if any, a low variance in
time. e opposite happens when users are not politically involved (R13
and R14). ose users are informing about non political issues, which
arguably present more variability in time than political contingency.
In our pilot study, some users expressed that data portraits are useful to
confirm if curated content is projecting the desired image; we devise this
result as an expression of that qualitative feedback.

• Publishing Behavior : users who have higher URL fraction are more likely
to share their portraits (R15), providing an additional link between en-
gagement and informers.

• Account Age: users with older accounts weremore likely to exhibit greater
dwell time (R18). is is in concordance to their greater likelihood to in-
teract with the portrait (R3).

Because of its complexity, we discuss separately the interaction of Visualiza-
tion, Presence of Political Content and Recommendation Type found in the analy-
sis of dwell time.

On one hand, Circle Pack, regardless of the recommendation algorithm, re-
duces dwell time (R16). Moreover, when using KLD jointly with Circle Pack
and users are politically involved, dwell time is also decreasing (R17). Given
that users performed more recommendation events with Circle Pack (R5) and
KLD (R6), this means that they perform their exploration of recommendations
faster when using the Circle Pack. ese users exhibit a focused recommenda-
tion exploration.

On the other hand, when Circle Pack is presented to politically involved users,
the effect is opposite and dwell time increases (R16). Given (R17), thismeans that
Circle Pack jointly with Intermediary Topics increase dwell time of politically
involved users. Considering the following previous results:

• Politically involved users are more likely to accept recommendations
(R10).

• Visualization is likely to increase recommendation events (R5).
• Intermediary Topics users are less likely to interact with recommenda-
tions than their KLD counterparts (R6).

en, we can conclude that politically involved users who were exposed to di-
verse recommendations using visualization exhibit a reflective recommendation
exploration.
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5.10 

In this section we discuss the overall results from this chapter. We started with
the premise of connecting people with opposing views, then performed a first
design proposal of both an algorithm to recommend such people, and a novel
user interface to display those recommendations.

Initial Methodology and Case Study: Abortion in Chile

To put our proposal into context, as well as to validate our motivation, we per-
formed a case study on a subset of the Chilean virtual population in Twier.
Specifically, we targeted the sensitive issue of abortion. e contingency at the
time of the study generated debate on the issue, and discussion around abortion
exhibited homophilic behavior.is scenario was ripe to test our first design, and
we performed a pilot user study.

Pilot Study

Results of this study shown that our initial implementation of recommender
system did not work as users expected. Since our algorithm was based on a
search engine using the vector space model [BR11a], sometimes recommenda-
tions were relevant in terms of keyword matching, but not on the meaning of
those keywords. However, we still obtained deep insights in terms of user be-
havior. Particularly, the key result we found is that recommendation evaluation
was influenced by the self-reported answer to “Have you tweeted about abortion
before?”. is content-based difference indicated that political openness might
be a feature that could help us to differentiate users according to their behavior.

To surpass the limitation imposed by the vector space model, we improved
our algorithm by using Latent Dirichlet Allocation [BNJ03], and then we devel-
oped the concept of Intermediary Topics. We extended the case study to perform
an off-line evaluation of intermediary topics, and found that they exist, that they
can be measured, and that they can be used to provide recommendations of peo-
ple of opposing views.
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New Data Portrait Design

Considering feedback from the pilot study, we introduced a new data portrait
design where we separated the depiction of recommendations from the data
portrait itself. is allowed us to test a visual strategy to depict recommenda-
tions without changing the core data portrait design, as well as finding how
recommendations influenced interaction with the data portrait.

Results of Deployment “In the Wild”

We evaluated our designs considering interaction data of Chilean users who
registered on our Aurora Twiera platform, obtaining interesting results about
users and their behavioral signals.

In one hand, behavioral and content differences influence how users perceive
a Casual Information Visualization system [PSM07]. We found that being politi-
cally open, interacting with others and being an informer are important features
that influence interaction. is is important because, when designing InfoVis
systems for specific tasks, user characteristics can be assumed by visualization
designers, but in open systems like ours we cannot predict who will use the
system nor their expertise level. Knowing which behavioral and content sig-
nals influence their usage of the system will help to design, and even customize,
new interfaces.

In the other hand, there are complex interactions within the conditions and
variables studied. We can say that the usage of visualization encouraged explo-
ration of recommendations, regardless of the algorithm used to generate them.
In contrast, if we look at recommendation acceptance from a general perspective,
people still behaved in an homophilic way. However, considering exploratory
behavior according to dwell time leads to deeper insights. We observed that
politically involved users who received diverse recommendations depicted vi-
sually, i. e., those who were affected by our proposed conditions, performed a
reflective exploration. Because politically involved users were more prone to ac-
cept recommendations, and our proposed conditions made those users spend
more time with the system, then we can conclude that those users shown a
conscious decision-making process, i. e., their behavior avoided the cognitive
heuristics that lead to biased behavior.
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5.10.1 Implications

We contextualize the implications in three areas, each one with a key ques-
tion: individual differences (who?), recommendations (when?), and data portraits
(how?).

Modeling and Detecting Individual Differences

Our results indicate that individual differences maer, both at the perception
level (i. e., recommendation receptivity) as found in the pilot study, as in the ap-
plication level (i. e., interaction behavior with portrait and recommendations),
as found in the evaluation of interaction data of end-users. We focused on be-
havioral signals that could be extracted from user profiles, namely, publishing
behavior (tweet ratio), experience (account age), connectivity (hub ratio andmen-
tion fraction), and informational behavior (RT and URL fraction of their tweets).
By modeling those characteristics with a statistical model, including an inter-
action of those signals with the detection of political content in user interests,
we were able to differentiate behavior between politically vocal and politically
silent people. is was an important distinction, as we found that these signals
had significant effects on user engagement with the system, including interac-
tions with the presence of political content in a user’s portrait.

us, even classifications of users who are not about politics, like informers
and meformers [NBL10], need to account for politically vocal users, because
political informers behave differently than non-political informers. is makes
sense, as, in line with our motivation, arguably only political informers are af-
fected by selective exposure, in the sense that they look for political content,
while non-politically involved people discards political content because of lack
of interest instead of selective exposure. Not all users are interested in politics,
therefore, not all users are interested in, nor need, political diversity on their
timelines.

Recommending Diverse Content

Our premise was that diversity-aware recommendations had the potential to ac-
tivate selective exposure in users, whowould, in turn, discard recommendations.
To avoid selective exposure, we proposed to rely on intermediary topics. en,
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wewanted to encourage a positive reception by users, and we proposed to do so
by using an aesthetically aractive design based on circle packing [CS03], which
had the property of displaying part of the underlying structure in recommenda-
tions. is indirectly tackled the hard problem of explaining recommendations
[HKR00]; since our recommendations are based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation
[BNJ03], explanation is difficult to achieve, as latent topics are mathematical
and do not always make sense in common language.

Although users did not interact with recommendations as much as they did
with the data portrait, the captured events were enough for our model to ex-
plain part of user behavior from a quantitative point of view. Users behave in
homophilic way, by interacting more with recommendations when they were
generated by the baseline algorithm. In this aspect, we observed that our visual-
ization proposal was effective: when visualizing recommendations instead of us-
ing the baseline text interface, users’ exploration of recommendation was equiv-
alent, or even greater, than when recommendations were non-diverse. is im-
plies that visualization is effective to encourage exploration of recommendations.
is result is similar to previous work by Faridani et al. [Far+10], where visual-
ization improved the behavior of users discussing sensitive issues, as they were
more respectful with others with opposing views, although it had no impact on
selective exposure. In that aspect, we did not found a main effect of visualiza-
tion in reducing homophilic behavior of recommendation acceptance. In fact,
homophilic behavior was confirmed, because the non-diverse recommendation
algorithm increased likelihood of acceptance. is result is not surprising–this
is whywe acknowledge that no two users are equal, and whywe have discussed
and analyzed individual differences.

To understandwhen our proposed approach of visualization and intermediary
topics work, we characterized exploratory behavior in terms of dwell time with
our application. A differentiating aribute in this aspect was whether users per-
formed a focused or a reflective exploration of recommendations. As result, we
found that, when users are politically involved, visualization and intermediary
topics are effective to increase thoughtful decision-making on recommendations.
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Data Portraits as a Tool for Engagement

We acknowledge that non-expert users might exhibit resistance when faced to
disruptive changes in the interfaces they are used to, such as the text based in-
terfaces present today in social networks, micro-blogging platforms, and media
outlets. ose interfaces have a cold business-like feeling and do not represent
the lively social context they are supposed to represent [Don14]. To be able to
change this feeling into a more evocative one, but without introducing disrup-
tive changes, we added a new stimuli to a familiar element. We augmented in
a substantial way the common interaction with wordclouds, while providing a
friendly and evocative appearance based on organic design.

We theorize that the main cause of the positive engagement found is our data
portrait design, because we have followed the feedback obtained in the pilot
study. e results discussed in terms of interaction with the portrait and rec-
ommendation, plus the positive engagement partially explained by our model,
implies that current systems should introduce optional casual information visu-
alization user interfaces to explore content generated by users. is would have
several benefits for users, as they will be able to unleash their social potential
by being able to choose the user interface that suits best for their exploratory
styles.

5.10.2 Summary, Limitations and Future Work

As mentioned by Kevin Lynch in his book “What Time is is Place?”, “the best
environment for human growth is one in which there are both new stimuli and
familiar reassurances, the chance to explore and the ability to return” [Lyn72]. In
this chapter we have tried to define one of such environments to explore user
generated content in micro-blogging platforms, where we considered human
growth as the quality of being able to connect with others of opposing views.
In particular, our proposed environment was a Casual Information Visualiza-
tion [PSM07] system that implemented the Data Portraits paradigm [Don+10].
rough a process of iterative design, we opened a pathwhere the design of user
interfaces jointly with algorithms that exploit user biases have the potential
to change the way people interacts with exploratory systems. Because we pre-
sented an exploratory system, our evaluation was not a task-based one focused
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on algorithm/visualization efficiency. Instead, we performed an “in the wild”
evaluation [Cra+13], where we focused on individual differences and user in-
teraction with the interface, as well as user engagement metrics [LOY14]. Such
focus allowed us to obtain deep insights on user behavior and exploratory styles.

Aer discussing our results, we outlined the implications of our work. In par-
ticular, by focusing on individual differences we have understood part of who
should be targeted with proposals like ours. By focusing on the recommenda-
tions aspect, we have understoodwhen should paradigms like ours be used. And
finally, by focusing on the information visualization aspect of this project, we
have understood part of how our proposal can lead to good results. Yet, not all
is done–there are still many questions, in particular in terms of the why behind
our results. ese aspects have been covered before in data portraits scenarios
by Viégas, Golder, and Donath [VGD06] with qualitative studies, although their
seing was different and non conflictive. is is what future work awaits.

Limitations

ere are three main limitations of this work. First, even though the number of
participants was sufficient for our model to reliably perform regressions using
generalized linear models, a greater number of participants would have allowed
us to present more evidence to support our claims. We believe we could have
obtained more sign-ups if Twier permissions were more granular, as in their
current form they exceed what our application really needs, and this scared
users. Second, our recommendation algorithm was only content-based, with-
out considering network features as input, something that is expected by users
[Che+09]. Network features also aid when defining explanations (e. g., by mak-
ing common contacts explicit). Finally, our design focused on desktop environ-
ments, but now mobile platforms are more common, specially in non-expert
users, and thus, coverage of mobile scenarios is needed.

Future Work

In addition to addressing our limitations, we plan to perform a qualitative eval-
uation. In particular, we consider a framework that will help to understand the
why on the results like PLayful EXperiences by Lucero et al. [Luc+13]. By con-
ducting such evaluation, we will be able to perform a similar analysis to the one
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by Viégas, Golder, and Donath [VGD06]. We expect to, in addition to analyze
insights and usage of the portrait, find how users perceive privacy with respect
to their content–a data portrait surfaces the paerns behind user generated con-
tent, and users are not always conscious about the information they publish on
the Web.





6
CONCLUS IONS

In this dissertation we studied the effects of bias in behavior of Web users by
following a transversal approach based on case studies. In this chapter we dis-
cuss the results and implications of the dissertation as a whole, as well as future
work to be pursued.

6.1 

We performed three case studies in two different platforms. We started with
Wikipedia, focusing on community maintained content (Chapter 3), and then
we moved to Twier, a micro-blogging platform where we studied behavior in
terms of the user generated content (Chapters 4 and 5). e case studies per-
formed are:

• Gender Bias on Wikipedia, where we focused on understanding, quanti-
fying, and contextualizing the bias introduced by the community in the
depiction of women.

• Political Centralization on Twier, where we focused on how a systemic
bias from the physical world affects the entire Web content lifecycle.

• Political Homophily on Twier, where we focused on how a cognitive bias
affects how users communicate with others.

Next, we summarize the results of each case study.

203
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6.1.1 Gender Bias on Wikipedia

In Chapter 3 we studied gender bias in user generated content on the open ency-
clopedia Wikipedia. We found that there are biases in how women are charac-
terized in biographies in comparison to men, as well in the network structure of
links between biographies.ese biases were quantified and their consequences
on content were identified. For instance, women are harder to find than men be-
cause the network structure is biased in terms of centrality in the network of
biographies. We contextualized the differences in characterization in terms of
social theory from a feminist point of view.is allowed us to see that not all dif-
ferences correspond to biases of the Wikipedia community, as some differences
were reflections of bias in society. Based on our findings, we suggested several
ways to improve Wikipedia’s current guidelines. On one hand, we suggested
to implement new guidelines of bias in language, as the current neutral point
of view guideline does not inhibit such bias. On the other hand, we inquired
Wikipedia to perform affirmative actions to relax their guidelines of notability
for women, given how women have been excluded from history and are harder
to find.

6.1.2 Political Centralization on Twier

In Chapter 4 we studied political centralization and its effect on Twier in the
context of a centralized country. We analyzed the entire Web content life cycle,
i. e., from content-generation by users to content-consumption, including con-
tent classification bymachine learning algorithms.We found that centralization
affects all aspects of the life cycle, including user behavior.

To reduce bias effects and give users the chance to explore an unbiased time-
line, we built an information filtering algorithm and an user interface based
on visualization techniques. We evaluated the algorithm and the user interface
with users in qualitative and quantitative terms, and found important differ-
ences in user perception induced by the systemic bias.

en, guided by concepts of identification drawn from ethnographic litera-
ture, we implemented a design based on treemaps. We found that its mixture
with our information filtering algorithm enabled users to explore unbiased time-
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lines in an “in the wild” implementation. Furthermore, we found that users
from central locations behave differently when interactingwith the system than
those users from peripheral locations.

6.1.3 Political Homophily on Twier

In Chapter 5 we studied homophily and its effect on Twier, in particular in
the context of the politically-involved population of a country. In a case study
which analyzed the discussion about abortion, we found that people interact
with others in a homophilic way in terms of positions on abortion. We pro-
posed an initial algorithm to recommend people of opposing views, and an ini-
tial design for a data portrait of users, which would serve as a non-political
context to present recommendations. ose recommendations of people with
opposing views, were generated from an analysis of shared interests that were
non-conflictive. In this way, we used homophily in one aspect to encourage
reduction of homophily in another.

We ran a pilot study to evaluate our initial proposals. We found that there
were individual differences in perception of user recommendations in terms of
political-involvement of users. User feedbacks allowed us to improve the design
of the system as a whole, which we tested “in the wild”. Results of this deploy-
ment were mixed. On one hand, we found that homophilic behavior is strong
and users, in general, accepted more recommendations when they were fully
homophilic. On the other hand, we found positive user engagement with the
application and we confirmed our proposal that visualization encourages ex-
ploration of recommendations. Furthermore, we found that when users are po-
litically involved, the mixture of visualization and our intermediary topics not
only encourages them to explore. It also enables a reflective exploration process,
which we link with a conscious decision-making in terms of recommendations,
i. e., an unbiased, rational behavior.
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6.2   

In this section we analyze the contributions and implications of the main results
derived from the transversal analysis of our case studies.

6.2.1 Understanding Biases in Content and Behavior

Web Mining Tools are Effective when Measuring Bias in Content and Behavior

We started inquiring if biases from the physical world are reflected on the Web.
rough the three case studies we confirmed the presence and effects of the spe-
cific biases under consideration. In Chapters 3, 4 and 5 we observed, analyzed
and quantified behavior by employing techniques drawn from Computational
Linguistics, Information Retrieval, Topic Modeling, Machine Learning, and Net-
work Analysis. We used those techniques to understand user generated content
and usage of Web platforms, as well as our own deployed systems “in the wild”,
in the context of the Web Mining process described in Chapter 2.

Researchers wanting to understand biased behavior in Web activities will be
able to do so by employing known techniques related to Web Mining. ese
techniques will be useful in any part, or even in the whole, of the Web content
life cycle.

Social Sciences Frame and Guide the Analysis

Although this dissertation is wrien in a Computer Science context, Web Min-
ing tools only provide a quantitative framework; the question ofwhat tomeasure
cannot be answered solely by Computer Science. In this aspect, in all chapters
we have guided the analysis and proposed designs by relevant Social Science
theory: feminism in Chapter 3, ethnography in Chapter 4, and homophily and
presentation of self in Chapter 5.is is why we contextualized this dissertation
in the field of Computational Social Science.

By having a Social Science framework to base the analysis, researchers can
evaluate which factors are important when defining the rationale that will guide
algorithmic output and user interface design of exploratory and Casual InfoVis
systems, as we have done in Chapters 4 and 5.
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6.2.2 Encouraging Changes in Behavior

Unbiased Algorithms are Necessary but not Sufficient

Whether users value or see diversity is something that depends on the spe-
cific bias being analyzed. In Chapter 4 we focused on a systemic bias which
affected user perception and behavior. Arguably, this is something that might
be out of control to the user, or the user just do not care about it because of
conformism with the system. In Chapter 5 we focused on a cognitive bias, in
which users chose to have biased behavior because it was beneficial for them (as
they avoided cognitive dissonance). en, although an algorithm can theoret-
ically diminish a bias by generating diverse output (e. g., recommendations or
timelines), it is naive to think that algorithmic design by itself will make users
explore content in a less biased manner. Just delivering different information
will not encourage a change in their behavioral choices.

Researchers wanting to encourage change in behavior in biased contexts
must think how to complement the necessary algorithms that deliver unbiased
content, for instance, by designing new user interfaces.

However, note that algorithms and quantification can be sufficient if the pur-
pose is just quantification of bias and not encouragement behavioral change. For
instance, although we did not focus on changing biased behavior of Wikipedia
editors in Chapter 3, our results still made impact in the community, who
adopted our resulting guidelines for writing about women.1

Information Visualization Encourages Exploration of Diverse Content

We have found that the usage of information visualization techniques encour-
ages exploration of diverse content. Note that we refer to specific visualization
techniques, in particular, we focused on hierarchical techniques like treemaps
and circle packing, instead of trying several different ones. To find if visualiza-
tion effectively encouraged exploratory behavior, wemeasured differences with
respect to specific baselines pertinent to current mainstream interfaces. Our ra-
tionale is that we chose which techniques to use based on the literature as well

1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:GGTF/Writing_about_women
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as the entire context surrounding the case study. Future work may wish to re-
visit this idea and evaluate more visualization techniques in these contexts.

In terms of the purpose of our work, as noted in the introduction of this dis-
sertation, our designs aimed to have three traits as defined by Donath [Don14]:
to be innovative, to be legible, and to be socially beneficial. We tried to be in-
novative by approaching every bias from an unexplored angle, guided by the
insertection of Web Mining, Social Sciences and Information Visualization; we
tried to be legible by designing visualizations having end-users and their so-
cial context in mind when defining user interface rationale; and we tried to be
socially beneficial by focusing on the benefits of having a less biased behavior.

Whether we succeeded in carrying those traits is something time will tell.
However, as discussed, the results from Chapters 4 and 5 confirm that usage
of Information Visualization, in particular in the context of Casual InfoVis sys-
tems, produced the wanted effect of encouraging exploration. erefore, a vi-
sualization designer who wants to encourage exploration of diverse/unbiased
information should consider a design process guided by those traits.

One Size does not Fit All

Culture, Geography, Social context and individual differences maer when
studying user behavior. No two users are equal, and, as such, these factors must
be considered when designing exploratory systems in biased scenarios. In this
aspect, Bardzell [Bar10] provides a framework for Human-Computer Interac-
tion against universal design, because universal points of view in artifact de-
sign become normative and totalitarian. For instance, in Chapter 5 we found
that different archetypes of users in terms of informational behavior have op-
posite behaviors in biased scenarios, and thus, a universal approach would not
have encouraged unbiased behavior at all.

Researchers must consider that, while systemic and cognitive biases affect
people in general, everyone is affected in different ways.

User Engagement Allows to Measure Differences in Behavior “In the Wild”

Casual InfoVis and exploratory systems are hard to evaluate, as they are not
task-based, and thus, metrics like accuracy, efficiency and task-time are not
available nor meaningful. In Chapters 4 and 5, user engagement metrics like
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return probability and dwell time were used as measured in our scenarios. In
addition to behavioral and informational signals, they allowed tomeasure differ-
ences in behavior, enabling us to effectively evaluate if a Casual InfoVis design
was effectively used as intended, and if it had encouraged the intended changes
in behavior.

is is an important contribution, because it allows to perform a quantitative
evaluation of these kind of systems. For instance, data portraits (see Chapter
5) have been evaluated mostly in qualitative manners, which gives deep under-
standing of usage but does not allow to study qualities like encouragement of
behavioral change nor exploration by users according to individual differences.
By using user engagement metrics, researchers can perform “in the wild” stud-
ies to obtain quantitative results, which can be later explained with qualitative
studies.

6.3  

In this section we outline several lines of work to be pursued aer this disser-
tation.

6.3.1 Replication Instead of Generalization

We believe our results should not be generalized to the entire Web, not only
because we focused on specific case studies which might not be representative,
but because we started from a premise of cultural and social differences. Fol-
lowing that premise, instead of generalization we will seek replication of our
studies in other cultural and social contexts.

6.3.2 A Framework for Evocative Visualization in Biased Scenarios

We defined design guidelines in our case studies based on Social Sciences con-
texts, as well as user feedback. However, we did not define a conceptual frame-
work for evocative visualizations that encourage exploration of diverse content
in biased scenarios. Such framework will be helpful for visualization practition-
ers and designers when creating new visualizations in social Web platforms. To
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implement this, it would be pertinent to try different visualization techniques
from the ones we have used.

6.3.3 Exploratory and Interactive Contexts for Longitudinal Studies

e presented systems, although evaluated “in the wild”, are still proof of con-
cept implementations that do not allow users to embrace our proposed designs
as replacements of the original platforms we targeted. For instance, the treemap
visualization from Chapter 4 does not display conversations around the filtered
tweets, and, although a tweet can be displayed in its native format, subsequent
actions performed on it are not reflected on the user interface. Hence, by hav-
ing a more integrated exploratory experience with extended interaction mech-
anisms, we will be able to run longitudinal studies that will allow us to perform
deeper analysis in our context.

6.3.4 Mobile Contexts

Finally, we will consider mobile platforms as target for our next studies. Un-
doubtedly, today the mobile context is crucial when studying behavior of end-
users, in particular non-experts as targeted by this dissertation. e mobile con-
text delivers new opportunities, as usage contexts are more varied than desktop
ones, as well as new challenges, because design guidelines for desktop environ-
ments do not apply.

6.4  

In this dissertation there was an implicit common concept through all the case
studies: the other. In the first case study, the other was women. In the second, it
was those who do not live in the capital of a centralized country. In the third, it
was those who think differently. e biases in our minds and in our systems are
making us diminish, ignore or avoid them. By doing so, we are missing a world
full of potentially enriching views. Sometimes, such thinking is not conscious.
Aswe have found in this dissertation, it is possible to design algorithms and user
interfaces that allow users to make conscious choices. To do so is necessary to
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become empathic in design. In Computer Science it is hard to be empathic as a
designer (either of algorithms, user interfaces or systems), because diversity is
not a common trait found neither in the academy nor in the industry. ere are
efforts to change this, but as long as we, as computer scientists, do not embrace
diversity in what we make, in addition to where we make it, then the Web will
be of only one color.

A globalized Web has plenty of opportunities for human growth; an uni-
formized Web has not. We hope to have planted a seed toward a Web full of
color.
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